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IN THIS ALUMNUS 
Homecoming, 1969, fascinated your ALUMNUS Editor this year. Not that he hasn't enjoyed the previous festivities but 
this fall seemed to be special. Perhaps, it was the sense of justice and love the students displayed in electing Westy Matthews 
the first black Homecoming Queen, or it could have been the tremendous parade which went off despite the lack of help, 
particularly in float building, from the student body. The football game, a 56-24 victory over Northern Illinois, was a sight 
to behold and the Alumni festivities that day were well attended and every one had the usual good time. We also thought 
the selection of a noted chemistry professor, Dr. Joseph Park, .'29, of the University of Colorado, was an excellent one. 
Therefore, we have an unusually large Homecoming section this year. 
Sensitive Cannibals by Professor F. Anthony Macklin of the English Department is a continuation of our series of stories 
on today's college student. The U.D. cagers go into a new home in December and Epsilon Delta Tau, a new engineering 
faternity, opens its rolls to all U.D. engineering and technology graduates. The Admissions Office asks for your help in 
recruiting and tells you about its staff. 
In the class notes, Archbishop Edward Hunkeler, '09, retires from the Kansas City, Kansas, diocese. Robert L. McBride, 
'32, writes a book and Joe Poelking, Sr., '32, shows his generosity toward his alma mater and friends. Ernie Godoy, '24, is 
found and Hank Ferrazza, '49, is back in Dayton. 
Andrew Iddings, '57, Hon., receives a citation and Fran Arnold, '68; John Rohm, '68, and Onorina Stolof, '69, are 
overseas in Italy, India and France respectively. Bonnie Mandina, '64, is a mini-skirted terror in New York. 
And finally, because we had a couple open pages after laying out the foregoing material, we are using three stories which 
the ALUMNUS Editor wrote for this fall's football programs. University Life on the Move is on page 17 while Let's Get 
Together and Once Upon A Time are on pages 22 and 23 respectively. 
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UNIVERSITY 
rugs 
Spectacle filled football 
games .. . quiet hand-in-
hand strolls ... the friendly 
atmosphere of Fraternity 
sings ... The prom . .. and 
commencement. 
Now you can keep these 
college memories vividly 
alive for a lifetime with 
these excitingly new, hand-
woven rugs containing an 
exact reproduction of your 
University, College, Sorority 
or Fraternity insignia. 
These colorful, exquisitely handwoven 
rugs come in a wide variety of shapes 
and sizes. Each and every rug is hand-
woven from 100% wool into the colors 
and insignia of your University or 
College. 
e Add splashes of color to your home 
or office with these practical Univer-
sity rugs. 
e The ideal gift for that old college 
buddy or a member of your family. 
e Display it on the wall. 
e The perfect conversation piece that is 
guaranteed to stimulate discussions 
of those carefree college capers that 
you now or once enjoyed. 
University Book Store, University of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio 45409 
0 18" round, $14.98 0 2' x 4' rectangular, $45 .98 Name 
0 24" round, $24.98 0 2' x 4' oval, $49.98 Address 
2' x 2' square, $24 .98 
City 
0 0 3' x 5' rectangular, $75 .98 State ip 
0 2' x 3' rectangular, $34 .98 0 3' x 5' oval, $79 .98 0 Check 0 Money order 
0 2' x 3' oval, $37.98 Your order increases the contribution to the Kettering Challenge. 
''THE AGE OF AQUARIUS ~~ 
OMECOMING 
By Joe Mclaughlin 
Editor, Alumnus 
Homecoming is always a glorious time for those stu-
dents, alumni, staff and faculty who prepare for the biggest 
week in the year at the University of Dayton. It gives 
students an opportunity to show their creativeness, blow 
off steam and show their friends the extra-curricular phase 
of the UD Community. The alumni have a chance to renew 
old acquaintances and take a look at their changing alma 
mater. The staff and facult\ like the opportunity to join in 
the fun week, watch the students in action, see their pals 
among the alumni, and join with everyone else in watching 
the Saturday parade and football game. 
In the ensuing pages we have tried to depict the 
Homecoming program, particularly the Saturday festivities. 
There was the parade, a beautiful spectacle this year; the 
football game - we beat Northern Illinois, 56-24; special 
class reunions, the alumni dinner and the alumni dance. 
There was the presentation of the third annual Distin-
guished Alumnus Award to Dr. Joseph Park, '29. 
We started at 8 A.M. on October 18 and rolled into bed 
about 1 A.M. October 19 - tired, as usual, but a happy 
tired. How about joining us on October 17, 1970 . 
(Editor's Note : For the first time in our five years as 
General Publicity Director and ALUMNUS Editor, we had 
photography problems so we missed some of the reunions 
pictorially and didn't get identifications on many of the 
pictures. We hope, however, that we are forgiven by those 
who attended the reunions and the other alumni affairs but 
are missing in the ensuing pages.) 
U.D. Marching Band. 
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A ntioch Shrine Patro l 
A lumni President, Jerry and Pauline Westendorf 
Dean of Students, Margaret Holland; Dean of Men, Rev. Francis 
Kenny, ; Dean of Women , Mary Thomas, partially hidden ; and James 
Bennett, General Manager, WING. 
The Bill F itzpatricks and the Vic Cassanos. 
UD Cheerleaders and the Stingray 
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Mary Shay, the R. J. Wenings. 
The Shriners 
WING's Duke of Dayton. 
PflouM ... 
The Judges, left to right, Mrs. Virginia Hertvik with hat, Dayton 
Daily News; Jerry Kaye with dark glasses, WING disc jockey; Jerry 
Goldstein with pipe, Dale Fashions; and Ed Hamlyn with grin, News 
Director, WLW-D. 
The Winner, Snoopy and Friends, the Cleveland Club. 
Q ·wrulN1l G-r· t~ 
OF 
.·Et ·.: 
,, .. 
_ .. . . _. 
Second Place, Age of Aquarius, Engineers. 
Third Place, Zodiac, University Hall 
GfVE PERCE R CHRM[ E 
---- . 
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Football Centennial Queen , Debbie Hessel! of Beavercreek . 
• • • 
- -· 
---
CORPS 
Carol Giglia, WVUD 
4 
High Wheels Ride 'Em, Gal! UD F lyerettes 
Julienne G iris 
Miller's Black Hawks 
ail 
~ ... 
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~----------9~~~----------~ 
Tony Vitale (27) heads for one of touchdowns in 56-24 victory 
over Northern Illinois. 
Dr. and Mrs. Powers, '14, 
ce lebrated their 36th 
wedding anniversary at the 
Alumni dinner. 
6 
A UD goal in the Flyers' 3-0 soccer triumph over Toledo on 
Friday . 
Jim Wilkerson, right, dance chairman, steps out with wife, Mae, 
while Lloyd and Edythe Lewis look on approvingly. 
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1919 
1924 
1924 
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1944 
1959 
1959 
Band 
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1944 
1959 
HOMECOMING, 1970 
October 17, 1970 
Dayton vs. Buffalo 
20th Anniversary of Parade 
want to work on Homecoming 
Call Mary Shay 
229-2841 
WE STY 
A clean pair of blue jeans and bare feet, a six inch 
wide smile, glasses, an engagement ring - and this is 
UD's Homecoming Queen for 1969 - Westina 
Matthews. But Westy, as she's known to her friends, 
is far from the makings of a hippie or a queen. You 
might call her an unusual average person. She's no 
different from any other 20-year-old - she loves 
involvement and soap operas at the same time - and 
yet she's the difference between every other student 
because she's the world's only Westy Matthews. 
And the world's only Westy Matthews has no 
desire to change that. "I have to be me and that's all 
there is to it," the Yellow Springs, Ohio, coed will tell 
you. Her campaign slogan of "I Gotta Be Me" and her 
refusal to do anything out of the normal routine 
during the campaign was proof. There were no extra 
hello's to people she didn't know, and there were no 
extra greetings for those who were already her 
friends. Maybe every once in a while that six inch grin 
was caught by a bypasser; but then that's not unusual 
in a typical Westy day. 
A typical day at UD for Westy is being a resident 
assistant to 63 Marycrest Dorm girls, being an active 
student in University affairs, and fmding enough time 
for a little leisure life. In the morning it's the rush to 
classes, interrupted by numerous gab sessions and 
then back to the dorm and maybe a discussion with a 
resident who has a personal problem. Or maybe it's 
time to fill out the reports for Hall Council. But 
between 2 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. you can always find 
Westy in her room watching soap operas. "I've been 
watching them for 10 years and that's the only reason 
I bought a TV set this past summer," she remarked. 
"I don't think they're very realistic, but they're about 
people and their lives, and I love getting involved with 
them." 
It's hard to think of Westy as anything but 
involved, whether it's eating popcorn with the girls on 
her floor or serving on a committee of the Academic 
Senate. The daughter of a methodist minister, she 
seems to live on constant motivation. "I want to live, 
not merely survive," she will reiterate. 
Her need to motivate was the main reason for 
Westy's entrance into the Homecoming Queen 
campaign. "I wanted Homecoming to be more than it 
was in the past," Westy remarked. "I wanted to see 
more people involved, with less emphasis on the 
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queen and more on the student. I could have done it 
without running I suppose; but by running I could act 
as a motivating force." 
Although the queen would like to remain just 
West 4, she has been a constant promotor of change on 
UD's campus. The elementary education major serves 
as chairman of Horizontal Communications, a group 
composed of people from various organizations on 
campus and faculty and administration, who sit down 
and talk over campus problems in hopes of better 
communication and possible solutions. Listed in 
Who's Who in American Colleges, she acted as 
Chairman of "Crisis in Black and White Week" in 
1967, a week of discussion which did much to bring 
about open communication between black and white 
students on campus. Following the death of Martin 
Luther King Jr., Westy also served as chairman of a 
campus wide memorium service for the peace leader. 
And now that only the title of Homecoming Queen is 
left and the festivities are over, the spirited coed can 
once again resume work on the New Library Com-
mittee of the Academic Senate and serve as a member 
of the Union Activities Organization and Kennedy 
Union Board. 
But for Westy, involvement also lies in observation 
and that is why she would like to sit in an airport all 
day, or New York's Central Park, and just observe 
people. "You can learn so much about people by 
merely watching them," she says pensively. "That's 
why I just like to sit in the snackbar. They are so 
neat." 
Westy Matthews doesn't go in for just sitting 
though - she also likes to talk. Pass her by on 
campus, say a few words and in a minute you can be 
deep in conversation - one of the reasons she is 
almost always late for everything. "I'm the type that 
carries on conversations with strangers in elevators," 
We sty admits laughingly . 
Westy will also admit that being chosen UD's 
Homecoming Queen was a big step for her. But 
perhaps her biggest step will be to the altar April18. 
And her fiance, Steve Ligon, a Navy man presently 
stationed in Boston, will probably admit it too. 
It seems the petite black girl is always taking some 
kind of step ... always motivated and always daring 
to try. 
Jeannine Doty '70 
from her father 
Mr. Wesley 
Matthews 
Westy crowned by 
Fr. Roesch at half-
time ceremonies 
of the UD-N. 
Illinois game. 
U.D.'S "AGE OF AQUARIUS" 
Brotherhood, Love, Peace ... 
and the 31st Homecoming Queen 
WITH WARMEST CONGRATULATIONS 
and the Queen's Court 
and from a friend 
(left to right) 
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Pauline Magrath a 
Dayton, Ohio native. 
Patty Wicox from 
Chattanooga, Tennessee 
Mary Lou Floyd from 
Bloomfield , N.J. 
Westy and her 
court on the 
Queens ' Float 
during the down-
town Dayton 
parade. 
DISTINGUISHED ALUMNUS AWARD 
PROFESSOR JOSEPH D. PARK, '29 
Recipient 
1969 Distinguished Alumnus Award 
University of Dayton 
Dr. joseph D. Park, '29, an internationally recognized 
authority in chemistry and presently a professor of chemistry 
at the University of Colorado, was the f ourth University of 
Dayton alum>1t1S to receive the Distinguished A lumnus 
A ward. Dr. Park, who holds 31 U.S. paten ts as inventor or 
co-i11ventor covering both new compositions of matter and 
processes relating to organic fluorine chemistry, received his 
award at the Alumni Homecoming Dinner in the Kennedy 
Union on October 18. The f o llowing citation was a part of 
the award. 
The Alumni Committee charged with the responsibility 
to select the 1969 Distinguished Alumnus Award has 
named Dr. Joseph D. Park, B.Ch.E. 1929 for this Honor, 
Dr. Joseph Park first attained success in industry as an 
inventor and pioneer researcher. He then entered the 
academic arena displaying an intellectual vigor which soon 
won the esteem and respect of his colleagues and students. 
Allow us to present a few nuggets from his rich career in 
lieu of the fact that it would take many pages to list all of 
his contributions to the chemical profession. 
Dr. Park earned his Bachelor's degree under the late 
beloved Dr. William J. Wohlleben, S.M. He then joined the 
Frigidaire Division of General Motors where he helped 
develop the "Freons" which are used as refrigerants, 
fluorin ated fire extinguishing agents and aerosol propel-
lants. In 1933 he began graduate studies at The Ohio State 
University under Professor William L. Evans as a Midgley 
Fellow. After specializing in Carbohydrate Chemistry he 
received his PH.D. 1937. Joining the Dupont Corporation 
he became part of a team whose work led to the 
development of Teflon, the nonstick coating found on 
many modern pots and pans. After ten years at Dupont, 
and fresh from being a part of the "virgin years" of fluorine 
chemistry, Dr. Park started a second career in the academic 
community. 
After joining the Chemistry Faculty of the University of 
Colorado in 1947, Dr. Park relates that he was so 
discouraged that he almost returned to industry. Fortunate-
ly for the 7 5 students who have since earned their 
doctorates under his tutelage, for the chemical profession, 
and for the entire academic community, Dr. Park stayed 
on . Seldom today does anyone personify the ideal teacher-
scholar as he does. In 1958 he was named as the 
outstanding teacher and lecturer of the University of 
Colorado. He was given a Faculty Leave of Absence to 
study under Professor Guilio Natta in Milan, Italy, in 1960. 
He received an honorary D.Sc. Degree from the Pusan 
National University, Pusan, Korea, in 1963. He was selec ted 
to give the Thirty-fourth University of Colorado Lecture on 
Research and Creative Work in 1968. This is the highest 
honor the University of Colorado can bestow on one of its 
faculty members. He has been a special lecturer at 
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Dr. Joseph D. Park, '29 receives the 1969 University of Dayton 
Distinguished Alumnus Award from Bro. John Lucier, S.M., 
Chairman, Department of Chemistry at UD. 
Universities in this country as well as Universities in 
England, Germany, Belgium, Italy, Japan and Korea. He is 
the author of numerous patents, and articles in major 
professional journals. He has been awarded numerous 
research grants and contracts. He is a consultant with eight 
large chemical corporations. Yet with all of this Dr. Park's 
principal interest has centered around his students and their 
development as integrated human beings. In his view, 
University research is reall y a joint student-professor 
working relationship in which the studen t learns to think 
independently and creatively. He teaches his students th at 
research is a mental process in which they must learn to 
excel. He points out that laboratory work is of less 
importance in research than this all-important mental 
effort. 
Dr. Joseph Park beams at the mention of his wife 
Bernice and his children Brian and Sharon. His family no 
doubt joins in the tribute which is being paid him by his 
fellow alumni of the University of Dayton. The entire 
University family takes pride in presenting him with the 
1969 Distinguished Alumnus Award. 
Dr. Park says his "thanks" t o 
the University administra-
tion and his fellow alumni at 
the Alumni Homecoming 
dinner, October 18. 
SENSITIVE CANNIBALS 
The positions, attitudes and demands of today's university students are so confusing to the general public, particularly to 
alumni who were much more "docile" and less demanding in their college days, that the editor of the University of Dayton 
ALUMNUS has sought out articles for the 1969 editions which, in some measure, present the picture. 
Mr. Charles Grismer, '59, wrote in the june issue of his experiences with students while attending a one-day 
seminar/reunion lqst fall. It was entitled "As It Is Today." In the summer issue, Gary Molinsky, '68, concentrated on the 
recent changes (last three years) in Student Government and current student attitudes in "The Why of It At U.D." 
Now a change of pace. Professor F. Anthony Macklin, Villanova, '60, a member of UD's English Department and Editor of 
FILM HERITAGE magazine, presents an altogether different view of today's student "involvement," or "revolution," call it 
what you may. 
We hope to have future articles which will keep you up to date on the situation. If you have questions please send them to 
Joe McLaughlin, Director, General Publicity, University of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio 45409. 
America has always dealt in moral 
certitudes. The new moral sense is an 
intriguing continuance of the process. 
When one listens to the slogans that 
express the new morality, he hears 
exceptional hypocrisy. Yet, so often, 
it goes unchallenged. Supposedly we 
are blessed with a new generation that 
rejects the values of the older genera-
tion and is concerned with the in-
dividual. How is this expressed? In the 
banal declaration, "you can't trust 
anyone over thirty." This is then 
betrayed by the fact that, at the same 
time it is being said, the young turn to 
those over thirty - the Kennedys, 
McCarthy, Marcuse, et a!. It might be 
better said, "You can't trust any-
body." But of course the young trust 
themselves, their tribes. 
Another dazzling articula tion of 
the new morality is "Do your own 
thing." It sounds like an Ayn Rand 
retread, but today this theory of 
selfishness is masked as "sensitivity." 
"Be yourself - and find your salva-
tion." The new Dale Carnegie in mufti 
has come to the campus and across 
the land. "Be yourself" is th e modern 
moral that has been razzle-dazzled a t 
us from all the media in the year 
1969. One can purchase games called 
"Sensitivity" and "Group Therapy." 
The former sells for ten dollars and is 
distributed by Sensitivity Games, Inc.; 
the latter is $6.95 and is manu-
factured by Park Plastics. Psychology 
and plastics - the building blocks of 
contemporary Utopia. Be the first on 
your block . .. . 
The sixties have been an age of 
self-acclaimed good men. The new 
politicians and all the others stand on 
the ramparts and say softly, often 
raucously, I am a good man ; I am 
concerned. And we agree and share 
"America has always dealt in moral 
certitudes." 
that goodness. But the demands on 
someone who says that he is more 
moral than those who have come in 
the past are immense. These demands 
have not been fulfilled. Madison 
Avenue techniques are employed, the 
same evasions, the same management 
of news, the same sell; only the words 
and images are different. 
The difference is style and degree. 
The media are glutted with the sell of 
the new morality. The Democratic 
Convention in Chicago is now a medi-
ocre morality play: the good guys and 
the bad guys. In a recent article in the 
New York Times Magazine (the Times 
is one of the major forums for the 
new morality ), Tom Wicker wrote of 
his guilt in not joining the marchers in 
Chicago. A year Ia ter he is still trying 
to cleanse himself by once again 
wheeling out those tired, worn-out 
fish-in-barrels , Daley, Johnson, and 
Humphrey. Wicker uses one of the 
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slickest, most deceitful of journalistic 
tricks. He substitutes the present for 
the past; he ignores the original ten-
sion and pressures, and substitutes 
hindsight. There is no mention of 
what would have happened if Tom 
Hayden and his marchers had over-
whelmed the convention . And if you 
think Hayden wouldn't exploit his 
chances - you don't comprehend the 
new morality. Ponder the sweet, fair 
logic of Hayden, one of the founders 
of SDS, as expressed in a Playboy 
panel on student revolt . Of those who 
would walk through student strike 
lines to school, Hayden says, 
" . .. when they attempt to walk 
through our lines, it's not their right 
to education that's being violated; it's 
our right to oppose the system." Such 
is the new freedom, the new equality . 
Roy Wilkins, executive director of 
the NAACP, has said, "The United 
States must always yield to change, 
but not to guerrilla insurrection . That 
was what was attempted at Chicago 
and was abetted, in confusion, by 
many who are not insurrectionists." 
What if one or more of the candidates 
at Chicago had been assassinated? 
Assassination was a terrible memory 
and a distinct possibility. But we 
forget these things, and we make our 
judgements on the way things did 
turn out ignoring what might have 
happened if it had gone differently. 
Imagine what Wicker would be writ-
ing today if the convention had fallen, 
if vacillation had produced assassina-
tion. This is not to be taken as an 
excuse for Chicago, but it is a 
memory of context, which has been 
prostituted and distorted con tin-
uously since the convention. Our 
news media adjust history. They act 
out of hindsight and immediacy . We 
"The sixties have been an age of self-acclaimed good men." 
take events out of their historical, 
uncertain context, with its topical 
tensions, and we make conclusive 
judgements on the way things turned 
out, forgetting the absolutely neces-
sary point, that if things had been 
done differently, the results we look 
back on today might be different. 
What has given us the simple mor-
alism of the present? What has al-
lowed moralistic generalities to romp 
unchecked from our media? We are 
too forceful, too arrogant in our Love 
today. If Christ were to return, we 
would reject him. Because we are 
Christ. We are doing his work, con-
cerned about poverty, against war and 
for peace, helpful to our Black broth-
ers, going to their theatre, sometimes 
their church, repudiating ourselves. 
But it is a repudiation in our own 
way. It has its fine rewards. We feel 
good; we are good .. Our right hand 
publicly shakes our left hand; public 
acts of "sensitivity" abound. We 
know that we are contributing. Our 
unworthiness has been assuaged. We 
all face the touchy problem of being 
"Christ-like" without going so far as 
crucifixion. The crucifixion can be 
transcended. The tendency today is 
not to notice that we can't be Christ, 
but to adapt him to what we can, and 
are, being. It is a subtle and chilling 
transformation. You too can be a 
painless Christ. 
Relevance is the cry of the new 
breed. Some who have championed it 
are having second thoughts as they 
witness the effects of the relevance 
crusade. Robert Brustein, dean of the 
Yale Drama School, seems to be 
reconsidering. In the NY Times 
(which seems to be a forum for 
reconsideration) in a penetrating essay 
on the new theatre, Brustein ques-
tions "relevance" and "group ther-
apy." He declares, " ... 'relevance' 
can quickly get to be as empty as 
indifference, if it is unredeemed by 
perception, texture, or form ... " 
Brustein finds that " ... what these 
students are seeking in the theatre is 
akin to what men once sought in the 
Church - namely, salvation ... The 
theatre is attractive precisely because 
it is a communal activity, and thus 
offers promise of the same kind of 
togetherness held out by T -groups, 
communes, encounter sessions, sensi-
tivity explorations, and all the other 
current forms of quasi-tribal expres-
sion .... In this kind of atmosphere, 
the opportunities for charlatanism are 
simply enormous, and a good theatre 
evangelist can drum up a vast follow-
ing in a short period of time, provided 
he offers the right mixture of love and 
togetherness in his message." 
Brustein's insights are well taken, but 
one remembers how he fought for his 
"third theatre" and how he con-
demned Arthur Miller for not being 
relevant in writing "The Price," and 
one realizes that Brustein has been 
culpable in propagandizing for and 
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furthering some of the things he now 
finds destructive. It is a distressing 
memory, though most people seldom 
remember the specific past declara-
tions of a culture leader, much less 
hold him responsible for them, 
There are myriad examples of 
public contradiction. The politically 
involved Paul Newman (New man) 
and wife Joanne Woodward snap at 
autograph seekers, telling them they 
should do something worthwhile, read 
a book, get involved. Newman goes 
around quoting Bernard Fall and then 
produces and appears in a sloppy little 
cop-out called Winning. The shiny 
moralists seem at best naive, and 
often hypocritical. Newman, Brando, 
et al have had their cake, eaten it, 
and thrust their fingers down every-
body else's throats. It is a sign of the 
times. The peace sign jammed into the 
national uvula. 
There are some of us that still fear 
the mob. It has its forerunners in 
Calvary and Berlin. It is hard to forget 
Theodore Bike! marching and singing 
"We Shall Overcome" at the Demo-
cratic Convention with such unassail-
able vigor. Or, as Mark Pines reported 
in Variety (August 20) of the Rock 
Festival at Woodstock, New York: 
"While the Family Stone smacked 
home a handclapping beat, Sly 
screamed, 'I want To Take You 
Higher' and extended the V-shaped 
'Peace' finger sign at full arm's length. 
To this, 400,000 immediately and 
obediently retorted 'higher'! while ex-
tending their arms in paradoxical re-
semblance to the hordes who en-
couraged Hitler with 'Sieg Heil!' " A 
step toward well meaning mindless-
ness is a step toward who knows 
what. 
The awesome hypocrisy is the de-
viousness - the political opportunism 
and exploitation - that are at work in 
the movements of the new morality. 
Its spokesmen appear and do their 
stuff on the shows m.c.ed by Johnny 
Carson, Dick Cavett, Joey Bishop, 
Merv Griffin, and Mike Douglas. They 
sing their songs, and earn agreement 
from the hosts. Their ideas float out 
over TV, almost unquestioned by the 
friendly master of ceremonies. Well 
meaning charlatans proliferate: Rod 
McKuen and his puddle poetry; 
Mason Williams and his bushy notes 
for television and advertising, similar 
"We are too forceful, too arrogant in our 
Love today." 
to fragments from the journal of a 
bright sophomore, but gu lped down 
by the anxious media. James Simon 
Kunen has hit a tone that strikes 
happy revolu rionaries as their own , 
but it comes straight out of The 
Catcher in the Rye, minus of course 
Holden Caulfield's isolation and final 
awakening. Richard Benjamin says of 
working with Mike Nichols on Catc/1 
22, "he's a love person ... It was a 
love thing." One speaks the magic 
word love, and he's immediately sensi-
tive. The way to acceptance today is 
"love," "doing your own thing," and 
all the easy jargon of the day. 
In the onslaught of the love people 
from Debbie Reynolds and Tony 
Curtis through McKuen and the 
Smotherses, one fears for art. One 
fears for distinction; one fears for 
love. At times one wonders how the 
artist can survive. Can you imagine 
Shakespeare, Shaw, or Twain going 
through "sensitivity training"? Sensi-
tivity calisthentics are not for 
winners, not for disciplined, function -
ing producers.* It's for losers who 
want to mask as winners, who want to 
"participate," who attempt to topple 
the productive. 
Art comes from depth, discipline, a 
demand for order, a love of privacy, 
and a reverence for independence. It 
is antithetical to the tribe. Art is not 
communal; it is individual, and it will 
not be smitten by the contemporary 
glad-soulers. Art has to be alone. If it 
is careful and wise, it seeks its few 
friends, but it does not strip, confess, 
and fondle; it does not beg acceptance 
from the careless. It hopes the many 
will comprehend, but through experi-
ence, it knows the many will not. 
They will accept it only on their own 
terms. Compare the " love" in a medi-
ocre, inarticulate gush entitled 
Coming Ot~t with the worn, ambiva-
lcn t love in Philip Roth's Letting Go, 
and you have a supreme example of 
the difference between "relevance" 
and art, the difference between today 
and all days. 
How can art withstand the march-
ing of the tribes? There has been in 
the contemporary student generation 
some turning away from literacy. 
Feeling has been given primacy, some-
times totality. Often the young, and 
their emulators, have reacted on a gut 
(perhaps gutless) level. But, most pro-
vocative is the fact that many of those 
to whom the intuitive non-linear are 
turning, arc still vital artists dedicated 
to creating intelligent, substantial 
works, that are often harsh comments 
on the move to tribalism. Behind the 
flare of style and passion is a plan, 
supplemented by a script, that pro-
vides a con tinucnce of literacy, not a 
forsaking of it. 
2001, directed by Stanley Kubrick 
from a screenp lay by Kubrick and 
Arthur C. Clarke, is a fi lm that has 
been celebrated by the grooving audi-
ence, because of its mind-freeing qual-
ities. But as in all of Kubrick's work 
there is a wealth of detail, of plan, of 
purpose in the film . The fans of 
psychedelia have been quick to point 
out the sparsity of spoken language in 
2001, and they arc right in saying it is 
essentially "non-linear." But, as a 
reading of the book by Clarke or a 
simple attention to Kubrick's film will 
show, there is a lot of significant 
detail. One who is aware is not lost in 
a swoop of color and motion. There 
*Imagine Vince Lombardi being "sensitized." 
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"Ponder the sweet, fair logic of Hayden .... " 
are many meanings, not all intuitive 
or random, in 2001. There is a great 
plan behind the work on the screen. 
The language helps to show the death 
of language - at the same time we arc 
seeing the death of man as we know 
him. And, it is not sensitivity com-
" ... full of philosophical dilemmas to 
ponder .. :· 
munes that are bearing man to hi s 
transformation . It is a different kind 
of evolution, announced by the 
symbolic black monolith. 
Midnight Cowboy is another film 
that has been appreciated by a youth-
loving, sense-oriented audience. The 
song by Nilsson, the highway, the 
neon mecca all play their part. But 
again there is plan and finesse to the 
film. The script by Waldo Salt, 
adapted from a novel by James Leo 
Herlihy, is full of dilemmas for the 
audience. What is the motivation of 
Joe Buck? It doesn't matter? The 
fUm, directed intelligently by John 
Schlesinger, suggests it docs. Midnight 
Cowboy is also a film in which the 
value of personal loyalty between two 
misfits is elevated beyond the activi-
ties of the tribe. The communal life in 
the film version of Midnight Cowboy 
is expressed in gang rape and a party 
of Andy Warhol characters, which 
Schlesinger seems to be satirizing. 
There is no salvation at the party. 
A third important recent film, 
which has not been as popular as 
2001 and Midnight Cowboy but 
which has reached some of their 
audience is Hard Contract, directed 
and written by S. Lee Pogostin. Hard 
Contract, Pogostin 's first feature film, 
is the story of a professional killer 
who tries to change. What makes Hard 
Contract significant is its script; it is 
full of philosophical dilemmas to 
ponder and has an ambivalence that 
rides above the simple moral certain-
ties of the age. 
Even the commercial films seem 
more attentive to detail and to the 
importance of intelligent scripting. 
"He does anything for his survival." 
True Grit, John Wayne's recent tour 
de force, has for its basis the novel by 
Charles Portis, and the director Henry 
Hathaway shades the performances 
with the help of the writing. In other 
films, such as The Wild Bunch and 
If .... the plan fails and they peter 
out into one-dimensional excess. 
There are commercial fllms, such as 
Professor F. Anthony and Mary Ann all smiles as he takes the Professor of the Year Award, second place. 
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Castle Keep, that fall too far from 
their novel's intentions, fail to create 
valid substitutes, and miss the mark, 
but often they too are provocative 
and formidab le. 
I am not suggesting that film is like 
the novel; it isn't. But film can be art, 
and as such it rises above the merely 
immediate. From the dynamic art of 
2001 (a contemporary film equivalent 
to Eliot's The Wasteland) to the 
limited art of True Grit there is often 
at work in today's motion pictures a 
depth and articulation of intelligence, 
a use of mentality and plan that make 
one realize that film will not sell out 
its artistry and become a mere 
imagistic tool of propaganda and in-
dulgence for the tribe. Though it may 
not be recognized, it will be sub-
UNIVERSITY 
LIFE 
ON THE 
MOVE 
First, it was Berkeley. The public 
didn't know what to make of it 
Educators, in the main, were equally 
in the dark. 
"Probably some kooks who should 
have their pants pulled down and 
spanked," was a reaction. 
It wasn't long before it had spread 
to other parts of the country. 
"What's going on here?" was a 
frequent question. "Aren't these kids 
satisfied with what they are getting?" 
"They must be dumbbelJs in 
college," re-echoed across the land as 
one university after another suffered 
disorders of varying degrees. 
"I wouldn't let my son do that," 
was a positive expressiOn from 
parents. 
stantial - not just reek of its own 
sensitivity. 
Two films from abroad give us 
shocking projections of the future. 
lngmar Bergman's Shame, set on an 
island off Sweden during an unspeci-
fied civil war in 1971, shows the 
horrible disintegration of man caught 
in the strangulation of war. He does 
anything for his own survival; he 
becomes a brute. The musician, living 
a rural life, becomes a murderer for 
his own immediate salvation. For 
Bergman, evil is the nature of man-
kind. Man sinks deeper and deeper 
into his terrified need for survival, and 
seeks escape, at any cost, from his 
humiliation. At the end of Shame, 
man huddles together in a boat drift-
These people are talking about the 
student movement. Some call it 
revolution. Students are called radi-
cals, activists, progressive reformers, 
and other unprintable names. 
It isn't merely the so-called hippie 
element which is involved. By hippie, 
we refer to the beards and long hairs 
of disheveled clothes. 
However, it isn't always the hippie, 
or the loud-mouth, destructive beings 
who lead the parade of issues. At the 
University of Dayton, the movement 
for voluntary ROTC was principally 
the work of a neatly-dressed, soft-
spoken computer science major, who 
later graduated with a 3. 9 academic 
average out of a possible 4. 0. 
On the other hand, there was a 
so-called hippie-tinge to the hunger 
strike on the UD campus last winter. 
It was a sticky situation but the 
listen-and-talk-to-them views of Rev. 
George B. Barrett, S.M., Vice Presi-
dent, prevailed and the 18 strikers 
were permitted to spend five days in 
St. Mary's Hall while their leaders and 
Father Barrett got to the core of the 
problem. 
The subsequent 72-hour sensitivity 
session for administrators, faculty and 
students on the East Campus solved 
many differences and misunderstand-
ings. The campus was quiet the rest of 
the year. 
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ing on a sea thick with floating corpses. 
In Weekend, Jean-Luc Godard also 
offers a projection of the future. His 
image of modern life is in a portrait of 
a highway: jammed and littered with 
stalled traffic, nightmare accidents, 
and carnage-blood, waste, and useless-
ness. The final scene of Weekend 
holds a prediction of where the 
commune will take us. The wife has 
become a member of the tribe and 
has accepted its life-style as she chews 
on the remains of her husband. ln a 
film of much coyness and precious 
clamor, these two images - of the 
highway and the tribe - give us a 
shocking picture of what the future 
may hold. Cannibalism is the ultimate 
in new found freedom and tribal 
"sensitivity." 
This doesn't necessarily mean that 
all wit\ be quiet this present school 
year. This is a turbulent world. There 
are always issues and new leaders with 
varying personalities and "hangups." 
Such issues as curriculum, student 
in university governance, experimental 
college, strong student government, 
new methods of teaching, the blacks, 
social involvement, Vietnam War, the 
draft, ROTC, hiring and firing of 
professors, and student evaluation of 
professors open the door for all sorts 
of confrontations among administra-
tors, faculty and students. 
Whether you agree or disagree with 
the activists, they are changing the 
complexion of higher education today 
- a change which liberal educators 
say should have come 20 years ago. 
The University of Dayton has been 
fortunate. It has escaped the destruc-
tive disorders of the times. Perhaps, 
the administrators are good listeners. 
Many of the issues listed above 
have been resolved over the last three 
years at the University of Dayton. 
Changes at the University have been 
designed to offer a colJective responsi-
bility for the total growth of a 
University which embraces administra-
tors, faculty and students. 
University life can be exciting. It 
can be disturbing. ln any event, it is 
moving. 
ENGINEERING 
TOGETHERNESS 
Epsilon Delta Tau is a new student-oriented engineering 
/technology fraternity on the University of Dayton campus, 
but it has already left its mark on the total university. Born 
in the fall of 1967, the group can boost of more than 40 
members and a budding alumni association which had eight 
adh erents before last spring and summer's graduations. 
Already it has thrust itself into the University structure, 
conduc ting a fund-raising program which netted $1,000 for 
the Alumni Association's $1,000,000 Kettering Challenge 
Program. The money was given to Rev. Raymond Roesc h, 
U.D. Presiden t, early last sprin g in the name of the Epsilon 
alumni. 
This was a high point in the fraternity's young life. It 
shared another highlight in Epsilon Delta Tau's existence at 
the March 9, 1969, breakfast. With the blessing of the Dean 
of the School of Engineering, the Director of the Technical 
Institu te, the Student Government and the Joint Council of 
Engineers, Dr. Maurice Graney, Dean, School of Engineer-
ing, presented the fraternity with a charter from the 
University of Dayton. It culminated 18 months of hard 
work on the part of the original nine members an d the 
subseq uen t brothers. 
On November 12,1967, nine men, whose mutual bond 
was engineering and engineering technology, developed the 
concep t of a unique fraternal brotherhood of budding 
engineers an d technologists. The organization . they rea-
soned, should have the dual responsibility of developing the 
student professionally and socially . The engineer and 
technologist must fit more and more into th e social 
structu re, banded together with his work, they felt. As Dr. 
Graney has remarked: "Most of the major problems 
confronting society today are urban related and are 
basica lly engineering problems." The fraternity was another 
step at UD in binding this common bond through organiza-
tion , mutual responsibility and collective awareness of the 
engineer's total place within society. 
The original nine were Charles Nietubicz, '69, first 
president ; Randy Meyer, vice prcsidcn t; David Enoch, '68, 
'70, secretary; Ed Jewell, '69, treasurer; Glenn Betlinski, 
lR 
'69; Dave Gerdeman, '68, '70; Harry Drain, '68; Ray 
McMahon, '70, and Octavia Tabacchi, '68. 
The nine agreed to start the fraternity with no outside 
help. Each was instructed to bring one prospective member 
with the idea of beginning the program with 18 brothers. 
As they stated at the time, "the cha rter brothers hoped 
that the fraternity would further develop the individual's 
professional and social attitudes in the scientific fields of 
engineering and engineering technology. Also to enhance 
and promote fraternal brotherhood among students in the 
two areas." 
A name for the group was chosen in this way. Epsilon 
stands for engineerin g, Tau for technology and Delta serves 
as the small but fin ite quantity binding th e two - hence 
Epsilon Delta T au. 
Dr. Graney an d Jam es McG raw , Direc tor of the Tech-
nical Institute, were encouraging in th eir con tacts with the 
brothers and the Student Government easily recognized the 
group as a social-professiona l fraternity. 
The first pledge class of 70 turned ou t 25 members for 
the fledgling fraternity and the group is becoming an 
influential force on the campus today. 
While they arc solidi fying their student group, the 
current members want to form a strong alumni associat ion 
which will serve as a resource to students both profession-
al ly and sociall y. It is for that reason that the group is 
open in g membership in the Epsilon Delta T au alumni 
association to all those wh o have rece ived engineering an d 
technology degrees from the University of Dayton. In this 
way, current and future members can benefit from men 
who have spent years in the engineering an d technology 
fields . 
An alumni group could possibly aid the student organi-
zation during Engineers Week, which is growing on the UD 
campus, or serve as a resource for such programs as the 
tutoring effort . All of these projects arc being coordinated 
through the proper engineering and technology authorities 
at the University of Dayton. 
Current officers arc Dave Winters, ETI '70, Oak Harbor, 
Ohio, president ; Jack Wysocki, MTI ' 70 , Pittsburgh, 
Pennsy lvania, vice president; Jim Soltis, EE '71, Harrisburg, 
Pennsylvania, secretary; an d Jeff Sopko, ET! '70, Parma, 
Ohio, tre asurer. These people can be reached through the 
School of Engineering, or Technical Institute if you would 
like advance information. 
Engineering Research Building in final stages of 
construction. 
U.D. Cagers 
+ 
New Home 
Coach Don Donoher moves his 1969-70 University of 
Dayton basketball squad into the new 13,450 seat UD 
Arena this December without the benefit of a proven 
varsity scorer. Perhaps, one will develop as did Dan Sadlier 
last winter. 
Donoher does have interesting potential on this squad of 
15 men, but he can't be overly optimistic until some 
questions are answered during the first month of this 
historic season, the 64th since the Flyers embraced the cage 
game for the 1903-04 campaign. 
He has, for instance, a new athlete in 6-7 George 
Jackson, a former Dayton Roth High School star who was 
considered the best collegiate center in Texas at Kilgore 
College, a junior college, last winter. George will contest 
another George - J anky - for the center slot on this club 
which Donoher says could have overall balance as to 
position depth, size and team speed. Janky also is 6-7, is a 
two-year veteran, but has averaged only 8.6 points in 55 
games. 
Tom Crosswhite, another 6-7 giant, will be playing a 
second season at forward but, like Janky and Ken May, was 
not as consistent as Donoher would have like him during 
the 1968-69 campaign. Crosswhite played in 23 games last 
winter and averaged but four rebounds and three points. 
Perhaps, that get-acquainted year will serve Tom well in the 
1969-70 season. Donoher will hope for consistency from 
Crosswhite because he is big enough, strong enough and 
courageous enough to intimidate people under the boards. 
May is not as strong as his more famous brother, Don, 
who set many UD records, but he has the ability and 
courage to swing his weight under the boards. What we are 
Coaches Ready to Go - Left to right, Head Coach Don Donoher, 
Pat Haley, Bobby Hooper and Bill Cassidy. 
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saying here is that Jackson, who has a rebounding reputa-
tion; J anky, Crosswhite and May are all big, strong and 
courageous enough to give the Flyers as good a rebounding 
front line as a coach could ask for. Timing is a factor which 
all must possess before this paten tial is realized over the 
long pull - 26 games plus any tournament play which 
might come their way. 
It won't be easy for this club to get to a tournament, 
considering its youth and inconsistent performers of the 
past. The team basically will face the same December 
schedule the 1967-68 quintet battled in a soul-searching 4-5 
start. It wasn't until the last half of January before Don 
May, Bob Hooper and friends went on a 14-game winning 
streak and won the National Invitation Tournament. Before 
that streak they were 7-9 and had a three-game losing skein 
against Western Kentucky, DePaul and Louisville. But then, 
on the surface, there are no Don Mays or Bob Hoopers on 
this club. 
Of course, Hooper is one of the coaches for the 1969-70 
season and then there is sophomore Pat Murnen, who 
reminds one of Garry Roggenburk. 
Murnen was a graceful performer for the 1968-69 
freshmen. He was consistent, averaging 20 points a game 
and shooting 48 per cent from the floor. He also had a good 
.756 average from the foul line . Coach Donoher says he is 
sound fundamentally, is cautious and handles the ball well. 
The 6-5 Toledoan could be a swing man, playing either 
forward or guard. If he does go to guard he would give the 
Flyers the advantage of balanced height. 
Rex Gardecki, former all-stater from Miamisburg, Ohio, 
and UD frosh start last winter, was to be an integral part of 
this Flyer cage team but a knee injury has ended his 
1969-70 play. Gardecki would have been the "man in 
motion" in the backcourt for the Flyers. He was a freshman 
star who shot 196 free throws in 22 games, making 146 of 
them for a 74 per cent average. This indicated his ability to 
draw fouls with his driving play and no other present 
varsity guard has displayed that talent. He also averaged 18 
points as a frosh. His loss puts an added burden on the 
forwards. 
This brings us to some of the men who have helped the 
Flyers over the past year or two. The Gottschall twins, Jim 
and Jerry, will be playing their third varsity season. Jim was 
the number two scorer behind Sadlier last winter and the 
brothers contributed a great deal to the surge for the 1968 
NIT title in Madison Square Garden . 
Steve Turnwald was the early season sleeper on the 
1968-69 combine. He was particularly strong in the 
two-game split against Louisville scoring 23 and 17 points. 
He also hit double figures, 16 in one DePaul tilt and 12 
aga inst Detroit. His outside shooting can be a fine weapon 
for the Flyers. 
This leaves forwards, 6-7 Jack Keehan, 6-4 George 
Schloemer, and 6-2 Nick Ferri; center 6-10 Steve Lawrence, 
a sophomore; an d guard Mike Leffel, a six foot guard who 
has a good outside shot. 
The pressure of playing in the new arena before almost 
three times as many people, the appearances of Florida 
State, Notre Dame and Loyola of Chicago on the home 
schedule along with the perennials, Louisville, DePaul, 
Xavier, Cincinnati, Detroit and Miami and visits to Western 
Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky and the University of Ken-
tucky Invitational Tournament will call for super-human 
efforts. Inconsistency can not be tolerated if a tournament 
is to close ou t the Flyers' 1969-70 season, 
George Jackson 
George Janky 
Ken May 
Tom Crosswhite 
Jerry Gottschall 
Pat Murnen 
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1969-1970 
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON 
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE 
Saturday December 6 
Tuesday December 9 
Saturday December 13 
Friday December 19 
Saturday December 20 
Tuesday December 23 
Saturday December 27 
Monday December 29 
Saturday January 3 
Saturday January 10 
Wednesday January 14 
Saturday January 17 
Monday January 19 
Saturday January 24 
Wednesday January 28 
Saturday January 31 
Wednesday February 4 
Saturday February 7 
Tuesday February 10 
Saturday February 14 
Monday February 16 
Wednesday February 18 
Saturday February 21 
Monday February 23 
Saturday February 28 
Tuesday March 3 
Home Games: 
Bowling Green 
Louisville 
Eastern Kentucky 
U.K.I.T. 
U.K.I.T. 
Cincinnati 
Miami 
Portland 
Xavier 
Providence 
Louisville 
DePaul 
Detroit 
Miami 
Eastern Michigan 
Colgate 
Xavier 
Florida State 
St. Louis 
Tampa 
Loyoia/South 
Kent State 
DePaul 
Western Kentucky 
Notre Dame 
Loyola/Chicago 
Freshman Game 
Varsity Game 
6:30p.m. 
8:30p.m. 
Jim Gottschall 
Home 
Away 
Away 
Away 
Away 
Home 
Home 
Home 
Away 
Away 
Home 
Home 
Home 
Away 
Home 
Home 
Home 
Home 
Home 
Away 
Away 
Home 
Away 
Away 
Home 
Home 
Steve Turnwald 
Rex Gardecki 
" Lost for Season" 
ADMISSIONS CORNER 
Dear Alumni: 
You will recall in the last issue of the Alumnus, Mike 
Edwards, a member of the Admission's Office staff, wrote a 
letter stating the need for a coordinated effort between the 
Admission's Office and Alumni regarding the recruitment 
program here at U.D. In order to bring you in to closer 
focus to the admission's office staff, an attempt will be 
made in the following paragraphs to sketch the background 
of the individual staff members: 
Experience, youthful energy and enthusiasm are 
characteristics to be found in the operations of the 
Admissions Office these days. Bro. Ralph A. Marvintz, 
S.M., the Director of Admissions brings to the office the 
necessary experience to direct the coordinated efforts that 
are needed to bring in new students to the university. A 
native of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Bro. Ralph received his 
B.S. in Education at the University of Dayton in 1950. In 
1955 he received his M.S. in Education Administration at 
the University of Pittsburgh. He has also done some 
post-graduate work in the field of Chemistry, which he has 
taught for several years in various high schools throughout 
the United States. Besides being the Head of several high 
school science departments, Bro. Ralph was also the 
Athletic Director at Cathedral Latin in Cleveland, Ohio and 
Vice-Principal at Moeller High School in Cincinnati, before 
receiving his present post of Director of Admissions. 
Jerry Bergeron, the Assistant Director of Admissions, 
graduated from the University of Dayton in 1965, receiving 
a B.S. in Education. A native of Euclid, Ohio, Jerry taught 
for three years in high school prior to his work in the 
Admission's Office. He is presently in his third year of work 
in the Admission's Office and will be receiving his M.S. in 
Education in the field of Guidance and Counseling very 
shortly. Jerry has initiated a new project entitled "Project 
Advancement", which permits local high school students to 
take courses for credit on a part-time basis. He hopes to 
expand the program to include schools outside the Dayton 
area sometime in the near future. 
Mike Edwards, Assistant to the Director of Admissions, 
is a recent graduate of the University of Dayton and a 
native of Canton, Ohio. He served as a student recruiter in 
1968 and did an outstanding job for the university. Mike 
graduated with a B.A. in Communication Arts and is 
presently working on his Masters in Communication Arts. 
Mike is now working on a program to establish a closer 
relationship with the Admissions Office, students and 
alumni. Among the women working in the Admissions 
Office, Miss Mary Brenner, a native Daytonian has recently 
been added to the staff. She graduated in 1965 from the 
University of Dayton, receiving a B.A. in Sociology. Some 
of the alumni will remember Mary as a Flyerette, when she 
performed at half-time during many of the football games. 
Mary's previous experience was at the Dayton Children's 
Psychiatric Center, where she helped to counsel and aid 
many children. At the present time, she is working with 
part-time and transfer students in the Admission's Office. 
Last, but not least on the list of Administrators is Crystal 
Hoke, a native Daytonian and a recent graduate of the 
University of Dayton, with a B.A. in Home Ec. Crystal 
graduated Cum Laude in her class and has taken on the 
responsibility of working with part-time students and 
transfer students. 
All in all, the Admissions staff is working as diligently as 
possible to bring to the University of Dayton students that 
members of the U.D. family can truly be proud. We 
encourage you to write to any member of our staff at any 
time. We are open to any suggestions you may offer to help 
us improve our recruitment program. 
Yours sincerely, 
Jerry Bergeron '65 
*** 
1969 UD Football Results 1969 UD Soccer Results 
VVe They VVe They 
14 Kent State 24 3 Wilberforce 2 
9 Miami(O) 19 2 Cleveland State 3 
7 Bowling Green 27 1 Ball State 0 
17 Louisville 24 5 Cedarville 0 
0 Buffalo 27 4 Wright State 1 
56 Northern Illinois (homecoming) 24 3 Toledo 0 
10 Akron (Centennial game) 14 1 Miami(O) 2 
32 Xavier 14 3 Bowling Green 0 
27 Villanova 20 0 Wilmington 2 
o Toledo 20 1 Ohio State 0 
172 213 23 10 
Record : 3-7 Record : 7-3 
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LET~S GET TOGETHER 
By JOE McLAUGHliN 
Director, General Publicity 
Today is Homecoming - as if you didn't know. Today is 
a day of tradition for the alumni of the University of 
Dayton. True all 17,000 alumni do not attend these 
festivities - where would we put them - but they do think 
of this event with fond memories from their intercollegiate 
days. 
lt is not our purpose here to talk of Homecoming. 
Rather, it is our point to speak of establishing other 
traditions at the University of Dayton for its wide-flung 
alumni. 
A university today is not only in turmoil from within -
faculty, students and the resultant educational changes -
but is in turmoil from without, particularly as it pertains to 
its alumni. Universities have grown so big, graduations are 
so large, and alumni associations embrace so many people 
that, that comfortable, homey feeling is fast disappearing. 
A university finds it difficult to reach the minds of its 
graduates except through the medium of university 
publications. Too often, fund-raising projects turn off some 
alumni, or other stories in the publications do not touch 
the alumnus personally. It is for these reasons that 
universities throughout the country are devising other 
"homecoming" or reunion periods, offering special 
seminars, or re-aligning their alumni chapters into more 
meaningful groups. What it all adds up to is that the 
university must devise new ways and means of keeping the 
"old grads" up-to-date on their alma mater. 
It is admittedly a difficult task. At the University of 
Dayton, the subject has been discussed frequently. There is 
sentiment for the formation of groups by classes, or by 
self-interest. 
What do we mean by self-interest? lf you graduated from 
the university in pre-med, you are probably a doctor today 
and would be interested in an organization made up of 
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pre-med graduates who are in the medical profession. Such 
a group would not only be a social group but professional 
seminars could be a part of this activity once a year. 
We have this, to some extent, at the university but, 
unfortunately, they take all forms and are not necessarily 
aided by a single office on campus. Notice I did not say, 
"controlled," but "aided" by a single office on campus. 
Chi Sigma Alpha, for instance, is a social fraternity which 
has developed a strong alumni association. Epsilon Delta 
Tau, undergraduate engineering fraternity of two years 
existence, is from an alumni chapter. The Varsity D Club 
for UD letter winners has been a going concern for a 
number of years and Maurice Reichard's band alumni gets 
together once a year. 
These are all commendable groups and the university 
benefits from this type of interest. However, the university 
should be educating its alumni on a person-to-person basis 
and more in depth. 
There has been an effort to form a Council of Presidents, 
a group of former Student Council or Student Government 
presidents. When the material went to some of these 
ex-presidents for a preliminary meeting we stated that we 
weren't looking for money but a way to utilize their brains 
for the good of their alma mater. There was a good reaction 
and the first meeting produced results. However, it needs 
more exploration as do several other ideas. 
The Greater Dayton Chapter of the Alumni Association 
is devising programs to bring more alumni in to constant 
touch with its alma mater. This also is a good start but until 
we, meaning those of us who deal with the alumni through 
our university jobs, and our graduates can develop an 
overaU program which would embrace all these organiza-
tions and ideas we will stay in that "sea of turmoil." 
Perhaps, you know a way to row to shore safely? 
ONCE UPON A TIME 
By JOE McLAUGHLIN- Director, General Publicity 
Football is my game. I grew up next to the high school 
football field in Bloomfield, New Jersey, and became con-
scious of blocks and tackles, offense and defense around 
1928. I have 41 years of pleasant memories of the fall sport. 
The names of Bill Foley and Frank Schumell are my-first 
recollection of football heroes. Schumell was a strapping 
fullback for the Bloomfield teams of the late 1920's and, as 
an 8-to-10 year old, I thought there was no one bigger, 
tougher or more muscular. Years later I got to know Frank as 
a friend and continued this adulation for a very fine gentle-
man. I can't believe that he is now pushing 60. 
Bill Foley was a coach. Perhaps, one of the most successful 
coaches in the history of high school football. New Jersey had 
its Bill Foley and Bloomfield. Ohio had its Paul Brown and 
Massillon. 
Foley and Harry Baujan, UD's fine all-around coach, were 
much alike. In fact , all the great coaches of that era, be they in 
high school or a small university, had much in common. If 
they coached football successfully, they had equivalent 
coaching records in other sports, particularly basketball and 
baseball. There was little of this one-dimensional coaching of 
today. 
They were tough cookies, too. If they wanted to demon-
strate, they'd jump right in and emulate a crushing fullback, a 
prancing halfback, a slick quarterback, or a bulky lineman. 
More often than not, they bore the scars of this exuberance. 
None of this finesse coaching. Foley once broke a leg playing 
guard. He was still hollering and cussing when they put him in 
the ambulance. 
They gave those great Knute Rockne pre-game and half-
time tear-jerking talks and many of a football team burst 
through the door in a fiendish desire to get at "the enemy." 
We had little money in those days and more often than not 
we "jumped the fence" to see the game. I still have one scar 
you know where. 
This was my recollection of high school football when 
Bloomfield won state championships in 1928, 1933, 1934, 
1935, 1936, and 1937. It was a personal thing with me. 
Because I wasn't big enough, only 125 pounds, I wound up 
being a cheerleader in my senior year in high school. After all, 
there was no sense playing when you were the last one to get a 
pair of football shoes from the coach. One shoe was too small 
and the other too big. Foley, as a dear friend years later when 
I was a sports writer in Newark, always kidded me about that 
pair of ill-fitting shoes. 
But while I had the personal contact with high school 
football, the newspaper, radio and newsreels at the movies 
had to be my contact with college football. When we couldn't 
attend a high school football game, the family would listen to 
a college game on radio. I remember distinctly listening to a 
famous Notre Dame-Pennsylvania game when Marty Brill ran 
wild. I believe the Irish won 60-20 in Franklin Field and 
Brill's father gave him money for every touchdown because 
he had been slighted by Penn. Made a good news story 
anyway. 
Digesting the scores in Sunday's paper was a ritual before 
going to Mass. lt was in these ways that Frank Carideo, Joe 
Savoldi, Marchie Schwartz, Knute Rockne, Lou Little, Chris 
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Cagle, and Albie Booth, among others, became household 
topics of discussion at the McLaughlins. Mom and Dad always 
stayed in tune with their athletically-inclined sons. 
Naturally, as a young Catholic kid we used to cheer for old 
Notre Dame. I remember my dad talking of Knute Rockne 
and his Four Horsemen of Crowley, Stuhidreher, Miller and 
Layden. Years later I met all but Miller. It was quite a thrill. 
A personal involvement came during those great 0-0 ties 
between Pittsburgh and Fordham. Those were the days of 
Jock Sutherland and his great Pittsburgh teams and the 
Fordham Rams had the famous Seven Blocks of Granite. 
Mike Kochel was a Bloomfield boy and played as a guard for 
Fordham. He was knocked silly in one contest and never 
remembered the second half, although he played all the way. 
Incidentally, one of the "Blocks" might be in this stadium 
today. AI Bart is now a Daytonian and was Al Barbartsky, a 
Ram tackle, in those days. 
Pittsburgh, of course, had their stars. Marshall Goldberg 
and Bill Daddio stand out in my mind. 
During this period Fritz Crisler had great Princeton teams 
and Bernie Bierman had a dynasty at Minnesota. I used to 
write to football coaches and still have a short note from Mr. 
Bierman. 
Princeton and Dartmouth played in the snow in 1935 and 
that was the famous 12th man game when a spectator got into 
the line of scrimmage on a goal line stand by Princeton. That 
year, too, Notre Dame made its famous comeback for an 
18-13 win over Ohio State. 
Of course, we all thrilled in the East when Columbia 
bounced Stanford, 7-0, in the 1934 Rose Bowl game withAl 
Barabas and the KF79 play. Clint Frank was a great name at 
Yale. Later Tom Harmon and Forrest Evashevski thrilled on 
the newsreels with Tom's running and Forrest's blocking. 
Harvey Harman was developing the Rutgers football pro-
gram and several Catholic universities, besides Notre Dame, 
were among the football powers in the country. Fordham, 
Santa Clara, St. Mary's of California, Boston College, George-
town, and Catholic University were among the stronger grid 
squads. Jack Doolan of Georgetown was the fastest halfback 
in the nation in the late 1930s and his picture appears on page 
5 of this program as Vice President of Jim Flynn's Sporting 
Goods. 
And finally three things stand out in my mind as relics of 
the football past. Stan Krivik, Bloomfield's fine fullback who 
later played at ND, drop kicked 20 consecu rive points after 
touchdowns in 1936. The ball was rounder in those days. Lou 
Otterbein , a Protestant and captain of the Bloomfield 1935 
team, stopped in Sacred Heart's Catholic Church for a few 
prayers before the season and the Bengal team of that year 
finished undefeated, untied and unscored upon. What an 
impression of the power of prayer did that incident leave of 
this teenager. 
In 1931, as an eleven year old I had never heard of Dayton, 
but in a short football story for the local paper, I wrote of the 
closing moments of a great football victory. And who was the 
winning team - Dayton. Who says there isn't a sixth sense in 
this world. 
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON 
DECEASED ALUMNI 
OCTOBER, 1968 · OCTOBER, 1969 
D. Herbert Abel ' 24 Dayton, 0. 
Eugene C. Baczenas '23 Dayton, 0. 
Vincent F. Barlow '15 Dayton, 0. 
Henry L. Beigel '26 Dayton, 0. 
Bernard]. Borchers, Jr. '33 Dayton, 0. 
Leo A. Bucher '26 Dayton, 0. 
Betty Jackson Callender '50 Dayton, 0. 
Richard G. Campbell '51 Columbus, 0. 
James Cleary '88 Dayton, 0. 
Hugh J. Connolly, Lt. , '64 New York, N.Y. 
Glen E. Cook '50 New Lebanon, 0. 
Craig A. Copeland '69 Rochester, N.Y. 
Rev. James Darby, S.M., Ph.D. '39 Washington, D.C. 
John E. Dlugos '68 Niagara Falls, N.Y. 
Michael Dolan '26 Philadelphia, Pa. 
Vincent Farrell '15 E. Orange, N.J. 
Walter E. Farren '49 Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Francis E. Flotron '35 St. Louis, Mo. 
Rev. Henry J. Fritz, S.M. '20 Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Karl Gerlach '97 Cincinnati, 0. 
Samuel J . Gerson '34 Dayton, 0 . 
Rev. Ralph Gorg, S.M. '33 Cleveland, 0. 
Francis J. Hagan '25 Dayton, 0. 
Norbert V. Hannegan '31 Marion, 0. 
Robert G. Harding '27 Dayton, 0. 
Clemens J. Hellebush '22 Hamilton, 0. 
Ellis Neal Hickman '64 Dayton, 0. 
John F. Hinkle '65 Dayton, 0. 
Justin A. Hochwalt '22 Dayton, 0 . 
Herman E. Hohm '22 Dayton, 0. 
Oscar J. Hollenbach '27 Chicago, Ill. 
Frank Holters '11 Columbus, 0. 
Kenneth W. Jackson '48 Lake Alfred, Fla. 
Robert D. Jones '35 Silver Springs, Md. 
Eugene W. Kettering, '61 Hon. Dayton, 0. 
Robert G. Kijowski, SP/5 '67 Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Rev. Francis J. Kunnecke, S.M. '06 Dayton, 0. 
Helen A. Kurz '63 Dayton, 0. 
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Leo F. Lauterbach, M.D. '28 Dayton, 0. 
Ellen C. Lorton '40 Dayton, 0. 
Robert R. Luthman, Jr. '68 Dayton, 0. 
Mary A. Wehner McDonough '59 Oxford 
Rev. N.J. Miller '29 Cincinnati, 0. 
Richard C. Miller, M.D. '59 Dayton, 0. 
Andrew E. Mitakides '49 Dayton, 0. 
Henry W. Morgan '25 Nashville, Tenn. 
Kenneth J. Molchen '54 Parma, 0. 
Louis E. Moosburger 1900 Dayton, 0. 
Rev. F. M. Mueller '12 Cincinnati, 0. 
Fred T. Neumann '94 Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Curtis E. Niles '52 Dayton, 0. 
John J. O'Connell '10 Dayton, 0. 
Gerald D. O'Grady '48 McLean, Va. 
John A. Petrie, Major '59 Dayton, 0. 
James F. Pflum '39 Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Erika S. Plaut '53 Dayton, 0. 
John G. Popovich '66 Wallingford, Conn. 
Thomas J. Powers, S.M. ' 25 Dayton, 0. 
Thomas J. Price, S.M. '11 Dayton, 0. 
Steve J. Renace, Jr. '50 Dayton, 0. 
Harold D. Robinett '64 Dayton, 0. 
Darrell E. Royer '66 Vandalia, 0. 
RabbiS. D. Ruslander '68 Hon. Dayton, 0. 
John H. Ryan '49 Dayton, 0. 
Arthur B. Schinner '25 Dayton, 0. 
Alfred W. Schmitz '26 Rochester, N.Y. 
Jerome B. Schmitz '34 Dayton, 0 . 
Robert J. Schweller '48 Dayton, 0. 
Carl J. Sherer '06 W. Hartford, Conn. 
Emmett M. Sherry '31 Dayton, 0. 
Ross W. Stooksberry '30 Dayton, 0. 
Charles J. Thill, M.D. '38 Oak Pk, Ill. 
Wilfred J. Walter '10 Dayton, 0 . 
John A. Wessalosky '27 Dayton, 0. 
Mary RiepenhoffWilliams '55 Tipp City, 0. 
A. Paul Ziegler '38 Tipp City, 0. 
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** * 1909 
Archbishop Edward J. Hunkeler, named the first arch-
bishop of Kansas City, Kansas, when it was raised to an 
archdiocese in August of 19 52, has retired. He had been 
ordained to the priesthood in 1919 and served in a number 
of pastoral assignments and was vicar general of the 
archdiocese when he was appointed bishop of Grand Island, 
Neb., in 1945. He served there until 1951 when he was 
transferred to head the Kansas City diocese. 
A rchbishop Hunkeler got together for a brief visit with his two 
priest nephews - Father Edward Hunkeler (left) of South Sioux 
City, Nebraska, and Father Otto A. Buehler of Randolph, Nebraska, 
in June j ust befo re the start of his Golden Jubilee Mass. 
1910 
Here's a picture taken at the 50th Anniversary Party for 
Father George J. Renneker, S.M., given by his brother and 
sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Renneker. Left to right are : 
Father Renneker; his youngest brother, Edward J. 
Renneker (who is the father of the next three UD grads), 
Edward B. Renneker '56, Carl T . Renneker '65, and Ralph 
G. Renneker '68. Ed and his wife, Jan, have six children 
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and live in Ashland, Ky., where Ed is with Republic Steel 
Corporation. Carl is a salesman with Burroughs Corporation 
in Columbus. He and his wife, Denise, have two children. 
Ralph is working on his masters degree at Michigan St ate U. 
1919 
Father Daniel C. Collins, founder of St. Teresa Church in 
Springfield, 0., and its pastor for the past thirty-eight years, 
retired at the end of September. Ordained to the priesthood 
in 1924, Father was assigned to St. Raphael Church, 
Springfield, until he was assigned to establish the new 
parish of St. Teresa. He supervised the construction of the 
original church and school building which was opened in 
September of 1931. Father has been active in the Spring-
field community for many years and has served as chaplain 
of the Springfield Fire Division. Father was expected to 
reside at St. Teresa's after his retirement. 
Joseph C. Shouvlin was presented the annual Knights of 
Columbus Civic Award in October. Mr. Shouvlin, retired 
chairman of the board of Bauer Brothers Company in 
Springfield, 0 ., is president of the Foremanship Founda-
tion, an organization dedicated to the causes and needs of 
supervisory employees ; former president of the Ohio 
Manufacturers' Association, and still a member of the 
Board of Trustees; a trustee of the Ohio Expenditure 
Council; former director of the National Association of 
Manufacturers ; chairman of the Friends of Mercy; represen-
tative for Mercy Hospital Authority and also a member of 
the Clark County Hospital Commission. He is serving as 
chairman of the Clark County Transportation Coordinating 
committee. Mr. Shouvlin and his wife , Georgann, have five 
children - Michael, Mary, Joseph, Timothy, and Patrick. 
1924 
Col. (ret. ) Carl J. Crane writes, "Not long ago we had the 
pleasure of putting on an event for the once-Lt. John A. 
Macready. You may remember his exploits at old McCook 
Field during the early and mid-twenties. He held many 
altitude records and with Kelly made the first non-stop 
transcontinental flight while we were students at UD. He 
came to a dinner at UD at the time we organized the first 
university chapter of the NAA. Jack Macready is now a 
retired Colonel living in Mariposa, Calif. He, his wife and 
daughter, were honored here at Ft. Sam Houston, Texas, by 
the Order of Daedalians, a WWI pilot organization. He was 
the first 1918 Director of Flight Training at Brooks Field." 
Col. Crane is pictured here with A. J. Coyle (first American in 
combat in World War 1), left, and E. E. Partridge, Retired General, 
USAF, right. "Pat Partridge was my classmate at flying school 
1924-25 and retired as Commander of NORAD. Here we are at AF 
Academy in June." 
1927 
Father Robert E. Brown, S.M., has been assigned to the 
UD East Campus as assistant archivist for the Cincinnati 
Province. Father had been at Moeller High School. 
1928 
Father Louis J. Wiesner, S.M., has been named principal 
of Chaminade College School .in Toronto, Canada. 
1929 
Father James W. Bartholomew, S.M. , has transferred 
from UD's East Campus to the Marianist community and 
school at Shankill, County Dublin, Ireland. 
Father Bernard C. Stueve, S.M., has been named 
superintendent of schools for the Diocese of Nassau in the 
Bahamas. He is a former diocesan superintendent of 
schools, having served in the San Juan, P.R., Archdiocese. 
In the Bahamas, there are more than 5,000 students in 
Catholic schools organized under the English system . The 
school system embraces six islands. 
Harry E. Thompson has moved from Steubenville, 0., to 
Delton, Michigan. "The company of which l have been 
president for a number of years, namely The Ohio Foundry 
and Manufacturing Company, has been sold and I am 
moving to the Michigan address as a consultant with the 
new owners of Ohio Foundry." 
George E. Freitas was presented with an honorary 
Doctor of Humane Letters Degree from Chaminade College 
of Honolulu. Mr. Freitas is a member of the Chaminade 
College Board of Regents and was one of four members to 
be the first board members so honored. 
1930 
Col. (ret.) Francis S. Gabel is office manager and 
comptroller for the Arlington (Ya. ) Printers and Stationery 
Company. 
1931 
Col. (ret.) Joseph E. Stermer, formerly with the Building 
Owners and Managers Association of Detroit, has changed 
executive director hats to become executive vicc-presiden t 
of the Southern Wayne County Chamber of Commerce. His 
military service took him to twenty -seven foreign countries 
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while with the Army Ordnance Corps until he retired in 
January , 1961. He and his wife, Jerry , have four children 
and four grandchildren. 
Stephen I. Sheehy, S.M., has been named to the post of 
Cincinnati's provincial personnel advisor. 
1932 
Father John F. Mueller, S.M., former diocesan 
superintendent of schools in Puerto Rico and former 
president of the Catholic U. of Puerto Rico, is serving as 
chaplain for the Marianist novitiate on UD's East Campus. 
Robert L. McBride, Judge in the Court of Common Pleas 
of Montgomery County since 1953, has just authored The 
Art of Instructing the Jury, published by the W. H. 
Anderson Company of Cincinnati. The experienced trial 
lawyer is fully aware of the advantage in having the judge 
state in writing a principle of law applicable to the evidence 
and bearing upon an issue important to a favorable verdict 
in this case. The point in question may be commented upon 
in argument as the statement of the judge, and the written 
instruction goes with the jury as a reminder of the point. A 
major responsibility of a trial judge is to unravel the 
intricacies of the law to a jury comprised of men and 
women who themselves are not versed in the law or familiar 
with the rules of evidence. It is a unique form of 
communication and as the title of this book implies, it is an 
Art. As chairman of the rules committee of the National 
Conference of State Trial Judges, Judge McBride wrote The 
Trial Judge's Guide, adopted in 1966 as a supplement to 
The State Trial Judge's Book. Judge McBride has devoted 
much of his time to the gathering and editing of standard or 
pattern instructions for use in the Ohio Courts. His and the 
committee's work has culminated in a four-volume set 
entitled Ohio Jury Instructions, now being published. 
Joe's Generosity 
Joe Poelking, '32, one of Harry Baujan's football 
"boys", entertained some friends at a UD luncheon 
this past summer. It was a surprise party, in a sense, 
for all but Joe. 
The now retired bowling proprietor, who has always 
had an affection for his alma maters (Cathedral Latin 
in Cleveland and UD), remembered them and some 
special friends in the following manner: 
1. Gift to scholarship fund at Cathedral Latin in 
honor of Brother George Giesler; 2. To a burse in 
memory of Rev. James Darby, S.M., '39, former 
Cincinnati Provincial who died earlier this year; 3. To 
Holy Angels Parish, whose pastor is Msgr. Joseph D. 
McFarland, '18, to cancel year's deficit; 4. To UD for 
Sports Arena Associates program; 5. To UD for 
Honors Awards in the names of Msgr. Joseph McFar-
land, Mary Shay, '44; Bro. Andrew Weber, '26; and 
Brother Elmer Lackner, '27; 6. To UD as an 
unrestricted gift; 7. To the Marianist Mission. 
He also presented special gifts to Bro. Lackner, Bro. 
Geisler, and Mary Shay for her 25 years at UD. When 
the luncheon ended, Joe had presented more than 
$10,000 in gifts to his friends. 
1934 
John T. Darby, S.M., has been named director of 
Bergamo East, the J ames M. Darby Cen ter for Renewal, 
located on th e former Mari anist novitiate property at 
Marcy, N.Y. The center honors the late Father James 
Darby, S.M. '39, th e new director's brother. 
R. C. "Jim" Brown is an account supervisor with 
Belvage, Lee & Howard, lnc., in New York City . He and his 
wife, Ruth, have four children. 
Clayton J. Held "bought a cabin in Maine for summer 
retirement starting in 1971." Mr. Held is an electronic 
research engineer with th e U.S. Army at Ft. Monmouth, 
N.J. 
1935 
Richard H. Neal, formerly supervisor of the Transmis-
sion an d Distribution section of Dayton Power & Light 
Com pany, has been named Assista;1t to the Group Vice 
President - Systems, Gas and Division Operations. Mr. Neal 
joined DP&L in 1935 as a guard at Tait station and two 
weeks later became a watchman at Longworth stree t 
station. In 1939 he went to the T & D section an d has been 
employed there since except for a military leave from 1942 
to 1946. Mr. Neal and his wife, Reva, have a son, Timoth y. 
1936 
Lt. Col. (ret.) Ralph W. Conners is now teaching 111 
secon dary school in Prince George's County, Maryland. 
1937 
Father James McKay, S.M., has left his post as director 
of the Marianist community at North Catholic in Pittsburgh 
to join Bergamo Center in Dayton. 
1938 
Victor A. Williamitis, senior experimen tal chemical 
engineer, has been prom oted to the new post of staff 
engineer in charge of product design assurance laboratory at 
the Frigidaire Division, GMC. Mr. Williamitis joined the 
division in 1936 as a summer student lab assistant and 
became full-time after graduation. He is listed as the 
inventor and co-inventor on a number of paten ts covering 
refrigerating and dry cleaning. Mr. Williamitis was the 
recipient of the Victor Emanuel junior and senior chemical 
engineering awards while at UD. 
Sister M. Alacoque Hartman, CPPS, celebrated her 
golden jubilee as a nun in August. She taught at St. Mary's 
School, Dayton, for twelve years and then went to th e 
public school in Coldwater where she spen t 27 years as 
teacher and principal. Since retiring from the public school 
system, Sister has t aught at Resurrection an d Precious 
Blood schools in Dayton, Immaculate Conception, Celina, 
and in Wisconsin. She is a member of the staff of Sacred 
Heart Catechetical Center, New Carlisle, 0. 
1939 
Gregory C. Karru., of the Karas and Nagle law firm of 
Dayton, has been reelected to a one-year term as secretary 
of the Cen tral Region of Junior Achievement, Inc. 
Donald J. Coan is Vice President of Kaufmann's Depart-
ment Store in Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Col. (ret.) George A. Zahn is As sis tan t to the Vice 
President of Engineering with Avco in Cincinnati. He and 
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Mrs. Zahn, th e former Virginia Finke '40, have five 
chi ldren. 
Raymond L. Fitz is Vice President of Operations for the 
Faultless Rubber Division of Abbott Labs in Ashland, 0. 
Father Paul J. Elsner joined the Columbus, Ohio, diocese 
in 1952 where " I have been working since as assistant, 
teacher, pas tor, an d chaplain." Father is stationed at St. 
Francis Church. 
1940 
Paul B. Boeckerman, S.M. , former principal at North 
Catholic High in Pittsburgh, is a subdirector at UD's East 
Campus. 
Brother Robert Maguire, S.M. , has been named the third 
President of Chaminade College in Honolulu . He had been 
acting president since las t November. 
1941 
Mabel Ganger Blanchard has been appointed Assistant 
Professor of Nursing in the four-year nursing program at 
Olivet College. 
Donald C. McKee, S.M. , has been named principal of 
Boys Catholic High in Mem phis, Tenn. 
James J . Gibson, Jr. , writes, " Finished my master of 
edu cation in guidance and counseling at Catherine Spalding 
College this summer. Am now with Waverly Mental Health 
Center as Alcoholism Coordinator. This is part of the new 
regional community mental health-mental retardation plan 
and complex ." Mr. Gibson is living in Louisville, Ky. 
Jane Simons Silva was a head start nurse in Bakersfield 
and Lamont, Calif., durin g the past summer. She is 
Lakeside Union Elementary School Nurse during the school 
year. She and her husban d, Melvin, have five children -
J anet, James, Susan, Joann e and Thomas. 
1942 
Father James R. Hickey, S.M. , has left Ireland's com-
munity and is now at Chaminade H.S. in Toronto, Canada. 
Emma Louise Odum is a member (violist) of the Wright 
State U. Faculty string quartet. "We received the Fried-
lan der Fellowship in chamber music for 1969-70. This is 
the first one to be granted by the U. of Cincinnati. We will 
study with the internationally known LaSalle string quartet 
in residence." 
Simon Nathan just returned from seven weeks in USSR 
doin g special photography on " Waterloo. " 
1943 
Charles J. Lause, Jr. , is Executive Vice President of 
Mobil Europe, Inc., and living in London, England, with his 
wife and two children, Christopher and Elizabeth. 
1944 
Virginia Lower Tuvell has been teaching at the Dayton 
School of Practical Nurses which is a part of th e Adult 
Vocational Program with the Dayton School System. Mrs. 
Tuvell has been pledged by the Greater Cincinnati Alumni 
Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi at the U. of Cincinnati where she 
received her MA degree in education in August. 
Father John P. Harrington, S.M., direc tor of UD's West 
Campus, has been appointed Executive Assistant on the 
Provincial Staff for Religious Life. 
Father William A. Crenner, S.M., who spent the past 
year in study at Fordham U., is continuing his studies at St. 
Paul University, Ottawa, Canada. 
Quatman 
Virginia M. Carter is clerk-
treasurer for the Madison 
Township Board of Educa-
tion. 
J. Richard Locker, Sr., is 
President of Palm River 
Estates, Inc. , Naples, Florida. 
He and his wife, Anna Mae, 
will celebrate their 24th 
wedding anniversary on 
February 9. 
John I. Quatman is se lf-
cmployed with Quatman In-
vestments in Portland, 
Oregon. He and his wife, 
Berniece, have six children. "I am an active deep-sea fishing 
skipper and own and operate a thirty-foot sport fisherman 
Patricia O'Grady 
and am active during the 
winter months with holdings 
and investments in the North-
west." 
Patricia Somers O'Grady is 
a school counselor at Ken-
more Junior High in Arling-
ton, Va. She earned a masters 
in guidance from George 
Washington U. in 1964. She 
and her late husband, Gerald 
D. O'Grady '48, have four 
children - Mary Geralyn, 
Denise, Sharon and Kevin. 
1946 
A. Charles Opferman, S.M. , is assistant superintendent of 
schools for the Diocese of Nashville, Tenn. 
1947 
Father William T. Anderson, S.M., celebrated his silver 
jubilee as a Marianist in August. Father, ordained in 1956, 
has twice served in Africa and taught at Dayton's 
Chaminade H.S. from 1947 to 1951. He is director of the 
Marianist community at St. James H.S., Chester, Pa. Also 
celebrating the same event was Brother Edward J. Gorie, 
S.M., who is a member of UD's history department. 
1948 
Brother James T. Leahy, S.M., celebrated his 25th 
anniversary as a member of the ocicty of Mary in August. 
Brother is chairman of the science department at 
Chaminade High in Mineola, N.Y. 
1949 
Henry L. Ferrazza has been named Director of Franchis-
ing and real estate Development for Cassano Pizza King & 
Enterprises, Inc. Hank had been associated with the Edward 
J. DeBartolo Company in Youngstown, 0. 
Son to Mr. and Mrs. John L. McGarry (Myra Boland 
'48), July 22. 
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Charles L. Goss is Vice 
President and General Man-
ager of Franklin Manufactur-
ing Company's Laundry Divi-
sion in Webster City, lowa. "I 
had previously been with 
Harris lntertype in Cleve-
land." 
Barry J. Shillito spoke in 
Cleveland at a meeting of the 
Northern Ohio Armed Serv-
ices Association tn 
September. 
Wilhelm P. Wick estab-
Charles L. Goss 
lished the Office Overload Service twenty years ago in 
August and it was the beginning of the temporary office 
help concept in the Dayton area. Mr. Wick rented office 
space and opened the service to provide area businesses 
with temporary female office help when the demand 
required extra employees. 
Thomas A. Beckert has attained fellowship in the 
Society of Actuaries. Mr. Beckert is group actuary with 
Ohio National Life Insurance Company in Cincinnati and 
holds an MA degree in math from Indiana University. He 
and his wife, Marge, have two children, Tim and Susan. 
1950 
R. Alan Wickham, M.D., has been named medical 
director for Delco Products Division, GMC. Doctor 
Wickham served as assistant medical director at Frigidaire 
following internship and since 1958 has been in general 
practice on North Main Street in Dayton. 
Jack S. Unterburger writes, "We are privileged to have 
both of our sons now enrolled at the U.D. Ray is enrolled 
as a soph in the Coll ege of Engineering, while Rob is a 
frosh in the College of Arts and Sciences. Hopefully the 
base for a tradition into future generations." 
Edward A. Janning has left the UD Research Institute 
and is setting up a library for the Cincinnati Milling 
Company in Lebanon, Ohio. Mrs. Janning is the former 
Rita Tegeder. 
Donald L. Fahrig, S.M., came to UD's East Campus as 
subdirector from Purcell High in Cincinnati. 
William H. Lange has been named National Sales 
Manager for Suburban Motor Freight. Bill and his wife, 
Phyllis, will continue to reside in Dayton. 
Jayne Nyhan Whalen was featured in the October 1 copy 
of the Chicago Tribune. Jayne is a freelance home 
economist and promotes Universal Foods' Red Star Yeast 
and Stells Cheese. She's a jet-setter and says, "Since most 
TV stations have little in the way of cooking facilities or 
utensils, my bag is stuffed with mixing bowls, measuring 
cups, electric beaters, and groceries. I can even travel 
without breaking an egg.' In Milwaukee Jayne had her own 
TV cooking show and still commutes back and forth from 
Chicago for special shows. She and her husband, John E., 
have four children two boys, two girls . "Frequently I 
bring home the food I prepared that day while on the job." 
Walter E. Baker and Shah of Iran. 
Walter E. Baker has been transferred from Tehran , 
Iran, back to the United States by Atlantic Richfield 
Company and is headquartered in New York City in 
the International Division. "I am Chief Geologist for 
the exploration group of this division. I am enclosing 
a picture of the Shah of Iran and me taken when the 
Shah dedicated the 'fruits of our labors' in the Persian 
Gulf. During my three-and-one-half-year stay in Iran 
our company discovered and developed a large 
offshore oil field. We also developed a $100,000,000 
facility to handle the oil including an 88-mile 
underwater pipeline, onshore processing plant and 
loading docks for super tankers. The picture was 
taken at the inauguration of these facilities. It is good 
to be back in the U.S." 
1951 
Father Raymond J. Kaeirk, S.M., has changed from 
director of the Marianist community on UD's East Campus 
to director of a new community at Lansing, Mich. 
Father James E. Froelich, CPPS, has been named 
director of the Brunnerdale High School Seminary's human-
ities program and is also a member of the faculty. 
John R. Arbogast, Jr., is continuing to work at U. S. 
Plywood-Champion Papers, Inc., as a department head of 
the Hamilton mill's labs. He is head chemist. 
Frank B. Walsh is an electrical engineer with The 
Chemithon Corporation in Seattle, Wash. Frank and his 
wife, Josephine, have three children - Eileen, Frank and 
Brian. 
Third child, Traci, to Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Benning-
ton (Marilyn Thomas), July 26. Marilyn is teaching at Five 
Points Junior H.S. in Fairborn, 0. 
Howard A. Fricke has been appointed to the Greene 
County (0.) Planning Commission. His term will expire in 
March of 1972. 
Patrick R. Hickey has been named assistant auditor of 
revenues - reports and statistics - for the Chesapeake and 
Ohio/Baltimore and Ohio railroads. Pat began his railroad 
career with the B&O in May of 1943. 
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John A. Auer is Executive Director of Catholic Big 
Brothers of Cincinnati, 0. 
James E. Uttermohlen, representative of the Dayton 
branch of Great-West Life Assurance Company, has been 
named to the Agents Advisory Council. 
Richard F. Williams has been advanced to the new 
position of Administrator of Budgets and Expense Control 
for Delco Moraine Division, GMC. He joined Delco as a 
payroll clerk in 1951 and was general supervisor of cost 
accounting prior to this promotion. 
1952 
Richard F. Beach has been appointed Director of 
Internal Communications and Coordinator of Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Programs by NCR. Dick has served 
the past three years as the company's assistant director of 
community relations. He is responsible for coordinating 
equal employment programs for the entire corporation and 
is supervising various media of internal communications. He 
had been on leave from NCR for six months to serve as 
metro director of the local National Alliance of Business-
men to find jobs for the hardcore unemployed. 
Son to Mary and Robert V. Noonan, July 23. 
Father Joseph S. McDonald, S.M., has been appointed 
administrator of Holy Name Church in Dayton. Father had 
been stationed at UD's East Campus. 
Charles L. Grigsby has been named Sales-Service Co-
ordinator by Mechanics Uniform Rental in Dayton. Chuck 
is responsible for sales, customer service and inter-office 
coordination between the company's Dayton headquarters 
and its Columbus and Cincinnati branches. 
Paul P. Ohmer, Jr. , is General Supervisor of Process 
Engineering for the U.S. Steel Corporation in Gary, Ind. 
Paul and his wife, Anne, will celebrate their 13th wedding 
anniversary on April 27. 
James L. Hough is curriculum coordinator for the 
Warren County Schools in Lebanon, 0. Jim and his wife, 
Betty, have three children - James, Elizabeth and Tracy. 
Donald L. Loeffler received his Ph.D. from Bowling 
Green State U. in August. He is an assistant professor of 
speech and theatre at Western Carolina University. 
Louis J. Cannarozzi has been appointed regional director 
of agencies in the Dayton division of Midwestern National 
Life Insurance Company of Ohio. He is responsible for 
manpower and agency development. 
William A. Enouen has been named Controller of The 
Mead Corporation in Dayton. Bill joined Mead as Assistant 
to the Controller in 1959 and had recently served as Vice 
President and Manager of Administrative Services for a 
Mead affiliate in Brunswick, Ga. He and his wife, Joan 
Batsehe Enouen, and their five children have returned to 
Dayton. 
1953 
George S. Cohen, Ph.D. , is an associate professor of 
electrical engineering at Akron University. He and his wife, 
Helen, celebrated their 19th wedding anniversary on August 
26. 
Major Marion J. Stansell, Ph.D., is stationed at the USAF 
Academy in Colorado. He is with the Department of Life 
Sciences. 
John W. Seidel is with Colonial Stores in Atlanta, Ga. 
John and his wife, Helen , have seven children - Denise, 
Gail, Karla, Gregory, Marianne, Daniel and Paul. 
Frank X. Groselle attended a Crystal lography Institute 
at Virginia Polytechnic lnstitu te during the summer. 
John P. Donovan, Jr. , has been promoted to Corporate 
Personnel Staff, General Motors Corporation, and is moving 
back to Detroit from Warren, 0. " Hope to move all of the 
family back by February l." Jack and his wife, Karen, have 
seven children - the newest addition is Elizabeth Anne, 
born May 10, 1968. 
1954 
Arthur J. Huber, Jr. , of Flagel, Huber & Flagel, has been 
installed as a director of the Ohio Society of CPA's. 
Major Ronald G. Weiher received his masters in educa-
tion degree from UD in August. Ron is stationed at Ft. 
Benning, Ga. 
H. Paul Blaeser has advanced from assistant supervisor-
Transmission in the Transmission and Distribu tion section 
of Dayton Power & Light Company to supervisor-Transmis-
sion section. Paul j oined DP&L in 19 54. He and his wife, 
Ann Lyons Blaeser '55, have four children - Lynn, Lori, 
Tim and Vince. 
Richard J. Pirchner has 
been promoted to assistant 
professor in the department 
of mathematics at Monmouth 
College, West Long Branch, 
N.J. Mr. Pirchner is also doing 
doctoral work at New York 
U. and is a member of the 
National Council of Teachers 
of Mathematics and the 
Mathematical Association of 
America. 
Richard J. Pirchner 
Father Joseph L. Paolozzi, 
S.M. , is the new director of 
the Marianist community at 
North Catholic High in Pittsburgh. 
First child, Michael Edward, to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie F. 
Lucero (Lois Renner), September 30, 1968. 
Third child, third son, Dan to Nancy and Richard K. 
Flood, May 28. 
Anthony J. lpsaro, S.M., Ph.D. , a member of the 
graduate facu lty in education at the U. of Notre Dame, was 
the speaker at the Bergamo Center for Renewal in October. 
His topic was "The Home: Your Child's Education Center." 
Son, James Michael, to Mr. and Mrs. George J. Roth 
(Sharon Kelly '6 0), September 24. 
1955 
Father William V. Thomas has been named Coordinator 
of Religion in the Cincinnati archdiocesan schools. Father is 
continuing on the McNicholas High School faculty also. 
Robert J . Brisky, S.M. , has been named director of the 
Marianist community at Msgr. Hackett High in Kalamazoo, 
Mich. 
Robert J. Eilerman is the new secretary of the Dayton 
Stockyards Inn. 
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Frank Surico, Queen Escort; Westy Matthews, 1969 
Homecoming Queen; Jim Wilkerson, '54. 
James E. Wilkerson, '54, who was President of the 
UD Student Council in the 1953-54 year, right, poses 
with the 1969 Homecoming Queen, Westy Matthews, 
at the Homecoming game on October 18. Her escort 
is Frank Surico, a UD student also. 
Jim, who is working closely with the University 
through its Greater Dayton Chapter, Alumni 
Association, is currently a supervisor with the Office 
of the City Manager, Dayton. 
Commander Cyril H. Buehler's ship, the USS Bryce 
Canyon, changed home port from Long Beach, Calif., to 
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. "Wife and seven children now reside 
in Hawaii and love it." 
Donald E. Bond, Ph.D. , graduated from Ohio State in 
June with a major in educational administration. He is now 
serving as Principal of East Leyden High (2300 students) in 
Franklin Park, Ill. Don and his wife, Mary Ann, have two 
children - Jennifer and Mich ae l. 
1956 
Mary Gonzalez de Angueira is an art teacher and 
coordinator at Tapia School in Santurce, Puerto Rico. 
Fourth child, first son, Kevin Michael, to Judy and E. 
Tod Egan, June 23. 
Bro_ther Marius Grone, 
OSF, has been awarded the 
Science Teaching Achieve-
ment Recognition Award by 
the National Science Teachers 
Association for 1969-70. 
Brother Marius was honored 
for his many years in direct-
ing secondary school Science 
research projects which have 
brought college scholarsh ips 
to numerous students who 
worked under his direction. 
al f h Brother Marius Grone, OSF Nation recognition or is 
teaching achievemen ts has also come via speaking invita-
tions at national conventions. Brother teaches biology and 
earth science at St. Francis Preparato ry High in Brooklyn 
and is Director of Catholic Science Student Activities in the 
Diocese of Brooklyn ... he holds degrees from Fordham, 
New York U. , and St. Mary's College. 
Thomas E. Polley is a principal in the foreign division of 
Deloitte, Plender, Haskins, Sells and Company in Sao Paulo, 
Brazil. 
Sixth child, second daughter, Mary Joanne, to Patricia 
and Merle J. Athmer, January 18, 1969. 
Mary Frances Edrich Cunningham received her MA in 
education degree from Kent State in August. 
James F. Sandmann has been named Associate Director 
of the Health Planning Association of the Central Ohio 
River Valley (COR VA). Jim had been assistant executive 
director of the Columbus Hospital Federation since 1964. 
He is a consultant to the U.S. Public Health Service, an 
instructor in the Ohio State University College of Medicine, 
and has served as director of health planning for the 
Community Welfare Council of the Dayton Area and as 
program director for the Moatgomery County Tuberculosis 
and Health Association. 
Fifth child, third daughter, Beth Ellen, to Frances and 
Thomas E. Madigan, September 12. Tom is food service 
manager in UD's Kennedy Union. 
Father Anthony C. Jansen, S.M., '45 , has been 
assigned to Matero Boys' Secondary School in 
Lusaka-Zambia, Africa. Other S.M.'s stationed at 
Matero are: Carmine T. Annunziata, S.M. '53; Frank 
M. Annunziata, S.M. '55; Raymond B. Gohring, S.M. 
'56; James Fitzgibbons, S.M. '59; and Richard J. 
Olsen, S.M. '60. 
1957 
Cletus D. O'Drobinak is an instructor in accounting at 
Thornton Community College in Harvey, Ill. He and his 
wife, Mary , have a daughter, Jacquelyn. Clete earned his 
MBA from DePaul U. in 1966. 
H. Robert Pank is field manager for the Dale Carnegie 
course in Garden City, N.Y. Bob and his wife, Esther, have 
four children - Mary Frances, Bryan, Judy and Jenny. 
Jerome F. Mestemaker, M.D. , is an associate of Doctors 
Breece, Hunter & Paulus in Sidney, 0. , after completing his 
internship at St. Elizabeth Medical Center in Dayton. 
John A. Loucks is Sales Manager for John Oster 
Manufacturing in Milwaukee, Wise. John and his wife, Ann, 
have five children - Billie, John, Stef, Greg and Mike. 
Fifth child, daughter, to Carole and Jerome F. 
Mestemaker, M.D. , July 10. 
John C. Grogan is Executive Director of the Southern 
Brick and Tile Manufacturing Association. "Moved to the 
Atlanta, Ga., area during the summer." 
John M. Korn, Jr. , has "left the HEW Regional office in 
Charlottesville , Va., to accept a position in the central 
office in Washington, D.C." 
Robert J. Smith is in Vietnam as an Air Force civilian in 
a battle-damage team. 
Harry G. Grieselhuber has a new job as plant engineer 
with Sherwin-Williams Chemical Company in Cincinnati. 
Harry and his wife, Carol Hartke Grieselhuber '59, have 
three children - Jerry, Karen and Billy. 
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Andrew S. Iddings, '57 Hon., chairman of the 
Dayton Metropolitan Housing Authority from its 
inception in 1934 until July, 1969, has been awarded 
a "certificate of appreciation for his contribution to 
the construction of housing for low-income families." 
The certificate was awarded by the Ohio Conference 
of Housing Authorities meeting in Cincinnati but 
given to Mr. Iddings at his home where he is 
recovering from an auto accident. Mr. Iddings, an 
attorney, helped draft the national public housing law 
in the 1930's and pushed to make Ohio the fJISt state 
to enable local communities to take advantage of the 
federal law. 
Warren D. Vrooman and his wife, Carol, have returned 
to Dayton from Kalamazoo. Warren is with the Miami 
Valley Regional Planning Commission. 
1958 
Raymond J. Martin is District Sales Manager for DeLaval 
Turbine, Inc., of Madison Heights, Mich. He and his wife, 
Beverly, have one child. 
James E. Coyle has been promoted to Branch Manager 
and elected a stockholder in Mitchum, jones & Templeton 
(members of the NY stock exchange) in San Francisco. 
Thomas A. Klein, Ph.D., and his wife, Karen, had a son, 
Peter Frederick, January 25, 1969. Tom has been ap-
pointed Chairman of the American Marketing Association's 
Committee on Social Concerns. 
Thomas L. Jones is a financial accountant with the Mead 
Corporation in Chillicothe, 0. He and his wife, Sonja, have 
three children - Dana, Jay and Jeff. 
Fourth child, fourth son, Tim, to Mr. and Mrs. Peter J. 
Huber (Joan Wallace '59), June 10. Pete is manager of the 
commercial loan branch of Kissell Company in Columbus, 
0. 
Dale J. Bushong is advertising and sales promotion 
manager for Liberal Markets in Dayton. Dale and wife, 
Sheila, have four children - Scott, Mark, Bryan and Vicki. 
Second child, second daughter, Susan Fairleigh, to 
Beverly and E. Chapeze Wathen, September 25. Sonny is a 
self-employed manufacturing representative in Owensboro, 
Ky. 
Francis J. Oelerich has been transferred by Owens-
Illinois Plate .Jlass from Milwaukee to Branch Manager in 
New Orleans. Frank and his wife, Anita Midlam Oelerich, 
have four children - Frank, Susan, Kurt and Gregory. 
David A. Huffman married Mary Jane Trost, December 
27, 1968. Dave received a senior reactor operator's license 
from the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and has been 
appointed Shift Supervisor at NASA's Plum Brook Reactor 
Facility near Sandusky, 0. 
Major James F. Westerkamp is an assistant provost 
marshall in Pleiku, Vietnam. He and his wife, Carol, have 
three children - Ona, Dana and Lisa. 
John J. Vondrell, M.D., is an assistant professor and 
anesthesiologist at Marquette Medical School and Mil-
waukee County Hospital. John and his wife, Carol, have 
two children - Gregory and Suzanne. 
Daniel A. Keilman, Ed.D., is an elementary principal at 
Bailly School with the Dun eland (Ind.) School Corporation. 
Dan and his wife, Sharon, have two children - Theresa and 
James. 
TI grad, Richard V. Grewe, received his second associate 
degree - in Police Administration - from UD in August. 
He is a sargeant with the Oakwood Safety Department 
Police. 
LCDR. James M. Cashman is a naval officer at NAS 
Barbers Point, Hawaii. Jim and his wife, Margaret, cele-
brated their eighth wedding anniversary last February 6 and 
have four children - Douglas, Richard, Denise and Joan. 
At UD's August graduation Frederick W. Heydinger 
received an MBA degree; Robert E. Goubeaux a masters 
degree in education. 
Richard F. Harrod, Jr., is office manager for Eaton Yale 
& Towne, Inc., in St. Louis, Mo. He and his wife, Angela, 
will celebrate their fifteenth wedding anniversary on 
December 11. 
Irene Gross Tegenkamp is again serving aboard the 
hospital ship S.S. HOPE for a ten-month teaching and 
treatment mission to Tunisia. Previously she has served with 
HOPE in Ceylon ( 1968-1969), Guinea, Ecuador, Indonesia 
and Vietnam. 
Ronald L. Bauman married Nancy Jane Bennett, August 
16. Ron is in employee development with WPAFB. 
Son to Joan and Donald C. Eifert, August 1. 
Father Mark A. Krabbe, CPPS, who has been taking 
doctoral studies in educational administration at Ohio 
State, has been named principal of Brunnerdale High 
School Seminary in Canton, 0. 
Joseph F. Wade, CPA, has announced the formation of 
an educational organization to be known as the Compensa-
tion Planning Council. The council is devoted to all types of 
employee compensation including pension profit sharing, 
stock bonus, cash salaries, and fringe benefits. The organiza-
tion is composed of accountants, attorneys, trust officers, 
life underwriters, educators, and any other persons specifi-
cally interested in furthering his knowledge in this area. 
1959 
Ronald B. McGlothin has been promoted to division 
manager of the material preparation, calendaring, tubing, 
stock preparations production department at Dayton Tire 
and Rubber Company. Ron joined the firm in 19 56. 
E. Dale Nash was awarded an MBA degree at UD's 
August graduation; Robert C. Leahy received his masters in 
education degree. 
J. Martin Miller has resigned from the UD Research 
Institute and has joined Miller-Valentine Corporation in 
Dayton. He and his wife, Dorothy Van Leeuwen Miller '67, 
have two sons - Mark and Kevin. 
Charles J. Bensman received the Ed.D. in educational 
administration from Ball State U. on August 22. Super-
intendent of Marion (0.) Local Schools in Maria Stein since 
1965, he has been a teacher and coach, guidance counselor, 
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assistant director of admissions at UD, and dean of boys 
and guidance counselor at Celina Senior High. 
L. Eugene Arnold, M.D., received a masters degree in 
education from John Hopkins U. in September. He is a 
child psychiatry resident at Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore. 
He and his wife, Billie, have five children - Ann, Laurie, 
Matt, Mark and Paul. 
Charles P. Wanda, S.M. , is in charge of the Marianist 
community at the Student Center in Cincinnati, 0. 
Joseph M. Davis, S.M. , has been named principal of St. 
James School in Dayton. He has been serving as academic 
dean at Chaminade High in Dayton. 
Son to Barbara and Fredric L. Pavelka, August 7. 
Second child, first daughter, Denise, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Thomas Runco (Mary Joan Trunzo), May 17. Their son's 
name is Thomas. The Runco's are living in Sag Harbor, N.Y. 
Second child, second son, Andrew, to Judith and Paul 
M. Wagner, June 30. 
Captain John R. McCall (promotion to Major coming up 
in February) is stationed at Da Nang, Vietnam, until June 
of '70. He and his wife, Joanne, have three children - Jeff, 
Dianne, and Joseph. 
Orner E. Berger, M.D. , is an Associate Professor of 
Pediatrics at the U. of Cincinnati's College of Medicine. He 
and his wife, Cecile Buchard Berger, have three children -
Susan, Kathy, and Michael. 
Gertrude Waltermann Norris and her husband, Robert, 
had their second child, second son, Terrance Arthur, 
August 24. "On leave of absence from Bureau of Indian 
Affairs in order to participate in the first Institute of 
Experienced Teachers in Bilingual Education at the U. of 
New Mexico." 
Diane R. Dunn, who will receive her Ph.D. in 1970, is 
Director of Research for the National Recreation Park 
Association. 
Michael S. Inoue received his Ph.D. degree from Oregon 
State in 196 7 and is an associate professor of engineering 
there. He and his wife, Mary Louise, have two children -
Stephen and Rosanne. 
Thomas J. Wittmann is President of Systems Technology 
Corporation in Dayton. Tom and his wife, Carolyn Stueve 
Wittmann '60, have five children - Christopher, Anne, 
John, Beth and Martha. 
Major Robert F. Sweeney just "completed a transporta-
tion officer career course and aircraft maintenance officer 
course at Ft. Eustis, Va., and am now assigned in 
Germany." 
Joseph G. Sever, M.D., has finished his residency in 
Denver and is practising in Woodland, Calif. Joe and his 
wife, Denise, have two children - Christine and Douglas. 
Harry E. Dillon is sales coordinator with Miami In-
dustrial Trucks, Inc. , of Dayton. Harry and his wife, 
Joanne, have two children - David and Andrea. 
Joseph A. Moran, Jr. , is an exploration geophysicist. 
"Spent three years with Texaco in Kansas, Oklahoma, East 
Texas, and South Texas. Then five years with Mobil in 
South Texas, Atlantic East Coast, Holland and England. I 
returned to the U.S. in August to pursue an MBA program 
at Harvard U. for the next two years." Joe and his wife, 
Charlotte, have three children - Sean, Mary Elizabeth and 
Michael. 
John C. Messenger, M.D. , is currently busy in a 
Fellowship in cardiology at the VA - UCLA Hospital 
Group in Los Angeles. John and his wife have two sons, 
John C. ll and Joel. 
First child, Mark Thomas, to Norma and Thomas E. 
Doerfler, Ph.D., March 7, in Honolulu. The couple is now 
residing in Long Branch , N.J. , and Tom is a Project 
Scientist with Booz-Allen Applied Research. 
William N. Leyda has joined Borg Instruments Division 
of Bunker-Ramo Corporation as chemist/metalurgist. 
Thomas C. Cardile is Employee Relations Administrator 
at Itek Business Products in Rochester, N.Y. Tom and his 
wife, Ann have three children - David, John and Timothy. 
Dale J. Smith, M.D., was released from the U.S. Navy in 
July after serving in Vietnam and started his practice in 
Scottsdale, Arizona. Dale and his wife, Lois, have three 
children - Karen, Suzanne, and Anne. 
Fourth child, Mary Lynn, to Marcia and Denny D. Dirks, 
December 31, 1968. Denny is manager of financial services 
for Pittsburgh Plate Glass in Cleveland. 
Otis Drake is a procurement agent at DESC in Dayton. 
He is also a licensed minister in the Baptist Church. He and 
his wife, Eldamae, have four children. 
Fourth child, third son, Gregory Paul, to Mr. and Mrs. 
James J. Roder (Helen O'Donnell) , August 23. 
Gerald A. Collins is manager of systems and program-
ming for Cincinnati, Inc. He and wife, Loraine Orschell 
Collins, have four children - Kathryn, Jennifer, Becky and 
Dan. 
Third child, first daughter, Beth Ann, to Barbara and 
Donald J. Schneider, June 27. Don is with IBM sales in 
Dayton. 
Howard W. Reynolds is sporting goods buyer for Yankee 
Department Stores, Inc. (all thirty of them). He and his 
wife, Carol, are living in Brighton, Mich. 
Edward J. Zimmerman is a designer with Top Value in 
Dayton. Ed and his wife, Barbara, have four children. 
Paul B. Fleming was released from the USAF in August 
and is Senior Nuclear Engineer with the Naval Research Lab 
in Washington, D.C. Paul and his wife, Sylvia, have two sons 
- James and Michael. 
Third child, Kelly, to Lynn and Jerome J. Poelking, 
March 26. 
James A. Herman is with R. L. Woolpert Consulting 
Engineers in Dayton. Jim and his wife, Arlene, have four 
children - Mark, Deanne, Karen and J ann. 
Betty Rose Volker is Administrative Assistant at Good 
Samaritan Hospital in Cincinnati. 
W. Jane Wiggenhorn is a faculty social worker at the U. 
of Cincinnati Medical School, Psychiatry Department. 
Jerrold D. Hopfengardner is an assistant professor of 
education at Otterbein College. He and his wife, Winifred, 
have three children - Sandra, Bruce and Susan. 
Donald L. Stelzer is Division Manager for Omni Spectra, 
Inc., Scottsdale, Arizona. Don and his wife, Margaret, have 
four children - Gregory, Janice, Marcia, and Jim. 
Gerald A. Roll is Sales Manager for Norick Brothers, 
Inc., Oklahoma City , Okla. He and his wife, Marcia, have 
three children - Mark, Drew, and Elizabeth. 
James H. Lienesch is a research meteorologist with the 
U.S. Government at Suitland, Md. Jim and the Mrs., 
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There is this family of squirrels who live outside the 
Graphic Arts Department in Zehler Hall. As you can see by 
this picture they are a friendly lot. This, I understand, is 
Moocher and he is munching a nut given to him by Bob 
Simon, a mechanical engineering major who works as a 
draftsman with Graphic Arts. Charley, by the way, is the 
other adult squirrel and there are four little ones. All are 
gracious in taking food from Hank DeMarey and depart-
ment. 
Elizabeth Haley Lienesch '60, have four children - Steven, 
Douglas, John and Philip. 
James J. Hogan, Ph.D., and his wife, Carolyn, had their 
second child, second son, Dennis Joseph, June 23. Jim is 
head of the electro-optical sensors division of Goodyear 
Aerospace Corporation in Akron, 0. 
Joeann P. Haas is a counselor at Fairview High in 
Dayton. 
Samuel L. Dalton is assistant superintendent of Schools 
for the Springfield (0.) Board of Education. He has 
received his Doctor of Education degree from Miami U. 
Sixth child, second daughter, Anne Marie, to Judy and 
Richi!ld M. Szink, Jr., July 18. 
Third child, second daughter, Jennifer Ann, to Ann and 
James V. Smith, September 7. Jim is a school psychiatrist 
with the Dayton Board of Education. 
Barbara Igei Freeman and her husband, Michael C., are 
living in Wooster, 0., with their five children - Michael, 
Annaliese, Katherine, Howard and Mary Celeste. 
Terrence P. Reagan is assistant controller of Inter-
national Management, Inc., in Lorain, 0. He and wife, 
Elaine, have three children - Michelle, Susan and Rhonda. 
Ion V. Deaton is Director of Research and Development 
for the Singer Company's operational training division in 
Silver Spring, Md. He and his wife, Joan, have five children 
- Mary J o, Ann, Kate, Tony and Tim. 
Lcdr. Carolyn E. Scherer, Navy nurse, is stationed in 
Vietnam. 
1960 
Joseph F. Rogus, Ph.D., has been promoted to Assistant 
Superintendent for Instruction for the Dayton Schools. 
Last fall he had been named principal of Westwood School. 
His appointment filled the remaining vacancy among top 
Dayton school administrators. 
Leonard C. Babb married Patricia F. Molony, September 
13. He is a self-employed manufacturing representative in 
Cincinnati, 0. 
Joseph A. Ostendorf has been promoted to Chief 
Draftsman with the Dupps Company in Germantown, Ohio. 
Second child, second daughter, Margaret, to Nancy and 
William J. Schneble, M.D., March 28. Bill writes, "I'm 
finishing my third year of residency in internal medicine at 
Milwaukee County Hospital." 
Paul Bredestege, S.M., is studying at the U. of Madrid in 
Spain for one year. His courses, sponsored by the Middle-
bury College of Vermont where he studied recently, are in 
Hispanic studies which include the language, literature, 
history and culture of Spain. 
Joseph A. Tache, Jr., has been named Assistant Dean of 
Students at Boston College. For the past three years he had 
been assistant director of admissions at BC. Joe and his 
wife, Julie, have five children - twins Joseph and John, 
Jerald, J ulianna and Jennifer. 
Shirley Conn Coles married Ed Zimmerman, August 9. 
Shirley is a guidance counselor and teacher at West 
Carrollton Junior High. 
Mark A. Kelly is District Manager of the First Investors 
Corporation in Detroit. Mark and wife, Donna DeVoe Kelly 
'59, have four children - Colleen, Christopher, Mary 
Kathryn, and Brendan. Donna is Director and teacher at 
Salem Nursery, a co-op nursery in Detroit. 
Kermit D. Landis is teaching in the Ft. Loramie (0.) 
Schools. He and his wife, Frances Markus Landis '44, are 
living in Minster. 
Gerald A. Jarc is comptroller for the Catholic Board of 
Education in Cleveland. 
Richard E. Stutz is a minister with the Indiana Con-
ference of Seventh-Day Adventists. He and his wife, Carol, 
celebrated their fourth wedding anniversary on May 25 and 
have a daughter, Kathleen Sue. Reverend Stutz received his 
bachelor of divinity degree from Andrews University in 
June. 
Paul M. Rail had an important role in the Apollo 11 
lunar landing mission. He is chief, installations engineering 
section, in the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion's Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. The 
Goddard Center operates the world-wide network that 
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provides continuous and instantaneous two-way communi-
cations between the astronauts and Mission Control in 
Houston. And James W. McBarron II is chief of Apollo 
Space Suit Section in the Manned Spacecraft Center in 
Houston. The Houston center provides control of all NASA 
manned space flights and exercised fulltime control over 
the Apollo 11 flight from launch to recovery. 
Son to Lois and Mark N. Scherzinger, August 3. 
Gerard E. Lonsway received an education specialist 
degree from the U. of Toledo on June 13. 
TI grad, Douglas G. Whitaker, received a bachelor of 
science degree in computer science from UD in August; 
William A. Honingford received a bachelors degree in 
general business management. 
Major H. William Healy is assigned to the ROTC 
Department at Ohio State. Bill and his wife, Dorothy, have 
two children, Pamela and Timothy. 
Shirley Conn Coles received a masters degree in educa-
tion from UD in August. 
Henry M. Josefczyk has been promoted to the new post 
of semiconductor district manager as part of the Sprague 
Electric Company's expanding semiconductor effort in the 
Midwest. Hank has headquarters in Dayton and is respon-
sible for semiconductor marketing in Ohio, western Penn-
sylvania, Michigan, Indiana and Kentucky. He has been 
with Sprague Electric since 1967 and previously had been 
sales manager for the Dayton Electronic Products Company. 
Son to Joanne and Ronald L. Koesters, July 18. 
Father Edwin J. Hoeffer, S.M., recently ordained in 
Fribourg, Switzerland, is in Rome for study preparatory to 
examinations with the Pontifical Biblical Commission. 
1961 
Robert J. Stankard just received his MBA degree from 
George Washington U. 
Daughter to Mary and Bernard A. Hegman, July 21. 
Jack T. Thein just received the "National Sales Achieve-
ment Award" and "National Quality Award" for 1968. Jack 
was promoted to agency assistant for American United Life 
Insurance Company in management and sales. 
Third child, second son, Christopher, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Joseph L. Schopen (Mary Ann Weber), February 12, 1969. 
The Schopen's are living in Crystal Lake, Ill. 
Capt. James A. Schwab, M.D., is in pediatrics at 
Fitzsimmons Hospital in Colorado. Jim and his wife, Mary 
Anne, have two children - Bill and John. 
Donald L. Wohlrab has been promoted from Rochester 
to Hartford, Conn. , with Allstate Insurance Company. He's 
now manager of the accounting division. Don and his wife, 
Fran, have three daughters - twins Linda and Lisa and Jill. 
Albert J. Deneke, Jr., is out of service and a referee in 
Dayton's Juvenile Court. AI and his wife, Karen, were 
married on June 1, 1968. 
Thomas S. Berger, M.D., has returned to Cincinnati after 
his Army discharge and is a resident in neurosurgery at the 
U. of Cincinnati. He and his wife, Katherine, have two sons 
- Thomas and Kevin. 
Son to Patricia and Earl W. McFeaters, in October. 
John J. Fortman, Ph.D., has been promoted to Associate 
Professor of Chemistry at Wright State U. 
Martin D. Story is an administrator and teacher at 
Michael Power High in Islington, Ontario, Canada. 
Bernard L. Pauly is an instrument engineer with Ham-
mermill Paper Company in Erie, Pa. He and his wife, 
Beatrice, were married on May 25, 19 59 , and have two 
daughters - Susan and Elaine. 
Roger D. Osborn is Executive Director of the Richland 
County Mental Health and Mental Retardation Board in 
Mansfield, 0. Roger and his wife, Glenna, have a daughter, 
Sharon Christine, horn July 18. 
John A. Medley, Jr. , is Vice President - General 
Manager of Quality Beers Distributing Company in Owens-
boro, Ky. John and his wife, Margare t, have three children 
- John III, Lisa Ann , and Angela Marie. 
Grant E. Deger, M.D., is a member of the USAF 
stationed at Fairchild AFB, Wash. 
First child, Todd, to Gail and Silvano E. Pantezzi, July 
28. 
Stephen A. Mizsak has j oined the Physical and Analyti-
cal Chemistry Research unit, The Upjohn Company, Kala-
mazoo, Mich. Steve is affiliated with the American Chemi-
cal Society. 
Masters degrees in education were awarded to Denis L. 
Hart and Louis S. Flint at UD's August ceremonies. 
Robert J. Hoy married Mary Ann Collins, August 9. Bob 
is chairman of the Theology Department at Chaminade 
High in Dayton. 
Arlo D. Harris, Ph.D. , is a member of the faculty of the 
U. of Nottingham in England for one year. 
Major Michael E. McCamley is in the Staff Supply Office 
with the 15th Support Bde. at Fort Lewis, Washington. 
James F. Greger, former chief engineer with UD's 
WVUD, has become an engineer with WLW-D in Dayton. 
He was busily preparing for Neil Armstrong's return to 
Wapakoneta and had just finished working the PGA in 
Dayton when we checked with him. 
Edward J. Marinic, Jr., is a grad assistant in chemistry at 
Ohio State. 
Third child, second son , Christopher Edward, to Mr. and 
Mrs. Charles S. Symeon, Jr. (Lynn Deters), June 3. Lynn 
writes, "Last March Chuck and I had the privilege of being 
chairmen of the gala Mardi Gras Masquerade Ball which has 
become a city-wide annual celebration in nearby Melbourne 
(Florida)." 
1962 
Millard V. King married Barbara Rae Sexton, October 4. 
He is the branch manager of International Harvester 111 
Cincinnati. 
Durward L. King is a government auditor at WPAFB. 
Kenneth J. Rozak has been released from service and has 
returned to his job with the Cuyahoga Savings Association. 
First child, Stephanie Kathryn , to Kathy and Jerome J. 
Flaute, January 11 , 1969. J erry is an accountant with NCR 
after leaving the General Telephone Company of Fort 
Wayne , Ind. 
Son to Catherine and William L. Cindric, D.D.S. , in 
October. 
J. Richard Oliver, D.D.S. , has been discharged from the 
USA and has entered private practice in College Park, 
Georgia. Dick and his wife, Joyce, have three children -
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Tracy Ann, John Scott, and Thomas Joseph, who was born 
on July 28. 
Daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Larry T. Shadowens (Elizabeth 
Humphreys), August 19. 
Edward L. Blunt has transferred from Toledo, Ohio, to 
Columbus with Ohio Bell. He 's now Commercial Manager. 
Richard A. Roderer is serving hospital administration 
residency at Perth Amboy General. "At completion of 
residency will earn MBA in health care administration from 
George Washington U." He and his wife, Zae Ann, have a 
son, Ricky. 
James D. Dotto has been promoted to Quality Control 
Manager of Edwin L. Wiegand Company in Pittsburgh. 
Michael S. Matta, Ph.D. , is an assistant professor of 
chemistry at Southern Illinois University. He and his wife, 
Wilma, have three children - John, Jane and Anne. 
Fourth and fifth sons, Christopher Lawrence and Jeffrey 
Scott, to Mr. and Mrs. Neil P. McManus (Judith Pumphrey), 
July 11. They were Judy's second set of twins - Pat and 
Mike were born on November 19, 1964. And in between 
comes Mark who was born November 13, 1967. 
Second child, second daughter, Angela Marie, to Theresa 
and Major Hector T. Dittamo, February 11. Hector is 
stationed at Kagnew Station, Asmara, Ethiopia. 
Thomas J. Lamendola is teaching and coaching football, 
wrestling and track in Baldwin, N.Y., and working on his 
masters at Adelphi University. "I'm currently involved in 
writing music as a hobby and hope to have a hit song 
soon. " 
James J. Pino has a new job as chief chemist for 
Standard Milling Company in Harrisburg, Pa. Jim and his 
wife have two children - Lynn Michelle and James Joseph. 
Milton W. Royer is teaching in the Mad River School 
System. He and his wife, Wanda, have three children -
Polly, Patty and Mark, who was horn on April 25. 
Lawrence J. Kramer is senior manufacturing engineer 
with The Hoover Company in North Canton, 0. He and his 
wife, Mary, had a first child, Kenneth, February 10. 
First child, Ann Marie, to Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. 
Wellmeier (Joyce Koeller), March 18. 
Captain Paul R. Stolz has entered the Air Force Institute 
of Technology to study toward a masters degree in systems 
analysis. He previously was assigned to McConnell AFB, 
Kansas. Located at WPAFB, AFIT provides resident train-
ing in scientific and engineering fields for selected officers 
of the US military services and key government employees. 
Joseph I. Smith, Jr., M.D. , is a resident at Santa Clara 
Valley Medical Center in Calif. He will complete his 
pathology residency in 1972. 
Mary R. Mattingly has been appointed to the faculty of 
Texas A & I University as an assistant professor of 
government. 
Major John W. Maloney is provost marshall of Carlisle 
Barracks, Pa. John and his wife, Patricia, have three 
children - Maureen, Sean, and Matthew. 
Daughter to Mary Ann and William T. Krumm, July 9. 
Robert H. Bremke has been named guidance counselor 
at North Marion H.S. His wife, Donna Bender Bremke, 
writes, "We decided to leave winters behind and move to 
sunny Ocala, Fla., with our children. Ann will soon he six 
and David is eight months." 
SEARCH 
BORE 
FRUIT 
Ernest Godoy, '24, shown right and back on the campus after 
40 years; Mary Shay, '44, Alumni Secretary, and Dr. Richard 
Horwedel, '24, Assistant to the Dean of Schoo l of Engineer-
ing, view the 1924 Daytonian during Godoy's Homecoming 
visit from Mexico in October. 
Godoy poses beside General 
Publicity Office window on 
third floor of St. Mary's Hall. 
Steel structure of eight-story 
library building can be seen in 
background. 
The m1ssmg link was found for Homecoming, 
1969. Ernest R. Godoy, '24, was on the University of 
Dayton campus during the Homecoming festivities 
and he greeted the entire proceeding with great joy. 
He hadn't been back to his alma mater in 40 years. 
The missing link charmed everyone with his 
enthusiasm while attending his class reunion follow-
ing the football victory over Northern Illinois and 
while visiting the campus again on Monday. He talked 
of old friends and places in Dayton and got to see as 
many as possible. Tears came to his eyes when he 
recalled some of the fine times he had as an 
undergraduate at the University of Dayton. 
Jerome R. McCarthy picked up his MBA degree from 
UD in August. 
Richard A. Heckman has been named Marketing Man-
ager for Virginia Panel Corporation to direct sales organiza-
tion both nationally and on a world-wide scale. Dick had 
previously been branch manager of Tab Products in New 
York. He and his wife, Nancy, have two children- Lisa and 
Bradley. 
William H. Miller is head resident at Western Illinois 
University. Bill received his MA degree from Ohio State this 
year. 
Gerald J. Blake married Evelyn Marlene Abrey '67, 
August 23. The couple is living in Columbia, Mo., where 
Gerry is a grad student at the U. of Missouri. 
Third child, first daughter, Lanna Lynne, to Mr. and 
Mrs. James P. Thies (Lynne Bracken '63), March 28. 
James M. Tiffany has finished training at the American 
Institute of Foreign Trade and is now in training with Pan 
Am in London for work overseas. Jim took an interest in 
foreign trade while stationed in Bogota, Columbia. He and 
his wife, Charlene, had a daughter in May. 
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He was very happy that class reunion chairman, 
Dr. Richard Horwedel, UD's Assistant to the Dean of 
the School of Engineering, had written those many 
letters resulting in phone calls which located him. 
Major Godoy of the Mexican Army's engineers 
corps has, besides his bachelor's degree in electrical 
engineering from UD, degrees in mechanical and 
industrial engineering. He had his UD diploma 
photographed and reduced to wallet size. 
Residing in Mexico City Mr. Godoy hopes to retire 
from the army within the year. That'll give him more 
time to view the many pictures he took in Dayton 
with that sharp-looking mini-camera and attachments 
he brought along. 
1963 
J. Christopher Hickey is with a new division of Xerox 
Corporation as account executive. The division is called 
Xerox Learning Systems and is a new concept in industrial 
training utilizing discoveries in the behavioral sciences. Mrs. 
Hickey is the former Mary Schlotter '65. 
John M. Meagher is an attorney with Herbert Lewis & 
Robert Gross in Dayton. 
Calvin J . Kebhart has been released from service and is 
office manager for the Penton Publishing Company in the 
Cleveland area. Cal and his wife , Carole Fenske Kebhart, 
have two sons - Christopher and Michael, who was born 
August 31. "Cal was stationed in Vietnam at the time of the 
birth. He returned from Vietnam in October. Cal was one of 
the reservists recalled in May of 1968." 
Robert F. Littlehale, Jr., M.D., is an anesthesiologist 
with the US Army at Fort Ord, Calif. Bob and his wife, 
Lee, have four children - Bob III, Todd, Brian and Nevin. 
Bruce H. Barker is sales coordinator for the Barker 
Chemical Company's Plastics Coatings Division in Chicago. 
He and his wife, Dianne, have two daughters - Tanya and 
Donna. 
Barry J. Trick is chairman of the English department at 
Good Counsel High in Wheaton, Md. 
First child, Andrew, to Patricia and Richard H. West-
meyer, D.D.S. , June 7. 
Daniel J. Spillane, Jr. , is a research assistant at the U. of 
Iowa's Ph.D. program in international communications. 
William E. Wells, Jr., is an account executive with Sperry 
& Hutchinson Company in Cincinnati. Bill and his wife, 
Carole, have two children, Lori and Marti. 
Second child, first son, Paul, to Joan and Lawrence G. 
Krick, January 4, 1969. Larry is a field service represen ta-
tive for Beckman Instruments in Lincolnwood, Ill. 
Robert C. Zinck, Jr., has left the UD Research Institute 
and is manager of data processing for the N.E.C.A. Service 
Center, Inc., of Dayton. 
William L. Steffen received an MBA degree from Xavier 
U. in June. He and his wife, Karen, have a daughter, 
Christine. 
Captain George A. Helm is assigned to WPAFB for a 
year. He and his wife, Ellen, have a son, Geoffrey Adam, 
born July 10, 1968. 
Eugene V. Federer married Linda Sue Haworth, April 
19. Gene is a senior engineer with General Dynamics and 
living in San Diego, Calif. 
Paul A. Lammert married Patricia Ann Everman, Octo-
ber 4. Paul is a CPA as of August 1, and is with Haskins & 
Sells in Dayton. 
Marjorie Miller Fawcett is Associate Director of Nursing 
Services at University Hospitals, Medical College of 
Virginia. 
John J. Hirt is a systems analyst with the Scott Paper 
Company in Philadelphia. John and his wife, Dianne, have a 
son, Kevin Michael, born November 18, 1968. 
First child, Stacie Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. D. Richard 
Anders (Priscilla Conklin), March 13. 
Andrew J. Tofe, Ph.D. , is a radiochemist with Procter 
and Gamble in Cincinnati, 0. He holds a post-doctoral 
fellowship from the Atomic Energy Commission. 
L. Eugene Vassy, M.D., is in the U.S. Navy stationed at 
San Diego, Calif. 
Thomas J. Reke is a teacher with the U.S. Forest Service 
in Laona, Wise. 
Larry A. Oliver is a physics/electronics instructor at the 
Columbus (0.) Tech Institute. Larry and his wife, Char-
lotte, celebrated their fourth wedding anniversary on 
September 11. 
James W. Kennedy II is an EMC engineer with Sanders in 
Nashua, N.H. Jim and his wife, Mary Fae, had their first 
child, Shaunda Marie, April 17. 
First child, Michelle Annette, to Beverly and Pierre A. 
Grimes, March 15. Pierre is a process engineer with Corning 
Glassworks in Wilmington, N.C. 
William E. Powers, Jr. , is a U.S. attorney with the 
National Labor Relations Board in Cleveland. He received 
his LLM (labor law) degree from New York U. in June. 
John M. Hawn married Theresa Ann Belna, August 9. 
John is a materials engineer with Hobart Manufacturing in 
Troy, 0. 
TI grad, Merl Powell , received a bachelors degree in 
electrical engineering at UD's August graduation; and TI 
grad, William G. Skaggs, picked up his bachelor of 
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technology degree. John R. Martin, Jr., was awarded an 
MBA degree. 
Paul R. Walther has joined the staff of Chemical 
Abstracts Service in Columbus, 0. Paul is working as an 
assistant to the director of finance. 
Thomas B. Mannix is out of service and an accounting 
machine salesman for NCR in Colorado. Tom and his wife, 
Joyce lssenmann Mannix '66, are living in Littleton with 
their son, Scott Thomas. 
Robert J. Hosfeld, formerly electrical engineer in the 
Transmission and Distribution Section, Electrical Engineer-
ing Department, Dayton Power & Light Company, has been 
promoted to supervisor-Distribution section. Bob has 
taught trigonometry in DP&L's Night School for the past 
two years and his hobbies are golf and traveling. He and his 
wife, Joan, have three children. 
Fifth child, second daughter, Karen, to Mary Frances 
and Victor E. Bockrath, Jr. , August 4. Vic is owner of 
Bockrath Carpets in Dayton. 
Mark I. Sammon, Jr., is controller for Wright Air Lines, 
Inc., at Burke Lakefront Air Port in Cleveland. Mark and 
his wife, Margaret Ann Ward Sammon, have three children 
- Tessa, Mark, and Scott. 
Wendy Anne Winkler is an instructor at the University of 
Florida. She'll receive her MA in communications from UF 
in December. 
A. Allen Hixenbaugh, Jr., is a contract negotiator with 
the USAF at WP AFB. He and his wife, Virginia O'Connor 
Hixenbaugh '65, have three children - Sean Allen, Chris-
tine, and Colleen Marie. 
Michael E. Bell is with Battelle & Battelle CPA's in 
Dayton. He and his wife, Sara, had twins - John Edward 
and Christine Lynne - on February 2. 
Gerald J. Lochtefeld is an operations research analyst 
with G. D. Searle & Company in Chicago. He received an 
MBA degree from the U. of Utah in 1968. 
Joseph J. Back, Jr., D.O., is "presently in second year of 
3-year program leading to specialization in radiology." 
David J. Welker received his D.D.S. degree from 
Marquette U. in June. He is now a member of the U.S. 
Navy. 
Thomas E. Steelman recently accepted a position with 
North American Rockwell Corporation, Los Angeles Divi-
sion, as a member of the technical staff. Tom and his wife, 
Nancy, have three children - Thomas, Jr. , Deborah and 
Susan. 
Ruth Ann Depweg married Robert B. Morris, Jr., August 
16. Ruth is now the mother of two lovely stepchildren, 
Michael, 11, and Cindy, 3. 
John J. Bodner and his wife, Marilyn, had their second 
child, first son, David, on April 9. John is an engineer with 
Sun Oil Company in Toledo. 
Hugh F. McCaffery is Executive Vice President of the 
Hollywood-South Broward (Florida) Board of Realtors, 
Inc. Hugh and his wife have three children. 
Max G. Gruendl earned his Ph.D. degree from Michigan 
State in August. Max is assistant professor of math at the 
U. of Cincinnati. He and his wife, JoAnn, had their second 
child, first daughter, Elizabeth, May 19. 
Third child, second son, to Barbara and Eugene J. Doll, 
July 26. 
1964 
Thomas G. Minogue married Sharon A. McGraw, October 
12. Tom is with the Chase Manhattan Bank's Overseas 
Division in the Virgin Islands. He 's also writing his thesis for 
presentation at the U. of Massachusetts. 
Walter R. Miller is teaching seventh grade math in the 
Dayton Public School System. He and his wife , Linda, have 
two children, Michael and Lori Ann, who was born May 31. 
Richard G. Ihlendorf is teaching at Walnut Hills High in 
Cincinnati. 
Captain William E. Mayer has been decorated with 
the USAF Commendation Medal. He received the Award for 
meritorious service at Tan Son Nhut AB, Vietnam, and was 
cited for his professional skill and initiative during the 
period from January 1968 to January 1969. Bill was 
presented the medal during ceremonies at Elmendorf AFB, 
Alaska, where he is serving as an auditor with a detachment 
of the Auditor General Reporting Office. 
Thomas A. Mappes is a grad student in philosophy at 
Georgetown U. 
Patricia Cecelia Minogue married John E. Runberg, Jr., 
July 26. "After receiving my degree I taught four years in 
Syosset, N.Y. (fourth grade). Last year I taught at the U.S. 
Naval Station, Adak, Alaska. At present I am retired." 
Raymond H. Posner is a geologist with Union Carbide 
Corporation in Bishop, Calif. Ray and his wife, Elizabeth, 
have two children - Charles and Suzanne. 
Lyda Lee Forney is Director of Vocal Music at Lebanon 
(0.) High School. She received her MA degree from Ohio 
State in August. 
Richard J. Asebrook is teaching and a Ph.D. candidate at 
the U. of Wisconsin. He and his wife, Cynthia Caporal 
Asebrook, have two daughters, Jennifer and Anne. 
Captain Richard A. Baker has been certified as a Military 
Judge since August. "Have been proud to wear the Green 
Beret since July 1968." Dick is stationed at Ft. Bragg, N.C.; 
Mrs. Baker is the former Marilyn Musterman '65. 
Francis R. McKinley, Jr., is sales counselor with General 
Electric in Louisville. He and his wife, Cheryl, have a son, 
Michael Sean. 
Lt. Thomas M. Rau, M.D., is serving in the US Navy 
Medical Corps in Vietnam. 
David C. Monaghan is a sales-application engineer for the 
Wiedeke Plant of Elliott Company in Dayton. Dave and his 
wife, Patricia, have adopted Scott David, who was born on 
May 5, 1969. 
Ronald J. Versic received his Ph.D. from Ohio State 
University during the summer and is employed by General 
Aniline and Film Company in Binghamton, N.Y. 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Voehringer (Karen Zimmerman) 
are living in London, England, for one year. Bob is a senior 
project engineer with Esso Research and Engineering. The 
couple has a son, David. 
First child, Mark Richard, to Virginia and Bert R. 
Tomon, March 20. Bert is a funeral director in Cleveland 
and in his second year at Cleveland-Marshall Law School 
also. 
Daniel B. Lammers is medical technology supervisor for 
Sharp Memorial Hospital in San Diego. Dan received his 
masters in clinical pathology from Ohio State in June. 
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Second child, second daughter, Karla Anne, to Patricia 
and Gregorio P. Evanzia, June 19. 
Fourth child, second daughter, Jennifer, to Mary and 
Joseph L. Dete, March 16. 
Second child, second daughter, Julie Anne, to Mary and 
Lawrence P. Boesch, September 9. 
Second child, second son, Daniel Patrick, to Mr. and 
Mrs. Lavern J. Menker (Kathleen Drummer '66 ), April 15. 
Floyd Hershberger is teaching at Penn High School in 
Osceola, Ind. He and his wife, Barbara, have four children -
James, Robert, Patricia and Kristen. 
James R. Fenelon is working on a teaching certificate in 
psychology at Sacramento State U. 
Charles A. Joeright is a supervisor with Republic Steel in 
Cleveland, 0. He and his wife, Diane, celebrate their third 
wedding anniversary on January 14. 
First child, Brian Patrick, to Mr. and Mrs. Michael A. 
Toner (Janet Miller), August 20. Mike is a communications 
consultant at the U. of Wisconsin. 
Anthony 0. Svrusis and his wife, Ann, were married on 
April 12. He is unit sales manager for Colgate Palmolive in 
Mt. Prospect, Ill. 
First child, Jason Henry, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. 
Rehmert (Charlotte Isaac), July 28, in Harrogate, Y ark-
shire, England. 
Third child, second son, Greg, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas 
C. Merkle (Penny Bright '65 ), May 21. Tom is a senior 
product planner in the forward planning department of 
Inland Mfg. Division, GMC. 
Harold F. Leahy is a bacteriologist with Dille Labs in 
Dayton. He and his wife, Peggy Shaw Leahy '68, have two 
daughters, Jane and Judith. 
First child, Kathryn Louise, to Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. 
Knapke (Nancy Meiring), April 17. Both Dick and Nancy 
are teaching in the Southwest (0.) Local Schools and living 
in Ft. Recovery, 0. Dick received his masters degree in art 
education from Ball State in August. 
Thomas E. Bonham received his masters in physics from 
Ohio U. in June of '68. He and his wife, Norma, have two 
children. Tom is an engineer with McDonnell-Douglas 
Corporation in St. Louis. 
Raymond J. Wiebelhaus has been released from service 
with the U.S. Navy after five years and is Technical 
Supervisor with Wyandotte Chemicals in Detroit. Ray and 
his wife, Lorraine, have a daughter, Ruth Ann. 
Robert A. Stanley, Jr., is Assistant Professor at Harrisburg 
(Pa.) Area Community College and received his masters in 
art education from Pratt Institute in June. 
Midge Burkhart began stewardess training with Eastern 
Airlines in October. 
John E. Borgert has been appointed Residential Loan 
Representative with Citizens Mortgage Corporation in 
Dayton. 
Edward J. Gallagher is a structural engineer with Richard 
L. Bowen in Cleveland. Ed and his wife, Mary Jeanne, have 
two children - Edward, Jr., and Jeanne Marie, who was 
born on February 13, 1969. 
C. David Schweickart received his Ph.D. from the U. of 
Virginia in August and is now a visiting Assistant Professor 
of Math at the University of Kentucky. Dave and his wife, 
Patrocinio, have a daughter, Anita Kristin. 
First child, Tiffany Jo, to Mr. and Mrs. Gary J. Scrivner 
(Mary Jo Heit), June 25, in Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
Edward A. Schlaner, Jr., is a highway design liaison 
engineer with the Pennsylvania Department of Highways. 
He and his wife, Carolann, have two children - Mary 
Elizabeth and Edward Andrew. 
James C. Puthoff is co-op coordinator at Sinclair 
Community College in Dayton. 
Andrew R. Middendorp and his wife , Mary Ann, were 
married on November 9, 1968. He has three stepchildren -
Michael, Thomas, and Beth Ann. The Middendorp's had 
their first child, Kathleen Susan, July 5. He is a staff 
engineer with Mead Corporation in Chillicothe, 0. 
Bonnie C. Mandina was 
featured in the N.Y. Sunday 
News on August 17. The 
headline read: "She's Bad 
News for Baddies - DA'S 
MINISKIRTED AIDE 
MAJORS IN CRIME 
CASES." The newest assist-
ant district attorney in 
Thomas J. Mackell's office is 
quite at home among the 
heavy legal tomes and she 
refers to them often in her 
daily work as an Appeals Bonnie c. Mandina 
Bureau staffer. 
Terry W. Graham is chief vocational evaluator with the 
Hillsborough (Florida) County Board of Public Instruction. 
He received his M.Ed. degree from George State College this 
year. 
Kay Lyle McCarthy and her husband, John J., have two 
daughters - Marianne and Kathleen. Kathleen was born on 
March 16. The McCarthy's are living in Good Hope, Ill. 
William C. Oldfield is an attorney with Internal Revenue 
Service in Cincinnati. He and his wife , Patricia, have two 
children - Laura and Linda. 
Jeanne Meiring Belle is a " substitute teacher in the St. 
Louis area while my husband, Russell J. Belle '69 MBA, is 
in training with Monsanto." 
Third child, third son, Anthony Joseph, to Mr. and Mrs. 
F. Tony Berardi, Jr. (Agnes Jones), June 11. 
Charles D. Bryan is a salesman with Hackman Electrical 
Sales in Covington, Ky. He and his wife, Judith, have two 
children - Kathryn and Charles. 
First child, Jeffrey Allen, to Anne and Richard J. Bielot, 
July 11. Dick is a pilot with TWA out of JFK Airport. 
Denis F. Seman is a counselor for the State of Michigan 
at the Girls Training School in Adrian. He and his wife, 
Theresa, have three children - Peggy, Philip and Catherine, 
born December 22, 1968. 
Anthony T. McGowan and his wife , Diane, were married 
on August 16. He earned his MST from the U. of New 
Hampshire this year. 
Loretta O'Neil married Bernard Myszkowski, September 
13. Loretta is teaching with the Chicago Board of Educa-
tion. 
Ann E. Baker is teaching at Jackson Elementary School 
in Dayton. 
Rudy J. Koporc, Jr., is Assistant Sales Manager with 
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L. E. Johnson Products in Elkhart, Ind. He and the Mrs., 
Nancy Blair Koporc '65, have two children - Randolph and 
Kelly. 
Dennis L. Kirwin is a marine broker with Midland 
Marine Brokerage in Houston, Texas. He and his wife, Mary 
An, have three children - Patrick, Kelly and Sean Michael, 
born August 7. 
William V. Kaskow, Jr., is a guidance counselor at 
Jackson (N.Y.) High. He and his wife, Joyce, have a 
daughter, Terese Marie. 
Thomas A. Gase is a power engineer with the West Penn 
Power Company. He and his wife, Geraldine, have a 
daughter, Jenifer Maria, and are living in Ford City, Pa. 
Michael B. Falanga married Joyce Schultz, July 12. He is 
a salesman with Bulova Watch Company in South Bend, 
Ind. 
Robert E. Axthelm is Administrative Marketing Manager 
for Thor Power Tool Company in Aurora, Ill. He and his 
wife, Jean, have three children - Christine, Joan and David. 
Third child, second son, Jim, to Kathleen and Lt. 
Thomas S. Weaver, June 10. 
David S. Sterlekar is teacher and coach at Euclid High 
School. He and his wife, Marlene, had their fourth child, 
second son, Steven, on July 20. 
Second child, second daughter, Theresa, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Dennis V. Siefring (Diane Hoying '65) , June 5. 
Richard D. Donohue and his wife, Rita Anderson 
Donohue '66, are living in East Lansing, Mich., while he 
attends grad school. 
Vincent P. Knipfing is Acting Dean of Students at 
Wheeling (W.Va.) College. 
Thomas M. Nally, Jr., received a masters degree in 
education from Westminster College in July. Tom and his 
wife, Kathleen, had their second child, first daughter, Joan 
Gertrude, on June 30. He is a math teacher at Ursuline High 
in Youngstown, 0. 
James B. Perozek is an analyst-programmer with 
Cooper-Bessemer Company in Mt. Vernon, 0. He and his 
wife, Susan, have two children - Christopher and Cheryl, 
who was born December 30, 1968. 
Ronald H. Wilker is studying for the priesthood at Mt. 
St. Mary's Seminary in Cincinnati. 
Louis J. Lissak received his M.D. degree from Chicago 
Medical School in June and is interning at Kings County 
Hospital, Brooklyn. He and his wife, Bette, celebrated their 
third wedding anniversary on June 12. 
Eric S. Hungerford has started a new position as 
attorney for Arthur Beerman Enterprises of Dayton. "Was 
employed after law school as an attorney in the estate and 
gift tax division of Internal Revenue Service. Mrs. Hunger-
ford is the former Barbara Schonberg. 
Paul L. Horstman received his J.D. degree from the U. of 
Cincinnati in 1967 and is law clerk to the chief judge of the 
U.S. Southern District Court in Dayton. He and his wife, 
Penelope Poeppelmeier Horstman '66, have a son, Matthew 
Gerald. 
John C. Cornell is teaching at Northmont (0.) High in 
Clayton. He and his wife, Normandie, have three children -
Scot, Nikki and Aimee. 
Capt. Henry I. Cates (USMC) is stationed in Vietnam. He 
and his wife, Patricia, have two children - Brian and 
Maureen. 
Barbara Weng Kimmel is teacher-coordinator of the 
cooperative office education with the Northridge Board of 
Education in Dayton. 
Becky Barth Hurter is teaching home ec at Indian Riffle 
Junior High in Kettering, 0. Her husband, the Reverend 
George W. Hurter, is minister of St. Paul's United Church of 
Christ. 
First child, Gina Marie, to Sandra and John J. Gottfried, 
April 16. John is a programmer-analyst with NCR. 
Gerald L. Westgerdes is a teacher with the Los Angeles 
City Schools. 
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Preli (Barbara Ann Stock) .are 
living in Louisville, Ky., and both are teaching with the 
Louisville Board of Education. The couple has a daughter, 
Michelle. 
Donald A. Novello is a copywriter with the Leo Burnett 
Advertising Agency in Chicago. He earned a B.F.T. degree 
from The American Institute in Foreign Trade in 1965. 
Joseph J. Napoli was married to Josette Blanc on 
September 21 , 1968. Joe is a spacecraft data manager for 
Grumman Aerospace Corporation at the Goddard Space 
Flight Center. The Napoli's have a daughter, Joanne Rina, 
born June 15. 
John F. Martin, Jr., is a sales repr. for FMC Corporation 
in Cincinnati. John and his wife, Sally , have three sons, 
John, Paul and Joseph. 
James A. Kass is an aerospace technologist in the 
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. Jim 
and his wife, Rosemary, had their first child, David Michael, 
on March 22. 
Theodore E. Foldy is teaching with the Cincinnati (0. ) 
Board of Education. He was married to Susan Lee Goodwin 
on june 21. 
J. Daniel Francis is a management analyst for the Sidney 
(0.) Printing and Publishing Company. Dan and his wife, 
Margaret, had their second child, first daughter, Nicole, on 
May 3. 
Andrew F. Veres married Barbara Augustine on April 
29, 1967. He is an assistant professor at Maryhurst College 
in Oregon, and working on his Ph.D. at Ohio U. 
"summers." 
James L. Overman, D.D.S., is a member of the U.S. 
Army, Tenth Special Forces Group, Fort Devens, Mass. 
Daughter to Patricia and Walter W. Keyes, M.D. , July 25. 
Third child, third daughter, Peggy Ann, to Margaret and 
Daniel H. Russell, July 28. 
Michael Cook is a religion teacher at Alvernia H.S. 111 
Chicago. He received his masters in liturgy from the U. of 
Notre Dame this year. 
Max K. Beggs is Vice President - Computer Services 
with the First National Bank in Grand Island, Nebr. 
Kathleen E. Flynn received a masters degree in industrial 
relations from Chicago Loyola in June. 
Joseph W. Kroger is attending McMaster University in 
Canada on a doctoral fellowship in philosphy. He earned his 
MAin theology from St. Louis U. this year. Joe was married 
to Althea Louise Przybylo February 15, 1969. 
Richard J. Foley is with the Lawrence Radiation Lab of 
the U. of California at Livermore. 
Allan W. Eggleson is internal auditor for Northern 
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Illinois University. He and his wife, Joyce, have four 
children - Teresa, Marcia, Eric, and Peter. 
Ernest C. Flamm, Jr. , is a resource teacher with the 
Dayton Board of Education ... he received his masters 
degree in curriculum and supervision from Wright State U. 
in August. 
Second child, second daughter, Julie Elizabeth, to Mr. 
and Mrs. Wayne 0. Thein (Sara Precilio), July 28. 
Tl grad, Joseph W. Strella, received his bachelor of 
technology degree at UD's August graduation. 
James T. Jacobs has been 
named Product Manager of 
Consumer Products for Toro 
Manufacturing Corporation. 
Before joining Toro, Jim 
worked for The Leisure 
Group, Inc., of Los Angeles, 
as associate product manager 
and for General Mills as mar-
keting assistant. Jim and his 
wife, Barbara, are living in 
Minneapolis. 
First child, David Brian, to 
Colleen and Richard D. JamesT. Jacobs 
Leitelt, July 2. Dick is super-
intendent of Leitelt Brothers in Chicago. 
Lana Elizabeth Rocovitz married Edward C. Kuhar, 
August 30. 
James W. Keating is an engineer with McDonnell-Douglas 
in St. Louis. Jim and his wife, Carolyn, have two children -
Michael Patrick and Nancy Colleen. 
Lt. Rodney L. Oney, D.D.S., married Patricia Walls, July 
25, in Honolulu, Hawaii. He is serving in Vietnam until 
February. His new station will be the Naval Air Station at 
Memphis, Tenn. 
Kenneth J. Meier is an engineer with Inland Container 
Corporation, Middletown, 0. 
First child, Kathleen Ellen, to Kathryn and Joseph A. 
Lazar, Jr., June 29. Joe is a flight test engineer with 
Grumman Aircraft in Calverton, N.Y. 
Rodney L. Bakos and his wife, Mary Margaret, have been 
married for five-and-one-half years and "have three chil-
dren, two girls and a boy. I am currently a chief process 
engineer at Protective Treatments, Inc., a subsidiary of 
Helene Curtis Industries. Robert Deger '65 and I are 
currently building a 'biplane' - that's an airplane . We hope 
to have it flying this spring." 
Second child, first son, David Gregory, to Gail and David 
L. Steinmetz, May 11. Dave is industrial sales engineer for 
East Ohio Gas Company in Youngstown, 0. 
Lt. Thomas P. Brown is stationed at Malmstrom AFB, 
Montana. Tom and his wife, Joanne, have a son, Thomas 
Christopher. 
Gilbert C. Tipple is Assistant Manager of Accounting 
with O.M. Scott in Marysville, 0. 
James W. Keating is electronic systems engineer with 
McDonnell-Douglas in St. Louis, Mo. He received his 
masters in electrical engineering from St. Louis U. in July. 
Jim and his wife, Carolyn, have two children - Michael and 
Nancy. 
H. Allen Tadych is assistant general manager of F.C.E. 
Management Company, Division of Forest City Enterprises, 
Inc. , of Cleveland. He and his wife , Mary, have three 
children - Christopher, Sheila, and Michael. 
Sister Patricia Holly, SFP, formerly Sister Mary 
Mechtilde, is studying at the U. of Pittsburgh for her 
masters degree in nursing of children. Sister had been 
assigned to St. Elizabeth's Medical Center in Dayton. 
James M. Powers married Louise Ann Krinock, July 26. 
Jim is a sales representative with Hershey Foods Corpora-
tion in New York City. 
Second child, second son, Christopher Ryan, to Mr. and 
Mrs. William J. Kysela (Jane Montgomery) , July 7. Bill is an 
attorney in Cleveland and the couple is residing in Lake-
wood. 
First child, Lisa Christine, to Mr. and Mrs. Steven W. 
Fullarton (Carmella Giambrone), March 8, 1969. 
Third child, first daughter, Therese Elaine, to Elaine and 
Edward T. Reardon, May 27. Ed is writing his thesis for a 
masters degree from John Carroll U. 
David 0. Banks is in public relations work with Daniel J. 
Edelman, Inc. , Washington, D.C. Dave and his wife, Lyneth , 
have three sons - Matthew, Michael and Joseph. 
Nancy McWilliams Wallace married Captain Gabriel 
Richard Faimon, January 3, 1969. The couple is stationed 
in the Philippines. 
Fabio Garcia-Matienzo was married to Sylvia 
Passalacqua, July 2, 1968. Fabio is a senior consultant with 
Touche, Ross, Bailey & Smart in Rio Piedras, P.R. The 
Garcia's have a son, Fabio, born June 6. 
William Hofrichter is a design engineer with Alcoa in 
Pittsburgh. "I have been in Torreon, Coah., Mexico, for the 
last 3Y2 years teaching automotive systems in an all-boys' 
technical trade school under the PA VLA program." 
William G. Alberth married Helen Irene Vuori, Decem-
ber 28, 1968. Bill is a science teacher at South Gate Jr. 
High in Long Beach, Calif. 
Frank J. Mattia received his masters degree in history 
from UD in August; John P. Trebnik, Richard J. Hladysh, 
and James W. Coomes, Jr. , were awarded MBA degrees; 
Joseph M. Arde, Jr. , a masters degree in chemistry and 
James L. Wolf, S.M., a masters degree in physics. 
L. Theodore Kempel married Linda Thielman, July 22. 
He is a doctoral student on a U.S. Public Health Fellowship 
at the U. of Connecticut. 
William E. Fitzgerald is a commodity broker with 
Heinold Commodities, Inc., in Chicago. He and his wife, 
Carol, have two children. 
John W. Sacher is an attorney with Short & Purdy in 
Celina, 0. 
Sylvester T. Hughes is assistant car distributor with 
Pontiac Motor Division, GMC. He and his wife, Susan, have 
a daughter, Cynthia Anne. 
Allen L. Netzley is with the Coate Brothers Construction 
Company in West Milton, 0. He and his wife, Linda 
Rathfon Netzley '63, celebrated their fifth wedding anni-
versary on June 27. 
Joel K. Madden, a physics and math teacher at West 
Carrollton Senior H.S. since 196 7, is studying at Cornell U. 
He has received a National Science Foundation scholarship. 
James H. Luneke is an accountant with Philips Industries 
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in Dayton. Jim and his wife, Maureen, have two children -
Shane and Matthias. 
Jack L. Roseberry, Jr., married Kathryn Jean Christy, 
August 9. 
Carolyn Lee Jacobs received a masters in librianship 
from Western Michigan U. in August. 
First child, John David, to Mr. and Mrs. John W. Ferris 
(Elizabeth Welling), March 15. 
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Clifford J. McCann, Jr., is data processing management 
trainee with the First National City Bank of New York 
City. Cliff and his wife, Theresa, have a daughter, 
Stephanie. 
Margaret Anne Corbett is education advisor with Xerox 
Learning Systems in Chicago. 
Thomas J. Mlinac is Personnel Director for Gummed 
Products Division of St. Regis Paper Company. Tom and his 
wife, Carolyn Bohnert Mlinac, have a daughter, Denise. 
Alma May married Frederick Broerman, July 4. Alma is 
teaching at Julienne High in Dayton. 
First child, Mark Anthony, to Joan and Richard A. 
Abdoo, June 26. 
Kenneth M. Bonder is Director of Finance with the 
Village of Arlington Heights, Ill. 
Thomas J. Timko is in his first year of law school at 
Northeastern U. after receiving a degree from Georgetown 
U. 
Bernard R. Beyer, Sr., is Senior Assistant Engineer with 
the Toledo Edison Company. He and his wife, Diana, have 
four children - Bernard R., Jr., Melissa Sue, Jennifer Lynn 
and the latest addition, Michail Firmin, born July 31. 
William T. Mayhew is a sales marketing representative 
with IBM in Dayton. Mrs. Mayhew is the former Margaret 
Walker '66. 
Mrs. Gary S. Olin (Patricia Drehs) writes, "We've been 
on the go ever since our marriage 3% years ago. After a 
six -month tour in Japan, we spent another six months in 
Las Vegas where Gary trained in the F-105 for SEA juty. 
He then completed his 100 missions over North Vietnam 
while I taught in San Bernardino, Calif., for seven months. 
Now we're happily in England for almost two years and 
really love the country and its people. We've traveled all 
over Europe and took a quick peek at Africa." 
Gladys June Watrob married Robert Permut, August 3; 
she is a pharmacist with Rink's in Cincinnati. 
Patricia Lindy Deutscher is a fifth grade teacher with the 
Department of Defense Dependents Schools at Guan-
tanamo Bay, Cuba. Pat and her husband, Alfred, have a 
daughter, Theresa Marie, born July 30, 1968. 
Charles D. Facciponte, section supervisor for Shell Oil's 
Los Angeles Data Service Center, has been promoted to 
Supervisor, General Accounting. Buddy and his wife, Laura, 
are now living in Los Angeles. He has been with LA's Data 
Service Center since April, 196 7, and with Shell since 
graduation. 
Nicholas R. D'Orsi is Coordinator of Municipal Training 
Programs for the Ohio State Department of Urban Affairs. 
Nick is also doing Ph.D. work at Ohio State. Mrs. D'Orsi, 
the former Judith Strinich '67, is with the Franklin County 
Welfare Department as a social worker. The couple is living 
in Columbus. 
Joseph A. Fraulo is a test director for Houghton Mifflin 
in New York City. 
Jerome C. Finneran received an MBA degree from 
American International College in June. He is a contract 
administrator with Combustion Engineering, Inc., and has 
been accepted as a candidate at Western New England Law 
School. Jerry and his wife, Sandra Campbell Finneran, also 
announced the birth of their third child, second son, Mark 
Campbell. 
Linda Harrison Trent is interning at Troy, 0., as a school 
psychologist. "Taught 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th grades in 
Dayton before entering school psychology." Husband is 
Martin B. Trent '65. The couple has a son, Martin Robert. 
Martin is a member of the faculty at Stivers High. 
William J. Peterson, Jr., has been promoted to Manager 
- Dayton Compensation and Placement - in the marketing 
division of NCR. "Have been with NCR since 19 54." 
John L. Sullivan, Jr., married Judith Anne Gress, 
September 20. John is employed by NCR. 
Anthony R. Lodovico was promoted to Director of 
Physical Education at St. Paul Catholic High in Bristol, 
Conn., last June. He coached the first undefeated athletic 
team in the history of St. Paul. The soccer record for the 
1969 season was 11-0. 
Joan Grimes Gallagher reports that her husband, Jim, 
who attended UD has returned from Vietnam and is now in 
sales work with Xerox Corporation in Syracuse, N.Y. The 
couple has a daughter, Erin Marie. 
George W. Deitmaring, Jr. , is supervisor and district 
service foreman with the Cincinnati Bell Telephone Com-
pany. George and his wife, Marcelline, have three children 
- Timothy, Michael, and Amy. 
Gerald S. Sharkey is a stockbroker with Greene & Ladd 
in Dayton and also has a radio show on WA VI daily on the 
stock market. Mrs. Sharkey is the former Mary Lou!se 
Ben jock. 
Stephen T. Obuchowski is now associated with Carriage 
Realty, Inc., in Dayton. His wife is the former Dorothy 
Heiberger '66. 
Roger L. Obermeyer is a copywriter with Nathanson 
Advertising in Sherman Oaks, Calif. Roger and his wife, 
Mary J o, celebrated their fourth wedding anniversary on 
August 21. 
SP/4 Dennis J. Mihm has an APO New York service 
address until August of 1970. 
Bruce E. Menke! married Sandra Brumbaugh, August, 
1968. Bruce is an engineer with Ahart Consulting Engineer-
ing firm in Dayton. 
John A. Marino is an over-the-counter-securities special-
ist with Kidder Peabody Inc. in New York City. 
Peter J. McNulty is in market research with Hiram 
Walker Inc. in New York City. 
Paul J. Lay is an engineer with IBM at Cape Kennedy, 
Florida. 
Robert J. Hoss, Jr. , "is working on satellite communica-
tions" as a project engineer with Collins Radio in Richard-
son, Texas. Bob is working on his masters at SMU. Mrs. 
Hoss is the former Lynne McKenna '67. 
Robert F. Donley, Jr., M.D. , is a neurosurgeon on the 
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U.S.S. Repose in the South China Sea in Vietnam war 
zones. 
Herbert L. Dershem, Jr., Ph.D., is an assistant professor 
of mathematics at Hope College, Holland, Mich. He 
received his doctorate from Purdue in August. 
First child, Renee Loui e, to Mr. and Mrs. Roger W. 
Pratt (Nancy Marie Wearsch) , June 17. 
Roy J. Gricar married Betty Irene McConnell, August 
23. 
Captain Stuart A. MacKenzie, Jr. , has returned from 
Vietnam and is stationed at the USA Engineering School at 
Ft. Belvoir, Va. He and his wife, Barbara, have two 
daughters, Anne Marie and Lynn Louise. 
Michael C. McCormick is a teaching fellow at the 
University of Kentucky. He and his wife, Patricia Olges 
McCormick '64, have two sons, Michael and Brian. 
James E. Goldschmidt married Mary Alice Ross, August 
23. 
John P. Dapolito is a teacher and coach at First Colonial 
High in Virginia Beach, Va. He is also a captain in the USMC 
Reserves. John writes, "I have just purchased a restaurant in 
Virginia Beach called 'The Yardarm.' " 
Capt. and Mrs. Martin J. D<mse write, "We have returned 
from a very interesting two-year tour in Ethiopia." Marty is 
now stationed in Vietnam at Long Binh for the next year -
then "hopefully to career course." Mrs. Dense (Marilou 
Ladner '66) is living in Evanston, 111., with their two 
children - Timothy and Gwendolyn Marie, who was born 
on May 7. 
Charles W. Gates married Nina Jane Wright, September 
27. 
Second child, first son, to Mr. and Mrs. David E. Naas 
(Mary Krumm), July 16. 
Phyllis Jean Pacifico married David S. Neill, May 10. She 
is a medical technologist at Broward General Hospital in 
Hollywood, Fla. 
Anton W. Seday is out of service and Accounting 
Manager with Allstate Insurance. He and his wife, Kathleen, 
have a son, Michael, and are living in South Euclid, 0. 
Third child, second son, Thomas Edward, to Mr. and 
Mrs. John P. Sexton (Jean Ann Edwards) , November 8, 
1968. 
First child, George Joseph Ill , to Mr. and Mrs. George J. 
Kanuck, Jr. (Julia Norman '65), August 11. George is a 
placement counselor with Jon Harvey Personnel. The 
Kanuck's are residing in Plainfield, N.J. 
Paul J. Morman married Patricia Constantino, August 2. 
"We are living in Oswego, N.Y., where Pat is a speech 
therapist in the local schools and I serve as Instructor in 
History at the State University College." 
Charles M. Brown is a law student at Ohio Northern U. 
Elizabeth J. Sacksteder is working on her Ph.D. at Case 
Institute ofTechnology. 
First child. John Joseph, to Captain and Mrs. John F. 
Michitsch (Sherry Hamilton) , September 13. John is 
stationed in Vietnam . 
First child, Michael John, to Mr. and Mrs. John W. 
Kemper (Theresa Hageman) , April 13. The Kemper's are 
living in Minster, 0. 
Robert L. Fatzinger is Supervisor of Management Train-
ing for Delco Moraine Division , GMC. Bob had been in 
service and says, " It's great to be back in the Dayton area." 
Mrs. Fatzinger is the former Kathleen Johnson. She is 
teaching first grade in the West Carrollton (0. ) School 
District. 
Robert F. Hollis, S.M., William P. LeJeune, Dennis P. 
Maloy, and Sister Maria Tasto, OSB, received masters 
degrees at UD's August graduation. 
Allan E. Sebenik married Mary Lee Hake, August 16. 
"My old college colleagues are coming to town for the 
wedding - such as Claude Paumier, Jr. and Mike Saelens, 
both Class of '65. I really feel honored for I haven't seen 
Mike nor his wife, Greta Fiessinger Saelens, since gradua-
tion. At the end of September I will be going back to 
school full time at Wright State U. to finish my masters. At 
present, I am half through." 
Gary L. Woodall, Gary R. Keithley, Thomas L. 
Henighan, Kenneth E. Fischer, Jr., and Vincent A. Ferrugia 
were awarded MBA degrees from UD in August. Grace 
Cunningham LeVeck received a masters degree in ed-
ucation. 
David E. Brown has started work on his Ph.D. in math at 
the U. of Connecticut. 
Mark M. Kochanowski is in salaried employment with 
RCA in Indianapolis. Mark and his wife, Sharon Hessler 
Kochanowski '6 7, have a son, Gregory Thomas. 
Rosalind Graeber Rawers is a teacher in the reading 
clinic with the Dayton Board of Education. 
C. Laurence Camp is a field engineer with Beers 
Construction in Atlanta, Ga. 
Lawrence J. Lennon, Jr., is teaching with the Galion (0.) 
Board of Education at Galion Junior H.S. and is also real 
estate salesman with Lennon Realty in Mentor, 0. 
Suzanne Hayden Rapier is Colgate Network Allocator 
with Ted Bates & Company Inc. , in New York City. 
Second child, second daughter, Aimee Marie, to Mr. and 
Mrs. Gerald W. Bergeron (Anne Wiedemer '66), August 18. 
Theodore C. Ning, Jr., M.D., is a squadron surgeon with 
the USA at Ft. Carson, Colo. He and his wife, Constance, 
have a son, Theodore III. 
Donald E. Grigsby received his J.D. degree from the U. 
of Cincinnati in June and is working as a legal assistant with 
the Internal Revenue Service. His wife, Jean Woracek 
Grigsby, is teaching in the Cincinnati Public Schools. 
Douglas E. Zimpfer is with Shell Oil Company. Doug 
and his wife, Kathy, have two children - Brett and 
Matthew. 
First child, Dwayne Albert, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. 
Ellis (Lynne Rush '67), October 29, 1968. Bob is Business 
Manager for the Life Sciences Division of Technology, Inc., 
in San Antonio, Texas. 
Lt. Lawrence R. Klur, stationed at Keesler AFB, Miss. , 
as squadron CO, writes, "We're OK after Hurricane 
Camille!" Larry and his wife, Dee, celebrated their second 
wedding anniversary on August 23. 
First child, Elizabeth Louise, to Mr. and Mrs. Richard K. 
Wright (Mary Louise Brown), May 1. The Wrights are living 
in Jensen Beach, Florida. 
First child, Robert Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. 
Schult (Anne Marie Bourgeois), September 10. Bob is 
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Right: Gary G. Shepherd; left: Albert Giles. 
Gary G. Shepherd has accepted the position of 
Executive Director of the Ohio Nursing Home Associ-
ation with offices in Columbus. The Association is 
recognized nationally as the voice for the nursing 
home industry of Ohio. As its director, Gary is 
providing representation of members before the Ohio 
Legislature and, through the American Nursing Home 
Association, of which the ONHA is an affiliate, 
providing national legislative coverage. Gary and his 
wife, Edna, have a daughter, Jacqueline. 
Evaluation Assistant for the Title III Instructional Improve-
ment Project of the Livonia (Mich.) Board of Education. 
Captain Donald D. Mardis, D.D.S., reported for duty 
with the USA on September 17 at Fort Leavenworth, 
Kansas. Don and his wife, Karen, have two children - Don, 
Jr., and Heather, who was born on July 16. 
Terence F. Riley, Jr., is an analyst with Frigidaire 
Division, GMC, in Dayton. 
Robert J. Deger, Jr. , has returned from Vietnam and is 
working on his doctorate at Indiana University. 
Rita Dolores Thesing married Richard J. Kaplan, June 
22. "Spent a three-week honeymoon touring Europe by 
car. Now living in Chicago," she writes. 
William P. LeJeune is teaching at Dayton's Julienne H.S. 
Daughter to Evelyn and Bernard A. Staub, July 10. 
J. Joseph Pfander, S.M., has been named director of 
Catholic High in Covington, Ky. 
Joseph J. McNeely, S.M., a member of the New York 
province, has joined the Cincinnati province for inner city 
work on Dayton's West Side and is director of one of the 
Marianist communities. 
Captain Frank M. Sodnicar returned from Vietnam in 
May and is now an ROTC instructor at St. Lawrence U. in 
Canton, N.Y. He and his wife, Ellen McGarvey Sodnicar 
'66, have a son, Matthew, who was born September 11, 
1968. 
Gary L. Gauldin has been named dean of students at 
West Carrollton Junior High. He received his masters degree 
this year from Bimidji State University. 
H. Thomas Walther, Jr. , has joined the Helburn Engi-
neering Company, Manufacturers' representatives. His 
duties include representing the various principals, including 
American Air Filter Company in the Dayton area. Mr. 
Walther has served in various plant engineering capacities at 
Inland Manufacturing, McCall's, and Chrysler Airtemp. 
Robert B. Vigder has been named Vice President-
Operations at Chemineer, Inc., of Dayton. Mr. Vigder, who 
joined Chemineer as operations manager in 1966. is 
responsible for purchasing, production control and per-
sonnel for all divisions and subsidiaries. 
Third child, second son, Patrick Edward, to Janet and 
Gary L. Woodall, in May. Gary is with Inland Manufa~tur­
ing Division, GMC. 
First child, Jeffrey Michael, to Lt. and Mrs. James J. 
Fischer (Martha Schmid '63), December 22, 1968. "Jim is 
assigned as an electronic engineer at L. G. Hanscom Field, 
Bedford, Mass. He is also attending Northeastern U. 
working towards his MS in engineering management." 
Martha is substituting in vocal music in the Lexington, 
Mass., School System. 
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John W. Miller has recently opened a law practice in 
Longmont, Colorado, after successfully passing the 1969 
Colorado Bar Exam. The name of the firm is Miller & 
Saxton. 
Capt. William F. Sweeney is a medical supply officer at 
Ft. Lee, Virginia. 
Richard K. Powell is an electrical design engineer with 
Monsanto in St. Louis. 
James M. Mick, a medical student at Washington U., 
married Francine Kaye Moore, August 2. 
Charlotte Besecker Fourman is a kindergarten teacher 
with the Northmont Board of Education in Englewood, 0. 
George E. Martin, Jr., is a systems representative for 
RCA and living in Springfield, Ill. 
Lt. James E. Brown is stationed in Vietnam until June, 
1970. His wife, Rebecca, is living in Portsmouth, 0 ., until 
his return. 
Loretta Mae Flury is a lab technician at the U. of Notre 
Dame. 
Paul J. Madak received his masters degree in education 
from Kent State U. in August. 
James L. Heft, S.M., is studying for his doctorate at the 
U. ofToronto. 
A. William Wiggenhorn has been named Director of 
Programming for the Bergamo Center in Dayton. Bill is 
responsible for all programming and for coordination of 
public relations and financial development programs. 
Dennis P. Beach, S.M., has been appointed public 
relations director for Bergamo. He had been teaching at St. 
Paul's College in Australia. 
Sandra Lee Jacobs was married to David Nichols in July. 
The couple is residing in El Paso, Texas. 
Lt. Michael E. Fitzgerald is stationed at Y okosuka, 
Japan, and will be here for about three years. "Yokosuka is 
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located about thirty-five miles south of Tokyo and is the 
largest Naval Base in Japan. I am administrative assistant 
and chief of dispensary services at the U.S. Naval Hospital." 
Mike and his wife, Susan, have a son , Gregory Michael. 
First child, Christopher Joseph, to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph 
F. Thomas, Jr. (Kathleen Rossworn '6 7), August 24. Joe is 
teaching at Mineola H.S. and doing TV and print modeling 
with the Ford Agency in New York. 
Harry J. Roedersheimer is assistant professor of speech 
and drama at Mayville State College. "Mayville is a small 
teachers' college about sixty miles north of Fargo, North 
Dakota. Teach freshman English , speech, debate, argumen-
tation, stagecraft, do some directing and coach debate 
team." 
Thomas J. Trey married Jean Ann Hammond, June 28. 
Jean received her MS degree from St. Francis College this 
year and is an English teacher at Penn H.S. in South Bend, 
Ind. Tom is a grad student at the U. of Notre Dame. 
Raymond T-P Li is a grad student at Wayne State U. 
Norbert C. Duell has been released from service and is 
with Delco Division, GMC, in data processing. 
Michael R. Greuter is out of service and is currently 
working in quality control engineering with General 
Electric's Reentry and Environmental Systems Division in 
Philadelphia. 
Paul J. Buddendeck married Barbara Jean DeSantis '68, 
September 6. Paul is with Avco Corporation in Cincinnati; 
Barbara had been with Dayton's Montgomery County 
Welfare Department. 
Clarence J. Sech is serving in Vietnam; wife, Barbara 
Schmitz Sech, is residing in Dayton. 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene M. Velk (Sandra Ann Nobis) 
celebrated their first wedding anniversary on July 27. 
Sandra is a medical technologist at the U. of Detroit Dental 
School. Gene is a senior at UD Dental School. 
James A. Michael married Ethelanne Naber, September 
13. 
Ernest L. Plummer is a doctoral student at the State 
University of N.Y. He and his wife, Marjorie, have two 
children - Marjorie and Karen. 
Carole Grilliot Simmons has been promoted to Captain 
in the USAF. Carole is a dietician at Luke AFB, Arizona, in 
a unit of the Tactical Air Command. 
Kevin M. Reardon has been named head football coach 
at Miamisburg (0.) High. This is his first head coaching 
position - he has spent the last three years as an assistant at 
Roosevelt High in Dayton. 
Mary Claire Weston received her masters degree from 
Kent State in August and is an instructor in the Women's 
Physical Education department at Wisconsin State U. 
Captain Walter A. Cusick, Jr. , has received the Army 
Commendation Medal for valorous action in Vietnam. 
While serving as Commanding Officer of the 854th Trans-
portation Company in Qui Nhon, he was informed that a 
soldier had entered the Orderly Room and was holding six 
personnel at bay with a loaded weapon. With complete 
disregard for his own safety, he disarmed and calmed the 
irrational and dangerous soldier. He has been the Provost 
Marshal of Fort Story, Va., since his return from Vietnam 
in September. Walt has also received the Bronze Star for 
Meritorious Service in Vietnam. 
Ted with Lt. Col. Harry R. Bangs, Chief of American Forces 
Radio in Washington, D.C., and secretary, Kris Couloumbis. 
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Theodore M. Patterson writes, "Was promoted to 
First Lieutenant in October. Did you see my lengthy 
article in the April 5 issue of The Sporting News? It 
was on the history of baseball broadcasting and I 
really got some exposure out of it. The people 
putting together the album on baseball called me and 
I helped them produce it. My name was included on 
the back cover. I also got a freebee to the big banquet 
held over the All-Star break saluting the greats of 
baseball." 
George Balamoci, sports chief of American Forces Radio; 
Ted; and sportscaster Vic Henry. 
Jerilyn Ann Meyer is married to former UD student 
Thomas R. Van Heeke. The couple has a son, Brian. Jerilyn 
is teaching second grade at St. Albert the Great School in 
Dayton. 
Thomas J. Mahon, Jr. , is out of service and in sales work 
for Bristol-Meyers in Columbus, 0. He 's also working on 
MBA degree at Ohio State part-time. 
Lt. Nicholas 0. Sharkey is post information director at 
Ft. Jackson, S.C. 
Mary Elizabeth Schatzman has been granted an assistant-
ship in speech from the U. of Nebraska at Omaha. She has 
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been teaching three years with the Madison Township 
Schools in the Dayton area. 
Kathy Baker Pfouts and her husband, William R., are 
living in Columbus while he attends grad school at OSU. She 
had been teaching school in Norfolk while her husband 
served a tour of duty in Vietnam. 
Francis G. Noser is a member of the technical staff of 
Bell Telephone Labs in Columbus. He received his masters 
in electrical engineering from Ohio U. last December. Frank 
was married to Carol Frances Marley, August 30. 
Beverly A. Nieman is in clinical dental research with 
Proctor & Gamble in Cincinnati. 
Edward C. Land, Jr. received his J.D. degree from 
Duquesne University this year. 
William A. Kilinskas is a physicist with Union Carbide, 
Linde Division, Tonawanda, N.Y. He received his masters in 
physics from Ohio U. last year. Bill was married to Jill 
Diane Florea, August 9. 
Judith Darlene Shardo married David L. Cundall, Febru-
ary 26. Judy is a teaching assistant in the zoology 
department at the U. of Arkansas. 
Robert E. Lampkin has been named associate controller 
for Central State University. He had been an Internal 
Revenue Service employee for fifteen years. 
Frank J. Cala has been 
appointed by the Department 
of Defense to teach at Wagner 
H.S. at Clark AFB of the 
Republic of the Philippines 
for the 1969-70 school year. 
Frank was one of 1,945 
chosen from among 8,000 ap-
plicants to each for the De-
partment of Defense Overseas 
Dependents Schools. He had 
been teaching for two years 
at Charles Brush H.S. in 
Cleveland. His new assign- Frank J. Cala 
ment includes instructor of 
data processing to high school youth of military personnel's 
children and he is working in the superintendent's office in 
the Philippines. 
First child, Eric James, to Mr. and Mrs. Michael C. 
Rauch (Dolores Kaczorowski), September 26. 
Ronald D. Miller is a cost accountant with Ford Motor 
Company in Detroit. He and his wife, Janice, have two 
children - Dawn and Kristi Lynn, who was born June 18. 
Stephen F. Routt is teaching in the Modesto (Calif.) 
Public School District. 
Joseph G. Laskowski is a junior civil engineer with the 
New York State Department of Transportation at Buffalo. 
Sharon Ann Jaeger is a grad assistant in the department 
of English at Boston College. 
Thomas N. Tight is with Mobile America in Ft. 
Lauderdale, Fla. Tom and his wife, Barbara, had their first 
child, Thomas N. II, April15. 
Mary Jane Bartlett married Frederick W. Neinas, May 
24. "We were lucky in having both of our families attend 
our wedding in Wiesbaden, Germany. We spent a week-long 
honeymoon on the Costa Brava, Spain. Fred starts a 
residency program at the Mayo Clinic and we'll be moving 
to Rochester, Minn., in March." 
Donald E. Renner is working towards his Ph.D. from the 
U. of Cincinnati. 
Gabriel V. Carifi is an accountant with Smulkin, Barsky, 
Huffman and Denton in Washington, D.C. 
Wayne A. Helmer is a grad research assistant at Purdue 
U. He has his MSME from the U. of Arizona. 
Kathleen M. Roach is secretary to the Vice President of 
New College and living in Oneco, Fla. 
Claire Christine Burgess married Anthony Peter Chrest, 
February 17, 1968. Claire is a lab technician with Upjohn 
Company in Kalamazoo, Mich . 
First child, James Wilfrid II, to Joyce and James W. 
Blust, Sr., in September. 
First child, Elizabeth Cassin, to Lt. and Mrs. James M. 
Connell (Cassandra Brown '67), June 13. Jim received his 
law degree from the U. of Notre Dame on June 1. "Since 
August 22 we've been stationed at Fort Knox, Ky., where 
Jim is a First Lt. and attends Armor Officer Courses." 
Stephen P. Scovic, Jr., married Carol Anne DiSabatino, 
'69, August 9. Steve is a counselor at Northridge H.S. in 
Dayton. 
Jo Ann Donohue married Robert David Wolf, August 
16. J o Ann is teaching at Corpus Christi School in Dayton. 
Janet Louise Thomas married Thomas James Rollins, 
July 18. The couple is residing in Palatine, Ill. 
Joseph L. Graves, Jr., "graduated from the Catholic U. 
of America School of Law with a J.D. degree in June and I 
have accepted a position with the Department of Justice in 
Washington. My wife, Barbara Swan Graves, has been 
teaching in the Montgomery County School System m 
Maryland." 
TI grad, Robert J. Stang, Sr. , earned his bachelor of 
technology degree and received it at UD's August grad-
uation. 
Lt. Michael V. Wurm received his masters degree in 
political science at UD's August graduation; Peter A. 
Sylvester an MBA degree; and Sister Gloria Anne Hauck, 
SND, a masters in biology degree. 
Robert L. Heath, Jr., is an assistant S-1 in the USA at 
Fort Irwin, Calif. 
Roger L. Hall has been promoted to a project engineer 
for the Ohio Bell Telephone Company and spends some 
evenings "interviewing company stockholders. We now have 
two little boys, Mike (2) and Tommy (1)." Wife, Dorothy, 
writes "Being a busy wife and mother, I haven't had time to 
finish work on my teaching degree but I'll return to UD as 
soon as my family permits." 
Agnes Marie Murray writes, "I am at the J. C. Penney 
Company's main office in NYC and am distributing 
women's sportswear to 118 stores in California and Hawaii. 
There are eleven other sportswear distributors (all under 30 
years) and together we handle the 1700 Penney stores. It is 
a fascinating business and would you believe that J. C. 
Penney himself, at 94 years of age, is in his office almost 
every day!" Agnes is thinking about returning to Dayton 
tho and hopes to be in town for Homecoming. 
Lt. Thomas J. Niehaus received a master of engineering 
administration degree from the U. of Utah in June. Tom 
and his wife, Susan, had their second child, first daughter, 
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Paige Andrea, July 20. 
Charles R. LeFever is a candidate for an MBA degree 
from Bucknell U. He and his wife, Fanny, have a daughter, 
Danielle Rene. 
Pamela Jean Wood is teaching sixth grade (language arts 
and social studies) at Perry Junior High in Grand Blanc, 
Mich. Pam received her masters from the U. of Michigan in 
August. 
Richard W. Bray is working for the Saginaw (Mich.) 
Steering Gear Division of GMC. He's an inspector su-
pervisor. 
Second child, second son, Mark Alexander, to Mr. and 
Mrs. WilliamS. Elliott, Jr. (Mary Ann Puetz), July 22. The 
Elliott's are living in Flushing, N.Y. 
Second child, second daughter, Krista, to Captain and 
Mrs. William A. LaPrise, Jr. (Ann Weckesser), October 5. 
Bill is stationed in Vietnam and Ann is living in Dayton. 
David P. Schenkel is a self-employed manufacturing 
representative in Fort Wayne, Ind. He and his wife, 
Victoria, have a son, Douglas. 
Martha J. Nieberding is a medical technologist with 
Holmes Hospital (U. of Cincinnati). 
James J. Heighton, in the USN, married Joy Elaine 
Unger, August 16. Jim is a radar fire control technician. 
Second child, first son, Kevin Michael, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Michael J. McKale (Joyce Schneble '65), March 11. Mike is 
a product engineer at Delco Products and also a senior law 
student at Chase. 
John T. Mahoney is in production planning and in-
ventory control with Hobart Manufacturing in Troy, 0. 
John and his wife, Donna, will celebrate their second 
wedding anniversary on February 24. 
Ruth Anne Doyle was married to James Clement 
Sullivan in 1967. The couple has a son, Kevin James, and 
resides in Montrose, Colorado. 
Carolyn Jean Beach married Peter Thomas Marth, 
October 25. The couple is living in New Carlisle, 0. 
Anthony J. Angelo, Jr., is a senior accountant with IBM 
in Harrison, N.Y. 
1967 
Suzanne Madelon Lang married George Stephen Woika, 
June 28. "I teach third grade for the Berea (0.) School 
System. George is an ichthyologist for Middleburg Heights 
where we live. Guess my studies at UD really helped me as 
I've already been entrusted with a student teacher." 
Donna Marie McLaughlin "has been working at the 
Federal Reserve Board, Washington, D.C., for over a year 
and have just been selected as the Administrative Aid for 
our Federal Reserve Bank Examiners. We travel around to 
the main banks in each Federal Reserve District staying 
anywhere from four to five weeks. So for the next two 
years I'll be living out of a suitcase." 
Haryash P. Gugnani was married to Lotte Stiepel on 
December 31, 1968. He is an engineer with Pioneer 
Engineering Company in Chicago. 
Allen M. Hill married Maria Christina Herold '68, July 
26. Al is with Dayton Power & Light Company. 
C. Roland Centrone is a medical student at the U. of 
Bologna in Italy. He was married to Barbara Kay Naegeli, 
August 23. 
Timothy L. Gross married Janice Marie Kenison, August 
30. Janice attended UD and is the daughter of Jack and 
Genevieve Wilson Kenison '54. 
Linda Reke Halsey is teacher-librarian at New Lebanon 
(0.) School. Linda and her husband, William, have a son, 
Brett William. 
Edward J. Bohne II was promoted from sales coordina-
tor to O.E.M. salesman for the B. F. Goodrich Company in 
May. Wife, Linda, writes, "This covers one of the largest 
territories in the U.S. from Boston to Maine. We just 
bought a new home in Foxboro, Mass. and Massachusetts is 
treating us well but we sure miss all our friends and family 
in Dayton." 
RobertS. Merdes married Jane Kathryn Aken, June 27, 
1969. Bob is a designer with Surface Combustion Div., 
Midland Ross Corporation, Toledo, 0. 
Arthur F. Hutchinson is a supervisor with Seagrams; he 
and his wife, Carol, are residing in Camden, N.J. 
Lt. James R. Hampshire is serving in the Engineer Corps 
about twenty miles from the Cambodian border. 
Richard R. Burk married Carole Smoler, August 9. The 
wedding was held in Uganda, Africa, where Dick is serving 
with the Peace Corps. 
John D. Schafer is teaching at Kalida (0.) High School. 
John and wife, Helen Tunney Schafer, have a son, David 
John. 
John V. Apczynski married M. Elaine Bremer, August 2. 
Robert T. Bohne married Jane Ellen Albert, April 26. 
Bob is in the production planning department of U.S. Steel 
Company; Jane is a computer programmer with General 
Fireproofing Company. The Bohne's are living in Niles, 
Ohio. 
Mary Carole Reppa married Michael B. Cluney, July 5. 
Mary Carole is teaching in the Dearborn (Mich.) Schools. 
Judith Ann Wissel married William Rister, October 25. 
The newlyweds are living in Fort Worth, Texas. 
Jerry F. Donovan, Jr. , who had been serving with the 
199th Light Infantry Brigade in Vietnam, left for home in 
October. 
Frederick J . Shiple III and Barbara Ann Turriff were 
married on August 24, 1968. Fred is a junior medical 
student at Northwestern U. Barb is teaching part-time and 
is a sales correspondent with TAB Chemicals, Inc. 
Donald J . Sugaski is a foreman with Ford Motor 
Company in Cleveland. Don and his wife, Sharon, have a 
daughter, Lynn Marie. 
Marianne Myers is press information manager for 
WFLD-TV in Chicago. 
John M. Keaney married Laura Ann Maloney, Septem-
ber 20. John is division manager for Sears-Roebuck in 
Louisville, Ky. 
Robert G. Weghorst married Patricia DeAngulo, October 
11. 
Robert H. Fichter is a design engineer with Harris 
Manufacturing in St. Louis, Mo. 
Kathryn Ann Sumpter is teaching at St. Peter School in 
Huber Heights. 
Carl L. Fullenkamp is a junior accountant with Kleckner 
& Cole in Dayton. 
C. Dale Miller received his MBA from Indiana State U. 
last January and is with NCR in Dayton. 
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Donald J. Hertvik is a member of the USA and he and 
wife, Caryl Rounds Hertvik '68, are living in Alexandria, 
Va. 
Thomas E. Crellin married Cynthia Ann Kubb, July 5. 
Tom is a systems analyst in data processing with the USN. 
The Crellin's are living in Annandale, Va. 
Leonard J. Petkun is field marketing trainer for RCA 
Corporation in the East Central Region. "Am responsible 
for training programs for all of Ohio and portions of 
Michigan, New York, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia." He 
and his wife, Jeanne, had their first child, Lisa Renee, 
September 1. 
Frances Klocek Bowman is "substitute teaching at 
Marian High where two other grads are full-time - Bob 
Bowman and Tom Lidinsky. " Frances and her husband, 
Walter D., have two children, Monica and Brian Duane, 
born July 3. 
F. Kenneth Conliffe married Michele Ann Venet '68, 
August 23. "In attendance were Larry '65 and Martha 
Ratterman '68 Schindel, Rosemary J. Sutter '68, and Terry 
'67 and Maryann Kray '6 8 Criswell." Ken is a law student 
and senior law clerk at the U. of Louisville. Michelle is 
teaching first grade. 
Raymond L. Crock is teaching seventh grade social 
studies at St. Joseph's School in Cuyahoga Falls, 0. He is 
attending grad school at Kent State. 
J. Michael Saettel is a salesman for the Shell Oil 
Company in southern Ohio and northern Kentucky. " Doug 
Zimpfer '65 and Robert Hartley '69 are working for Shell 
out of the same office as myself." 
First child, T. Jason , to Connie and Thomas J . Dwyer, 
October 26, 1968. Tom is treasurer of Dwyer Brothers, 
Inc. , London, 0. 
Donald L. Utendorf, procurement agent for the Defense 
Electronics Supply Center, was named DESC's cost re-
duction employee of the month for August for saving 
$89,452. Don generated the savings through a series of 
value engineering proposals. 
Paul J. Younger is a math instructor at Community 
College of Denver. Paul and his wife, Arlene Reichert 
Younger '64, have a daughter, Teresa Ann. 
Ernest E. Courtney is Administrative Manager for 
Dresser Measurement Division in Ontario, Canada. "Moved 
to the Toronto area on September 8. Extremely beautiful 
country and will be here another year or two." The 
Courtney's have a son Christopher Alan. 
William H. Tobias is a doctoral student at Ohio State. He 
received his masters degree last June. 
First child, Lee Heather, to Mr. and Mrs. Ed Youngs 
(Jeannette Steuerle), September 3. 
Lt. Philip J. Visco is with the USA in helicopter training 
at Weatherford, Texas. 
Robert C. Vetrick went to the U. of Delaware on a 
teaching assistantship after leaving Dayton. "Last summer I 
was awarded an NDEA fellowship to carry me through the 
remaining work for the masters degree and on through the 
Ph.D. This summer I am teaching here at the U. of 
Delaware and also working on some of the requirements for 
the Ph.D. in English. Teaching is great and I plan to make a 
career of college teaching once I have that degree." 
Mary Lou Staley is teaching with the Dayton Board of 
Education. 
Thomas A. Smith "just returned from Vietnam after 
completing tour with Marines. Will be stationed at Camp 
LeJeune, N.C. 
Mark R. Rowland received a masters degree in science 
from the U. of Toledo on June 13. He is employed by 
Burgess and Wiple in Columbus, 0 . 
Lt. Michael E. Redden has returned from Vietnam and is 
now stationed at Ft. Sill, Okla. 
Sam A. Nicolosi is a procurement analyst with DESC in 
Dayton. 
Thomas C. Murphy is in the USA and stationed at the 
finance school. Tom and his wife, Christine, had their first 
child, Morgan Martin, on September 26, 1968. Tern 
received an MBA degree from Michigan State in '68. 
Samuel A. Malene is an aviation officer candidate in the 
US Navy. 
James P. McGinley is stationed in Korea with the I Corps 
Special Troops. "I'll be leaving here at the end of November 
and will also terminate my active duty commitment at that 
time. I plan to return to UD to pursue an MBA in January." 
Richard H. Kramer is a member of the USA with an 
address change coming up on December 7. 
Mary Elizabeth Herre! is teaching with the Government 
of Guam, and studying for her masters at the U. of Guam. 
William M. Eifert is a nuclear project engineer with 
General Dynamics, Quincy Division, Quincy, Mass. 
Donna R. Mastrangelo is a fourth grade teacher with the 
West Geauga (0.) Board of Education. She is teaching in 
Chesterland. 
Mrs. Peter D. Zierolf writes, "We are in Aschaffenburg, 
Germany, serving a twenty-month tour on the 'frontiers of 
democracy!' Peter was promoted to 1st Lt. in May. We will 
be returning to Dayton and civilian life in April, 1970." 
Thanks, Linda. 
First child, daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. James A. Schoen 
(Mary Ann Leibold '68), July 15. 
Joyce Ann Alexander married Herbert M. Mason, May 
29, 1968. The couple has a son, Kelly Herbert. Joyce is 
doing substitute teaching in the Dayton area schools. 
Associate degree holder, Victor W. Boltin, received his 
bachelor degree in general business management from UD 
in August. 
First child, Bridget Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. William J. 
Lessner (Diana West), January 28. 
Gary W. LaChey married Joy Karen Stone, August 9. 
Gary is an associate consultant with Touche, Ross, Bailey & 
Smart in Milwaukee, Wise. He received his MBA from 
Indiana U. this year. 
Edward J. Hafferly, TI grad, pi;:ked up his bachelor of 
technology degree at UD's August graduation. 
Armand D. Bonforte married Ann Marie Sullivan '69, 
July 5. Armand received his masters degree in education at 
UD's August graduation. He is employed by the Beaver-
creek Board of Education. Ann is a dietitian at Kettering 
Memorial Hospital. 
Maureen Eileen Clifford married Richard Gevirtz, May 2. 
She is a research assistant at DePaul U. and hopes to get her 
masters in psychology in 1 970. 
First child, Sarah, to Mr. and Mrs. Stanley A. Locknar 
(Vera Thompson), April 28. 
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Paul W. Armstrong, Fred A. Baumer, CPPS, Terence M. 
Dean, David J. Jehn, Donald A. McLean, CPPS, Thomas A. 
Raterman, CPPS, Mark A. Skovron, William R. Stock, 
CPPS, James A. Urbanic, CPPS, Ralph C. Verdi, CPPS, and 
Ronald R. Wiecek, CPPS, received masters degrees at UD's 
August graduation. Richard T. Conboy, S.M., picked up his 
masters in public administration. 
MBA degrees from UD were awarded to Joseph R. 
McFadden, Jr., Wendell B. Joseph, Martin E. Flahive, and 
Robert A. Fening, Jr. , in August. Charlotte Eudy McConn 
picked up her masters in mathematics. 
Richard J. Butler has been released from service and is 
Personnel Assistant here at UD. He and his wife, Melanie, 
have a daughter, Karen Lee. 
J. Patrick McDavitt married Pamela Ann Wojcik '69, 
July 26. Pat plans for his Juris Doctor from the U. of Notre 
Dame in 1970. 
Peter L. Cannizzaro and Ann Christine Muscarella '66 
were married on July 13, 1967. Ann is a second-grade 
teacher with the Dayton Board of Education. 
Dennis A. Walters is serving with the USA Reserves at 
Ft. Leonard Wood, Missouri. 
John R. Consedine married Judith Ann Koeck '66, 
September 13. The couple is living in Cincinnati until 
March when John enters the USA. 
Robert C. Ellis married Kathleen Mary Armstrong, 
September 13. 
George A. Taylor, Jr., is with Gold Circle Department 
Stores in Columbus and attending grad school at Ohio 
State. He and his wife, Elaine White Taylor '66, have a 
daughter, Gina Marie, born April 9, 1968. 
James R. Coyne is Executive Vice President and Secre-
tary-Treasurer of Advanced Concept Group, Inc., Orlando, 
Florida. The group business consists of origination and 
planning of new enterprises and specialization in penetra-
ting new areas of modern activity. "I have also accepted the 
job of plant accountant, which is the head finance officer, 
for General Electric, miniature lamp division, which has set 
up operations in Plymouth, Fla. I will continue to play an 
active roll as officer of ACG, Inc." 
Lt. David L. Keel has returned from Vietnam and 
reported to Ft. Sam Houston, Texas, in December. Dave 
received the Distinguished Flying Cross, the Bronze Star, 
and nineteen air medals. 
Robert P. Kirsch married Eileen Ann Grant '69, August 
16. Bob is a research engineer with Harris-lntertype in 
Cleveland. 
Airman Michael J. Pasquarett married Medora Eleanor 
Meacham, April 4. Mike is presently stationed in Denmark. 
Mr. and Mrs. Alan A. Andolsen (Barbara Ann Hilkert) 
are resident members of the James M. Darby Center for 
Renewal at Bergamo/East in Marcy, N.Y. They are mem-
bers of the programming staff. 
John P. Walker has been promoted to first lieutenant in 
the USAF. A communications officer, John is assigned to 
Little Rock AFB, Ark. 
Phillip P. Dolcetti, Jr., was married on July 12. He is a 
stockbroker with Fahnestock and Company in New York 
City. He's also attending grad school at the U. of 
B!'idgeport. 
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence J. Bell (Katherine Littau) are 
living in Arcadia, Calif. "Larry was transferred here to 
handle West Coast public relations and employee publica-
tions for Burroughs Corporation." 
Dennis M. Piaseczny is credit manager for General 
Electric Credit Corporation in Hicksville, New York. 
Richard J. Lee married Jeanne Marie Kindt '69, May 10. 
Dick has been released from service and plans to attend 
dental school. 
Thomas E. X. Will is a grad student at the U. of 
Maryland. 
Kathleen A. Gugino moved from Washington, D.C., to 
Hartford, Conn. - "still with Hartford Insurance Group but 
now in the home office in the casualty underwriting 
department." 
John H. Lehman is in the sales department of the 
Dayton Power and Light Company. 
Raymond J. Flis married Joanne Elizabeth Slusny, 
October 4. Ray was just released from service. 
First child, Kelly Eileen, to Mr. and Mrs. Claude S. 
Young (Kathleen Klopf '68) , July 15. Claude is working at 
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company in Advanced Engineer-
ing in Aircraft Tire Development. 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Fruscello (Mary Catharine 
Antoun) are living in Mishawaka, Ind., while Tom is 
teaching and a research assistant beginning Ph.D. work in 
nuclear physics at the U. of Notre Dame. 
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Donald P. Lade has a commerce associate fellowship at 
the U. of Southern California. 
James A. Nee, Jr., is a seaman in the USN at Jackson-
ville, Fla. 
JoAnn Marie Lisy married David Lee Duchene, June 14. 
JoAnn is a research technician with Ohio State U.'s 
microbiology department. 
Lt. Michael J. Hogan is stationed at Ft. Ben Harrison, 
Ind. 
Martha Mary Hess married Fred H. Hoying, August 16. 
She is teaching fourth grade with the Southwestern-
Jefferson County Schools in Hanover, Ind. 
Marlene K. Hurwitz is a dietitian at Dayton's Kettering 
Memorial Hospital. 
First child, Cynthia Eileen , to Maura and Russell J . 
Foster, February 5. Russ is a grad student in chemistry at 
Ohio U. (NDEA fellowship). 
Lt. Terence J. Davis married Elizabeth Riley, June 21. 
Terry is stationed in Vietnam. 
Airman 1/C Edward D. Valeska married Bonnie 
Bonvillain, May 3. Ed is stationed at March AFB and living 
in Riverside, Calif. 
Nancy J. Weltner is teaching fifth grade at Residence 
Park Elementary School in Dayton. 
Robert A. Myers is a technical sales representative for 
Goodyear Tire and Rubber's Chemical Division and has 
been transferred to the New York office. 
Pfc. John J . Herda, Jr. , married Kathleen Ann Horst '69, 
August 23. John is stationed at Ft. Campbell, Ky., until 
January. 
Robert M. Hickey is in the US Army in Vietnam. 
M. Charles McBee married Judith Ann Biersack '69, 
October 11. Judy is a home economist with Consolidated 
Edison Company of New York. 
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Joseph M. Alfano is a grad assistant at Ohio U. in the 
geology department. Joe was married to Susan May 
Howard, December 28, 1968. 
First child, J ack Douglas, to Patricia and Douglas R. 
Webb, September 4. Doug is a grad assistant at Ohio U. 
Daniel G. Hobbs received an MA degree from the U. of 
Wisconsin this year. He's now a doctoral studen t there. 
Richard J. Schmalenberger married Kathleen Elizabeth 
McCullough, September 13. Dick is a technical assistant at 
Philadelphia Electric. The couple is living in Glenolden, Pa. 
James E. Alexander is an engineer with General Electric 
in Utica, N.Y. 
First child, Marirob, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Tures 
(Margaret Halpin '66), September 26, 1967. Bob is working 
on his Ph.D. at West Virginia U. 
Lt. Thomas A. Stuntebeck 
has been commissioned a 
second lieutenant in the 
USAF upon graduation from 
OTS at Lackland AFB, Texas. 
He is now assigned to Shep-
pard AFB, Texas, for pilot 
training. 
Mary Carolyn Ross Russo 
writes, " Joe is stationed at 
Fort McClellan Army Base 
directing plays in special serv-
ices. I'll be teaching near the 
Base. We'll be reunited in 
Lt. Thomas A. Stuntebeck August after I finish my MA 
degree." 
Lt. George H. Pritchard, Jr. , is stationed in Germany 
with the USA. 
Thomas R. Mengelkamp is teaching at St. Joseph High in 
Wickliffe. He was married to Carol Ann Del Re on August 
10, 1968. The couple has a son, John Joseph. 
Michael E. Meisner is taking basic training with the USA 
at Fort Dix , N.J. "After basic - OCS." 
Dominic D. Martinelli married Patricia Anne Riehmann, 
May 3. He is a special education instructor with the Utica 
(N .Y. ) School System. 
Sarah Ann Maloney is youth director for the YMCA in 
Louisville, Ky. 
Jaleen Suzanne McKinney is a stewardess with Pan 
American "all over the world." 
William T. Kilkelly is teaching at Wogaman Elementary 
School in Dayton. Mrs. Kilkelly is the former Maureen 
McNamara '69. 
William G. D. Frederick is on leave from WPAFB to 
complete his Ph.D. requirements at the U. of Cincinnati. 
Lt. John P. Basilotto is with the Corps of Engineers at 
Fort Lewis, Washington. John and his wife, Patricia 
Hartman Basilotto, had their first child, Stephen Christian, 
December 25, 1968. 
Norman P. Ravas is a 2nd Lt. in the USA. 
Michael A. Moskewicz married Lorraine Shostack, 
August 16. Mike is a medical student at Georgetown; 
Lorraine is a grad student at American University. 
Howard J. Moore is one of thirty students from the U. 
of Notre Dame to study at the Faculty of Laws, University 
College, U. of London. 
Father Gabriel Rus, S.M., '31 , UD Study Abroad Program, 
second from left, visited with Fran Arnold, '68, left, in 
Trieste, Italy this summer. 
Father Gabriel Rus, S.M., Director of UD's Study 
Abroad program was in Europe this summer (FOCUS, 
October) and ran into Fran Arnold, '68 who was 
teaching at an Italian naval school for officer training 
under a Fulbright Scholarship. The school was 
located in Trieste. 
The Fulbright award has expired but the Italian 
Government has persuaded Fran to stay on for 
another year of teaching. During the visit, Father Rus 
joined the students and faculty of the school on a 
one-day cruise in the Adriatic Sea. 
Richard M. Green is Assistant Personnel Officer with the 
Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer Research in New York 
City. 
Robert J. Simons married Catherine Eileen Wright, 
March 1. Bob is attending Ohio Northern's Law School. 
Cathy is a nurse at St. Rita's. 
William S. Hulesch married Jane Shirley Liebel, August 
9. Bill is a medical student at Loyola University of Chicago. 
J ane is a scien tific assistant at Argonne National Lab. 
Robert T. Aumer married Jacqueline Lee Vaughn, 
August 9. Bob is in management with The Chrysler 
Corporation and working on a law degree at the U. of 
Toledo. Jacqueline is a home ec teacher with the Petersburg 
School System. The couple is living in Sylvania, 0. 
Associate degree holders, James L. Casey, Bobby J. Cox, 
and Gary K. Pence, received bachelors degrees in social 
science at August graduation ceremonies at UD. 
Lt. Paul W. Bauer is with th e USA at Ft. Gordon, Ga. 
He 's in the Public Welfare Office. "Back to West Haven in 
so 
October - to Vietnam in November." Paul and his wife, 
Joyce, had their ftrst child, Mary Margaret, May 28. 
Carol D. Green is a second-grade teacher with the 
Will oughby-Eas t Lake School Board at George Washington 
School. 
Thomas J. Fitzgerald, Jr. , writes, " Am presently home 
on a 30-day leave before departing for the Republic of 
Korea. My tour of duty will last until18 September, 1970. 
My duty will end on 29 November, 1970, and I will return 
to work with the N.Y. Telephone Company. Presen tly a 
2nd Lt. but will be promoted to 1st on December 1." 
Pierre A. Kleff, Jr. , is Executive Secretary of the Sheet 
Metal and Roofing Contractors Association of the Miami 
Valley. 
Richard B. Koontz married Nancy Ellen Watson, August 
16. Dick is a Cognizant Engineer with Westinghouse in 
Pittsburgh. 
Tl grads, James L. Annesser, Thomas M. Carlisle, Peter 
A. Ferralli, Jr., Richard R. Froning, Richard A. Gerber, 
Thomas J. Giedlin, Edward P. Harhager, Robert F. Herbert, 
Jr. , Dennis F. Kennedy, William J. Klem, David M. Klohe, 
Lawrence Kozlowski, Robert J . Leugers, Jr. , Joseph M. 
Losko, Donald C. McCubbin, William U. McGovern, Robert 
L. Minnick, Raymond V. Monnin, Gregory P. Morin, 
Terrence M. O'Neill, John E. Steeb, and Steven N. 
Watercutter, all received bachelor of technology degrees at 
UD's August graduation. 
Mary Louise Gallagher is a resident director at Ohio U. 
John J. Kane married Maureen Audsley, July 5. J ohn is a 
junior student in Chicago Loyola's Medical School. 
Captain Betty J. Bow ins has arrived for duty at 
Tachikawa AB, Japan. She is assigned to a unit of the 
Pacific Air Forces. 
Gregory P. Tarris is entering the USA next June and will 
be stationed at the Corps of Engineers Branch School, Ft. 
Belvoir, Va. Mrs. Tarris, the former Margaret White, is 
executive secretary of the Dayton Civic Ballet and Execu-
tive Director of the Mi ami Valley Arts Council. Greg 
expec ts to ge t his MBA degree from UD in April. 
Richard D. Porco is a design engineer with MSA 
Research Corporation in Evans City, Pa. He and his wife, 
Susan, have a daughter, Dawn Lynne, who was born 
September 16, 1968. 
Thomas R. Mengelkamp is an accoun tant with Society 
National Bank in Cleve land. Tom and his wife, Carol, had 
their first child, John Joseph, April 13. 
Diane E. Russell is Nutrition Director for th e American 
Red Cross in Dayton. 
First child, Timothy Richard, to Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. 
Nu ge nt (Mary Diane Franta), Jul y 13. The Nugent's arc 
residing in Des Plaines, Ill. 
Christine H. Jakubowski is teaching in the Berkley 
(Mich.) School System. 
Carol Louise Aberle is teach ing fourth grade in the 
Montgomery County Public Schools of Silver Spring, Md. 
Charles R. Hirt, Jr. , is working fu ll time as a research 
sociologist at Fallsview Mental Health Clinic and finishing 
up his masters program. Wife, Carol Quinn Hirt, is teaching 
seventh and eighth grades in Cuya hoga Falls, 0. 
First child, Michael Bailey, to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel F. 
Sinatra (Ann Louise Wheeler) June 27. 
Joseph W. Voska married Gail Lee Schneble, October 
11. Joe is a sales representative with Standard Oil Com-
pany ; Gail is a social worker with the Hamilton County 
Welfare Department. The Voska's are living in Cincinnati. 
Rafael E. Deschapelles married Barbara Louise Puzik, 
August 31, 1968. He is in international marketing with 
Ridge Tool International in Elyria, 0 . Rafael received an 
international management degree from Thunderbird Gradu-
ate School this year. 
Patricia Helen Dudek married William Michael Mauk, 
July 27, 1968. Pat is Living in Chicago while her husband is 
serving in the US Arm y. 
Robert L. Krause married Cecilia Rose Lause '69, 
August 23. The couple is li ving in Columbus, 0. 
Dianne Marie Keller married James Richard Murray , 
August 23. Dianne is working at NCR. 
William M. Slonaker received his MBA degree from UD 
in August. 
Robert L. Fondiller married Patricia Ellen Taylor, 
August 9. Bob is working on his MBA at Indiana U.; Pat is 
teaching third grade at St. Charles School in Bloomington. 
Patricia Vinter Reynolds received her master of arts in 
teaching degree from Miami U. in August. Pat's husband is 
Richard E. Reynolds '66 . 
Airman James B. Kerr has 
completed basic training at 
Lackland AFB, Texas, and 
has been assigned to Keesler 
AFB, Miss., for training as a 
personnel specialist. 
David W. Clark married 
Marianne Gallagher, August 
22. The couple is living in 
Dayton. 
Lt. Craig R. Browne 
married Brenda Jane Walker, 
August 30. The Browne's are 
Living in Colorado Springs, 
Colorado, until January. 
Airman James B. Kerr 
Brian F. Conaghan is a grad student at Carnegie-Mellon 
University in Pittsburgh. 
Donald R. Mougey married Ruth Agnes Miller '69, 
August 30. Don is with Bowser-Morner Testing Labs in 
Dayton. Ruth is a medical technician at Miami Valley 
Hospital. 
James D. Gerdeman is a systems engineer with IBM in 
Cleveland. Jim and his wife, Mary J o, will celebrate their 
first wedding anniversary on January 25. 
Lt. David P. Klasnick married Nancy Susan Krajenke, 
July 5. Dave is a ttending flight school in San Antonio, 
Texas. 
Jayne Ellen Noonan married James R. Leaver, December 
24, 1966. Jayne is a secretary for Chrysler Airtemp in 
Dayton. 
Donald D. Sheelen earned his MBA from Syracuse U. 
this year. 
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John M. Rohm, Jr., a 
Peace Corps volunteer, is 
working with the Madhya 
Pradesh Public Health 
Engineering Department in 
India. "I am the geologist 
for our program which is to 
increase the drinking water 
supply - by drilling wells -
in various areas throughout 
the state. We work primarily John M. Rohm, Jr. 
in problematic areas or 
localities where there is a critical water deficiency, 
where there have been unsuccessful wells, and/or 
which may be rather inaccessible. Our greatest 
reward is the knowledge that we increased the water 
quantity, quality, and convenience of a village as 
well as promoting a better understanding of 
America and working for international accord and 
friendship among all peoples. There is a great need 
for water in almost all the districts and l am very 
proud to be ab le to be part of such an important 
project. Water . is such an important resource. 
Madhya Pradesh is the largest state of the Indian 
Union (slightly larger than California) and is located 
in the interior of the subcontinent. The geology 
here encompasses a wide spectrum and will provide 
an excellent area for practical application and 
experience. Tigers and leopards can still be found in 
many of the districts and the culture here is as 
diversified as the geology - from primitive tribal to 
modern western . The monsoon season began three 
weeks after we arrived in India. The previously arid 
and dry desert-li ke field s became green and ferti le 
fields." 
Ronald J. Michnik has been serving "my active duty 
with the U.S. Army at Ft. Sam Houston, Texas, as medical 
corpsman. Returned home November 1 as National Guards-
man." Ron is a management trainee with Manufacturers & 
Traders Trust Bank. 
Francine T. Steadley is assistant director of Family Life 
Program in Cleveland. She received her masters degree from 
Ohio U. this year. 
Kenneth W. Simpson married Betty Busch, October 17. 
On October 18, Santo C. Zimmaro married Diane Louise 
Ciambro. He is teaching at Incarnation School. 
Michael J . Herbert married Sharon Rae McCloskey, 
October 18. Mike is with the Miami Conservancy. 
Antonio R. DeLa Cruz has transferred from the Per-
sonnel Services department of the government of Guam to 
the new Administrative Officer of the Guam Housing and 
Urban Renewal Authority. He is also the new editor of the 
Buena Vida newsletter, published by GHURA. 
Robert R. Santos is a grad student in the school of social 
work at Wayne State U. 
Airman Daniel K. 
Frederick has completed 
basic training at Lackland 
AFB, Texas, and has been 
assigned to Keesler AFB, 
Miss., for training in com-
munications electronics sys-
tems. 
Charles R. Hickey is a grad 
assistant at UD. 
Robert W. Kennedy, Jr. , 
married Janet Ann Iding '69, 
Airman Daniel K. Frederick Augu t 23. Bob is a claims 
adjuster with Liberty Mutual 
Insurance; Janet is a social 
worker with the Hamilton County Welfare Department. 
The Kennedy's are living in Cincinnati. 
Michael A. McCall married Sue Ann Thompson, August 
30. Mike is employed at NCR. 
Joseph W. Keirn married Mary Helen Kalafus, June 14. 
Joe is an instructor in computer science at UD. 
Raul Maristany is a cost analyst with Dayton Tire & 
Rubber Company. He and his wife, Aurora, celebrated their 
first wedding anniversary on September 7. 
Airman John J. Walters is stationed at Chanute AFB, 
Illinois. Address change coming up in March. 
Cheryl Anne Lieberman is a grad student at the U. of 
Pennsylvania's School of Social Work. 
James A. Ramsey is teaching at Ross Junior High in 
Oxford, 0. 
Robert A. Nero married Mary Jo Strozdas '69, Septem-
ber 13. The couple is residing in East Lansing, Mich., while 
Bob attends Michigan State grad school. 
James T. Nagle, speech and English teacher at Alter H.S. 
in Dayton, appeared in summer stock at the Cain Park 
Amphitheatre in Cleveland. He played the lead, Corporal 
Billy Jester, in the musiccl, "Little Mary Sunshine." 
William G. Muntean, Jr., is a cost accountant with 
Caterpillar in Aurora, 111. He and his wife , J anaan, cele-
brated their third wedding anniversary on July 30. 
Robert M. Hroncich appeared in summer stock in San 
Francisco. We hear he was outstanding in In the Dark of the 
Moon. 
Daniel F. Dula, Jr. , married Karen Cecile Radachy, 
August 1 7, 1968. He is a systems engineer with Service 
Bureau Corporation in Cincinnati. He earned his MS in 
operations research from the U. of Cincinnati in June. The 
Dula's have one child, Daniel Frederick, born August 21. 
Charles R. Herchelroath married Kathryn Ann Joy, 
August 16. He is studying for his bachelor degree at U.D. 
John E. Sigler married Sharon Louise Brinkman, 
September 13. 
Daniel E. Maxwell is an application engineer with Sguare 
D Company in Lexington, Ky. 
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Brent W. Reed married J oanne Mary Weiser, August 30. 
Capt. Thomas E. Miller 
Captain Thomas E. Miller 
has been selected to partici-
pate in the Air Force Systems 
Command research scientist 
exchange program with the 
Federal Republic of Ger-
many. At WPAFB since 1964, 
Captain Miller is a theoretical 
gasdynamicis t in the Flight 
Mechanics Division of the AF 
Flight Dynamics Lab. He has 
developed techniques for 
analyzing the noneguilibrium 
aerothermochemistry occur-
ing in a hypersonic wind tun-
nel such as the 50-megawatt electrogasdynamics faciJity. He 
will be assigned to the Aerodynamische Versuchsanstalt of 
Goettingen, Germany, after attending an intensive eight-
month German language course at the Presidio of 
Monterey, Calif. 
James E. Rothermel is :;:tending law school at Case 
Western Reserve U. 
James M. Dregne married Donna Michele Malloy , daugh-
ter of Don J. Malloy '39, September 8. Jim is a grad student 
at the U. of Tennessee. 
Jane Ann Johnson is teaching home ec at Roth High 
School in Dayton. 
Virginia Ann Davis married Dennis Edward Wissel, June 
28. Virginia is with the Marist Missions of Boston, Mass. 
She's living at Honiara, Guadalcanal. 
Robert R. Mertz married Melinda Diemer, August 16. 
Bob is a computer programmer at WPAFB and a member of 
the US Army Reserves. 
Kevin P. Harte married Celeste Margaret Buysse '69, 
August 16. Kevin is Assistant to the Controller at Hobart 
Manufacturing Company in Troy, 0. Celeste is a kinder-
garten teacher with the Kettering Board of Education. 
Elayne Arrington ldowu has been given a teaching 
assistantsh ip in the math department at the U. of Cin-
cinnati. 
Michael J. Kryda married Cynthia Jean Haering '69, 
August 30. Mike is a sophomore at the U. of Illinois 
Medical Center. Cynthia is a medical technician in research 
at the U. of Illinois. 
Glenn C. Weiss married Cynthia Louise Kannapel , 
October 18. Glenn is with Clifton Precision Products 
Company in Clifton Heights, Pa. 
Mary Susan Selleck writes, " l traveled in Europe, mainly 
Italy, this summer and now am working with Cathy Grady 
in Aspen, Colorado, for the winter. Have fifteen hours of 
grad school behind me also." 
Guy T. Barone has served six months in the USMC 
Reserves and started law school at the U. of Toledo in 
September. 
Audrey E. Goldsmith is a UD grad assistant in the 
psychology department. 
Walter Wood's Citation 
Father Gabriel Rus, S.M., whose interest in 
students and his position in the Study Abroad 
program, brings much alumni news to the campus 
received a letter from Mrs. Catherine Wood recently. 
Her son, Walter J. Wood, "68. was the recipeint of 
many citations and medals while in Vietnam. He 
received five Navy and Marine Corps medals, 
Vietnamese Silver Cross and a Purple Heart. She sent 
along the following citation: 
COMMANDER IN CHIEF 
UNITED STATES PACIFIC FLEET 
The President of the United States takes pleasure 
in presenting the Navy and Marine Corps Medal to 
Second Lieutenant Walter J. WOOD 
United States Marine Corps 
for service as set forth in the following: 
CITATION 
"For heroism while serving as a Platoon Com-
mander with Company F, Second Battalion, Ninth 
Marines, Third Marine Division in the Republic of 
Vietnam. On 10 February 1969, a United States 
Army helicopter carrying a load of lOSmm howitzer 
ammunition crashed approximately six hundred 
meters forward of the defensive perirr.eter of Fire 
Support Base Erskine in Quang Tri Province. Arriving 
at the crash site with a two-sq uad reaction force, he 
unhesitatingly approached the flaming aircraft and 
directed rescue operations despite the possibility that 
fuel and artillery ammunition might explode at any 
moment. When machine gun rounds began to 
detonate as a result of the intense heat, he steadfastly 
remained in his exposed position and assisted in 
placing five wounded men aboard a medical evacua-
tion helicopter. He ordered his men to covered 
positions and fearlessly entered the downed aircraft 
to remove the body of a remau1ing crew member 
after having been in formed that still another casualty 
had been observed inside the burning CH-4 7. He then 
organized his relief force and led his men back to 
friendly lines through almost total darkness and over 
difficult terrain. Second Lieutenant WOOD's courage, 
bold initiative and devotion to duty were in keeping 
with the highest traditions of the United States Naval 
Service." 
For the President 
JOHN J. HYLAND 
Admiral, U.S. Navy 
Commander in Chief U. S. Pacific Fleet 
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Don J. May married Brenda S. Amburgey, September 
27. Don spent six months of active duty with the USA at 
Fort Sam Houston, Texas, as a medic. He was named the 
best recruit in camp and the recruit with the highest 
proficiency. Don is a member of the New York Knicks. 
Airman Martin B. Csercsevits has graduated with honors 
at Lowry AFB, Colo., from the training course for USAF 
supply inventory specialists. Martin is assigned to Dover 
AFB, Del., for duty with a unit of the Military Airlift 
Command. 
Carol Ann Farno has begun her second year of teaching 
in the Kettering (0.) Schools and is attending grad classes at 
Wright State U. 
Christine Ann Borchelt is a designer in commercial sales 
with Rike's in Dayton. 
First child, Lisa Christine, to Irene and Andrew S. 
Gyulveszi, March 2. Andrew is one-third owner of Tillson-
burg Pipe & Supply Company in Canada. 
Dominic A. Cataldo is a teaching associate and grad 
student in botany at Ohio tate. He and his wife, Evelyn, 
have a son, Christopher. 
Luis F. Sotto married Jo Ann Ondrusek '69, August 2. 
Luis is a grad student at UD in biology. 
First child, daughter, to Kathy and John N. Dues, 
August 5. 
Anita M. Hibler is an instructor of English at Heidelberg 
College. 
Nicholas C. DeFusco married Frances Elizabeth Furlong 
'69, August 23. Nick is marketing representative for Aetna 
Life and Casualty in Cincinnati. Frances is doing substitute 
teaching. 
Gerald R. Martin is an Ensign in the U.S. Navy aboard 
the USS Coral Sea whose homeport is Alameda, Calif. 
Jerry G. Bridges is an auditor for the deputy comptroller 
for internal audit in the office of the Secretary of Defense 
in Washington. He and his wife, Judith, have two children -
Jeffrey and Jon. 
James L. Schaefer is sales assistant with Hewitt Soap 
Company in Dayton. 
Pfc. Joseph A. Russo III is Entertainment Director at Ft. 
McClellan, Ala. Wife, Mary Carolyn Ross Russo, is teaching 
speech and English at Jacksonville H.S. 
Mary Janice Plummer married Thomas Joseph Victorine, 
June 7. She is doing substitute teaching in the Marian Hills 
(Ill.) Schools. 
Kathleen Ann Marquitz married UD senior, Richard Paul 
Baxter, May 31. 
Timothy B. Lyons married Rita Nicolosi, September 20. 
Tim is in the tax department of Arthur Andersen & 
Company in Columbus, 0. 
Victor E. Stevenart married Jane Winifred Lusien::;ki , 
August 22. Vic is teaching at Patters. on Co-Op in Dayton .. 
Dennis P. Collins has been appomted account executive 
for WHIO. Denny was active with WVUD as chief an-
nouncer at UD and was associated with closed circuit 
television as TV director. He had been employed by the 
Don Stotter Advertising Agency. 
Stephen P. Mooney writes, "1 have entered my soph 
year at the U. of Buffalo School of Dentistry." 
First child, Michael Stanley, to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald M. 
Rose (Mary Jo DeSantis) , September 3. 
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TI grad, Renato P. Caniglia, received his bachelor of 
technology degree at UD's August graduation. 
Joseph W. Strella is assistant quality control manager 
with Dayton Tire and Rubber Company. Joe and his wife, 
Rebecca, have two children - Joseph, Jr., and Karena. 
Thomas M. Carlisle is a foreman with Inland Manufactur-
ing Division, GMC, in Dayton. Tom and his wife, Elaine, 
were married on May 31. 
Richard A. Gerber has joined the Norden Division of 
United Aircraft in Norwalk, Conn. He and his wife, Sandra, 
have two children - Karen and Deborah Christine, born 
June 13. 
Edward P. Harhager is with Owens-Corning Fiberglas and 
living in Heath, 0. Ed and his wife, Kathleen, celebrated 
their first wedding anniversary on June 29. 
David M. Klohe is with Texas Instruments and living in 
Dallas. 
Lawrence Kozlowski is with United Aircraft's Norden 
Division. Larry and his wife, Joanne, celebrated their first 
wedding anniversary on June 1. 
With the Newport News (Va. ) Shipbuilding and Drydock 
Company are: Donald C. McCubbin, Gregory P. Morin, 
Anthony C. Leonard, and Terrence M. O'Neill. Mrs. 
McCubbin is the former Jane Turbin. Tony Leonard and his 
wife, Kathleen, will celebrate their first anniversary on 
January 20. Terry O'Neill was married to Joanne Chasey on 
June 14. 
William U. McGovern is with General Electric in Fort 
Wayne, Ind. 
Robert L. Minnick is with B. F. Goodrich Aerospace and 
living in Vandalia, 0. 
Raymond V. Monnin is employed by Delco Products 
Division , GMC, in Dayton. 
John E. Voskuhl received his bachelors degree and 
masters degree from UD - all in the 1969 school year. Mrs. 
Voskuhl is the former Margaret Mary Weber '62. John 1s 
now a student of law at the U. of Cincinnati. 
Edward J. Hafferly is with U.S. Steel in Pittsburgh. 
Stephen F. Hogan has joined the Knolls Atomic Power 
Laboratory of the General Electric Company as a scientific 
programmer in the lab's Advanced Development Activity. 
William E. Hirt married Ann Marie Westendorf, August 
16. Bill has an assistantship at the U. of Cincinnati ; Ann is 
teaching in the St. Bernard City Schools. 
Robert J. Jewett married Donna Jean Hansen, August 
23. Bob is a grad assistant in psychology at UD. 
John J. Raffo married Diane Elizabeth Brolin '68, May 
25, 1968. Diane "is doing my student teaching this fall as I 
am working for certification as a teacher at UD." 
Thomas P. Stahl is working at NCR in Dayton. "Will be 
going on active duty as 2nd Lt. Military Intelligence on 
January 30." 
Eileen L. Ruschau is with Terex Division of GMC and 
living in Cuyahoga Falls, 0. 
Donald R. Mascari is an industrial engineer with Mine 
Safety Appliance Company in Pittsburgh. He was married 
to Ruth Ann Moul on January 13, 1968. 
Thomas M. Eck is a management trainee (line supervisor) 
with the Joseph E. Seagram & Sons Company in Relay, Md. 
Jim Place and Jim Siewe have been named assistant 
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football coaches at Alter H.S. in Dayton. Place, a defensive 
end at UD, will coach the linemen and serve as reserve 
coach. Siewe, the backfield ace, will instruct quarterbacks 
and handle the freshmen. 
Joseph E. Peacock writes, "1 have obtained a teaching 
position in the English department of Bishop Loughlin H.S. 
in Brooklyn." 
James D. Scanlon married Karen Mary Schlaiss, August 
16. The couple is living in Dayton. 
James F. Vick married Helen Marie Conklin, August 9. 
Jim is teaching at St. Joe's H.S. in Cleveland. 
Gerald A. Lantz married UD senior, Mary Elizabeth 
Niksa, August 16. He is teaching English at Carroll H.S. in 
Dayton. 
Thomas H. Gray married Patricia Carol Renault, August 
9. Tom is a grad assistant at UD. 
William P. Stanley married Mary Jane Kuzmitz, August 
16. Mary Jane is teaching first grade with the Northwest 
Schools in Cincinnati, 0. 
Barbara J. Salamanski has begun teaching Art 1 at 
Hillcrest High School, District 228, Cook County, a suburb 
southwest of Chicago. 
Karen Kelley has completed work for two degrees iri 
four years, a bachelor of science in music education 
received in April, and a bachelor of music, received in 
August. She is teaching at Hadley E. Watts Middle School in 
Centerville, 0. 
John J. Weixel III married Barbara Sue Teeter, July 5. 
John is a junior accountant with Lybrand, Ross Brothers, & 
Montgomery in New York City. 
Anne S. Greicius is a grad assistant at Purdue University . 
Onorina Maria Stolfo has been nominated "Assistante 
d'anglais" by the French Ministry of Education. "My 
assignment will be at the Lycee D'Etat de J eunes Filles de 
Bourges. It will begin on October 1 and last until June, 
1970. I obtained my appointment through the Office of 
International Education under the direction of Doctor 
Saquel-Montalva. As an 'Assistante d'anglish' I will have the 
privilege to relate American culture and civilization to 
young French students." 
Mary Joyce Quitter married Thomas Edward Herbeck, 
August 23. Mary plans to teach with the Peace Corps in 
either Ethiopia or Kenya. 
K. Julie Noonan married Stephen Douglas Webendorfer, 
August 30. The couple is living in Dayton. 
Thomas N. Magee is with the Montgomery County 
Juvenile Court. He was married to Sharon Moorman on 
July 5. 
Linda Ann Stromenger is with the Peace Corps in 
Malaysia. 
Attending law school are Robert J. Gigante (Ohio 
Northern) and Robert J. Krebs, Jr. (Chase). 
James C. Dee is enrolled in dental school at the U. of 
Pittsburgh. Mrs. Dee is the former Nancy Helen Rice. 
Eugene T. Gregorchik is with Ernst & Ernst in Dayton; 
John M. Scanlon is with E & E in Cleveland. 
Joseph P. Buffalino is attending Des Moines College of 
Osteopathic Medicine and Surgery. 
Attending UD Grad School are: Steven N. Watercutter, 
Denise Van Meter, Joseph L. Szoke, Raphael J. Riley, Anna 
Evers Hart, Paul C. Hammel, Robert K. Grimshaw, Delores 
Gaiser Gillen, Charles T. Farkas, Michael W. Fadden, and 
Raymond A. Beyer. 
H. David Speer married Mary Joan Midgley, June 21. 
Dave is an engineer with Koppers Company in Baltimore, 
Md. 
Robert J . Fink is with the Montgomery County Welfare 
Department. 
Richard H. White married Marianne Clare Delaney, July 
20. Dick is at The Center Club and living in Cambridge, 
Mass. 
With Haskins & Sells (CPA's) in Dayton are Louis G. 
Heck and Dennis A. Brockman. Dennis was married to 
Kathryn Ann Pinkstaff on August 10, 1968; Louis and his 
wife, Joyce, celebrated their second wedding anniversary on 
October 29. 
W. Melvyn Roquemore, a physicist at WPAFB, will be 
working on his Ph.D. for the next two years at the U. of 
Cincinnati. He and his wife, Alice, have one child - Allison 
Rae. 
Mary Louise Brown Navarro is an instruc tor of English 
at UD. 
With the Dayton City Schools are John J. Leugers, 
Bobbie Jean Wilks, Brenda Schiffer Spector, Richard A. 
Scalzo, Michelle Meyer Janis, Margaret Jean Byrd, and 
Charles J. Benore. 
Gerald A. Czekalski married Michele Louise Stritch, 
October 18. 
Norman L. West and his wife, Anita, celebrated their 
second wedding anniversary on November 18. 
Robert J. Schwab is teaching at Fenwick High in 
Middletown, 0. 
John F. L. McCaffrey is a doctoral student at George-
town U.; Charles R. Bennett at the U. of Kentucky; 
Bartholomeus C. C. Ho at the U. of Minnesota. 
At Ohio State University are Jackie B. Jordan, Reinhard 
Q. Popp, Andrew M. Marmorstein, and Chang-Yil Ahn. All 
but Popp are doctoral students. 
Thomas P. Weisser married Karen Elaine Buckingham, 
May 18, 1968. 
Anna M. Warm is teaching at New Canaan (Conn.) High 
and attending grad school at Fordham U. 
Susan Louise Getz is attending the U. of Pittsburgh 
(Pharmacology department). 
Peggy Sue Kinman is teaching with the Grant County 
Board of Education, Dry Ridge, Ky. 
Floyd C. Knoop is a doctoral student at the U. of 
Tennessee Medical Unit. He and his wife, Pam, were 
married on June 3, 1967. 
Carolyn Sue Bucklew married Philip Andrew Rathweg, 
August 9. The couple is living in Philadelphia. 
Steven N. Watercutter married Marianne Wilma Kriwat, 
October 25. The couple is residing in Marysville, 0. 
With the Beavercreek (0.) Board of Education are Fred 
Treadway and Ellen Felker Prueitt. 
Richard W. Smith is at tending the State University of 
New York at Stoneybrook. 
Joseph J. Peterson married Barbara Kay Irvin, June 21. 
With the Kettering Board of Education are Luanne Jones 
Beust and Mary Lou Becker Heckman. Mary Lou is married 
to Paul J. Heckman '38. 
J. Theodore Winkeljohn and Donald J. Ragalie are 
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attending grad school at the U. of Toledo. 
Robert E. Long and Joan Marie Minnich are teaching in 
Piqua, 0. Bob is teaching at Springcreek School and Joan at 
St. Mary's School. 
Carlos V. Alexander has an assistantship at Washington 
U. in St. Louis. 
Gregory J. Lach married Mary Ann Fralic, December 30, 
1968. 
Teaching at Catholic schools in Dayton are Kathalin A. 
Woyma (Ascension School), Judith Ann Miller and Alice J. 
Spatz (Our Lady of Mercy School), Thomas G. Rauch 
(Immacu late Conception School), Mario Passudetti (Pre-
cious Blood School) , Mary Ellen McClellan (S t. Rita 
School), Mary Maurer Lelak (S t. Helen School), and Robert 
J . Bruggeman (St. Albert the Great). 
Susan Kaye Munier married Mark Lewis Erhart, Jul y 24. 
Susan is teaching with the Northmont Schools in the 
Dayton area. 
Jack L. Gillmore is a research assistant at Yale Medical 
School. 
Kenneth E. Hutchinson, Jr. , is attending the United 
Theological Seminary in Dayton. 
With the Mad River Board of Education is Stella Hensley 
Day. 
First child, daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Daniel T. Doherty 
(Karen Ann Fletcher) , in June. 
John P. DeLuca married Barbara Ann Minham, August 
9. 
Joan Marie Borchers Is teaching at Bauer School m 
Miamisburg, 0. 
Raymond E. Cole is teaching at Chaminade High m 
Dayton; Rose Zierolf Saurine at Alter High. 
Barry L. Chmiel married Patricia Anne Beckett, August 
9. Barry is employed by Eastview Market, l nc., until Uncle 
Sam beckons in March. 
Lynne Marie Mangan married Edward Charles Blank, 
June 28. The couple is living in Columbus. 
William H. McKelvie is a doctoral student in psychology 
at West Virginia U. 
Lucy Ann Duffy married Daniel A. Cadwell , August 9. 
The couple is living in Huntington, W.Va. 
Teaching in Ohio are Gerald A. McFeeley (Northridge 
Board of Education), Grant G. Perciful (Sugarcreek Board 
of Education, and Marilyn Jean Ott (Washington Township 
Schools), Howard A. Davis (Cleveland Board of Education), 
Jonathan C. Hursting (LaSalle High, Cincinnati), John M. 
Ludwig (Archidocese of Cincinnati), Magdelene Helman 
Martin (Bradford Village Schools), Madeline Albers Maurer 
(Minster Local Schools), Ruth Ann Siciliano (Summit 
County Day School, Cincinnati), and Donald L. Ott 
(Wilmington High). 
Thomas E. Berry married Connie V. Reitz, May 30, 
1968. 
Linda Anne McKinney is working for the City of 
Philadelphia. 
W. Keith Brickel is teaching with the Bridgeport, Conn. , 
Board of Education. 
Daniel J . Purcell is wi th the Auburn Supply Company 
and attending night school at Northwestern U. 
Larry A. Pohl is an engineer with A VCO Ordnance 
Division in Richmond, Ind. 
John J. Knab is employed by Bell Labs in Homedale, 
N.J. John and his wife, Elizabeth, are residing in Freehold, 
N.J. 
Mark A. Murtha has joined Burroughs Corporation in 
Philadelphia and is at tending Temple U. on a part-time 
basis. 
Ronald E. McDowell is with Central Ohio Federal 
Savings and Loan Association in Columbus. He and his 
wife, Peggy, were married five years last June 26. 
William P. Henderson is with Data Services Corporation 
in Dayton. 
Joseph A. Payne's employer is the Dayton Steel 
Foundry Company. Joe and his wife, Anne, were married 
on September 22, 1967. 
Suzanne A. Cullen is teaching at St. Patrick's School in 
Garden City, N.Y. 
William B. Dicks is with Dyna Corporation in Dayton. 
He and his wife, Nancy, were married on May 9, 1964. 
Robert T. Scott is with Enjay Chemical Company in 
Elizabeth, N.J. 
William J . Gilius is an engineer with Firestone Tire & 
Rubber Company and attending the U. of Akron part time. 
Thomas J . Flynn is with First National Bank of Dayton. 
Tom was married to Phyllis Jean Brown on August 10, 
1968. 
John W. Kreamer is teaching with the Central Dauphin 
(Pa.) School District. John and his wife, Madeline, were 
married on January 27, 1962. 
With Ford Motor Company in Detroit is Gerald L. 
Gaiser. He and his wife, Carol, celebrated their fifth 
wedding anniversary on August 15. 
John D. McEldowney married Pamela Kay Cavanaugh, 
November 23, 1968. He is with Gem City Savings and Loan 
Association in Dayton. 
James E. Loughren is teaching with the North Allegheny 
(Pa.) Schools. 
Gary L. Halpin is with General Telephone Company of 
Ohio. 
James B. Becker has joined Hughes Aircraft Company in 
California. 
Louis M. Mancuso, Jr. , is teaching at Sachem High in 
Holbrook, N.Y. Mrs. Mancuso is the former Cecilia Ann 
Ryan '66. 
Robert L. Brickley married Janice Ryan, J anuary 20, 
1968. He is with M.D. Larkin Company in Dayton. 
James P. Fitzgerald is with Liberty Mutual Insurance 
Company and living in Ozone Park, N.Y. 
Margaret L. Hackenberg is working for the McCall 
Corporation in New York City. 
Norman W. Reinker, Jr., is with Monsanto Research in 
Miamisburg, 0. He and his wife, Elizabeth , have a son, 
Robin. 
With NCR are Virginia E. Deis and Patricia S. Schneider. 
Nancy M. Bossman is teaching with the Berwyn (Ill. ) 
School System. 
F. Ronald Biggs is employed by the National Distillers 
and Chemical Corporation. 
Thomas F. Wood is with Republic Steel Corporation in 
Cleveland. 
With Sears & Roebuck are Ronald Derwin (Cincinnati), 
Paul M. Pajersky (Cleveland), and Frank M. Zurey (Hicks-
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ville, N.Y.). 
James L. Newlin, Jr. , is an engineer with Shell Oil 
Company in Deer Park, Texas. 
Donald G. Forlenza is an engineer with Square D. 
Company in Park Ridge, Ill. 
Marjorie P. Karhoff is a secretary for Sylvania Electric 
Products Inc. 
Larry J. Linder is with Systems Research Labs in 
Dayton. He and his wife, Victoria, celebrated their second 
wedding an niversary last April 29. 
Judith Ann Nitsche is with Western Union in New York 
City. 
Thomas W. Nieschwitz is employed by Winters National 
Bank and atte nding UD grad school. 
Charles C. Gauder is an electronic engineer at WPAFB. 
He and his wife, Emerita, have five children - Michael, 
Charles, David, Robert, and Diane. 
Thomas P. Brodie married Kathleen F. Kilkenny, August 
23. Tom is assistant to the treasurer of Gentry Corporation 
in Fairlawn, N.J., and attending law school P/T at Seton 
Hall U. 
Hugh P. Ryan married UD studen t Elizabeth Catherine 
Gross, August 30. 
George E. Plakosh is stationed at Ft. Belvoir, Va., with 
the USA. In November he will be reassigned to Ft. Benning, 
Ga. Mrs. Plakosh is the former Catherine Hyde '68. 
James R. Sachs is with First National Bank in Dayton. 
Mrs. Sachs is the former Barbara Whitman. 
Alan J. Kleman is teaching in Waynesville, 0 . 
Kenneth F. Puglisi married Patricia Marie Rogero, 
September 6. Ken is with the Detroit Bank and Trust 
Company. 
Cecilia Marie James married Stephen Russell Mehaffie, 
September 6. Cecilia is a medical technician at Good 
Samaritan Hosp ital in Cincinnati. 
James C. Goethals married Susan Claire Kinnane, August 
9. Jim is a programmer with IBM in Endicott, N.Y.; Sue is 
teaching with the Binghamton School Board. 
Kathleen A. Krapp is a teacher in the Northmont School 
System in Clay ton, 0. 
David A. Vaccaro married Loretta Jean Cocco '68, July 
19. Dave is teaching physical education at Poinsett Elemen-
tary School (grades 1 thru 6) and the couple is residing in 
Rockledge, Florida. 
First child, son, to Sandra and Robert J. Cardone, July 
31. 
Richard R. Murdy is a production trainee with Bendix 
Corporation in Long Island City, N.Y. Dick and his wife, 
Kathleen, have a daughter, Jennifer Alice. 
Joyce Ann Stine is teaching with the Dayton Board of 
Education and attending grad school at UD. 
T. Vincent Shankey married Maureen Patricia Hoffman, 
July 5. Vince is a grad student at UD; Maureen is teaching 
at St. Anthony's School. 
Lawrence J. Courtney married Janet Marie Windt, 
August 30. Larry is attending Cleveland Marshall Law 
School. 
Anthony F. Cifelli is a sourcing analyst with Pratt & 
Whitney in E. Hartford, Conn. He and his wife, Patricia, 
had their first child, daughter Allison, August 18. 
Kenneth R. Moorman is with WPFB-AM & FM in 
Middletown, 0. Ken and his wife, Mary Angele, celebrated 
their first wedding anniversary on June 1. 
John B. Mullin is employed by Duriron Foundry in 
Dayton. His wife is Darlene Chivers Mullin '67. 
Thomas E. Durkee married Francine Diefenbacher, 
August 30. Francine is a speech teacher in the Kettering 
Schools; Tom is a parole officer with Montgomery County. 
John E. Skidmore married Dorothy Clare Ruckel '67, 
August 9. Dorothy is a dietitian with the USAF; John is a 
staff accountant with Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Company 
in Columbus, 0. 
Joseph A. Panfalone married Sharon Kay Mathes, 
September 13. The couple is residing in Columbus while 
Joe attends Ohio State. 
James R. Murphy, Jr. , is with Penn Mutual Insurance in 
Dayton. 
Dennis W. Webb married Kathleen Mary Carley, August 
2. Dennis is with International Harvester in Ft. Wayne, Ind. 
Marilyn L. Kelly writes, "I am spending the winter on 
the Cape working at the Cape Cod Community College with 
high hopes of doing a little creative writing on the side. I 
found this area of the country too beautiful to leave. Have 
rented a small house in Hyannis." 
Robert H. Wenning is a grad student in computer science 
at Case Western Reserve U. 
Robert E. Toia, Jr. , is a grad assistant in biology at UD. 
Robert J. Leugers, Jr. , is a project engineer with 
Owens-Corning Fiberglas in Newark, 0. 
Thomas B. Madden married Candace Ann Huffman, 
October 4. The Madden's are residing in Hazelwood, Mo. 
Tom is with McDonnell-Douglas Aircraft. 
Kathleen R. Meiresonne is a medical technologist at St. 
Francis Hospital in Wilmette, Ill. 
Charles R. Bennett is a teaching assistant in the history 
department at the U. of Kentucky. 
Robert R. Graff is teaching at St. Sylvester's in 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Jane C. Drauer is teaching first grade at St. Mary's of the 
Knobs School in Indiana. 
Marcia D. Terrell, after touring Europe this past summer, 
is teaching at Alter High in Kettering, 0. 
Kathleen R. Conley is teaching first grade in the 
Columbus (0.) School System. In January she'll be attend-
ing North East Missouri State Teachers College for her 
masters degree in elementary education. 
Belinda A. Bonnot is an accountant with Ernst & Ernst 
in Chicago. 
Patricia Anne Mayer is a grad student in history at the U. 
of Cincinnati. 
Regina A. Romano is 
At ron ics Corp oration, 
Philadelphia. 
technical librarian with General 
subsidiary of Magnavoc, m 
Steven J. Laubacher is Director of the Boston office of 
Bearings for Re-Establishment. Steve was married to Vivian 
Snelling, October 4. 
Barbara Kaye McNamee is teaching with the Wayne 
County (Mich.) School District at Patchen School. 
Patrick E. McPeak is an MBA grad student at Indiana U. 
Sue Karen Johnston is teaching first grade at Hallandale 
Elementary in Hollywood, Fla. 
Andrew W. Lasko III is assistant sales manager of 
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Onorina Stolfo, '69, Writes ... 
To Father Gabriel Rus, S.M., who conducts UD's 
Study Abroad program. She is in France and is on a 
year's assistantship, "assistante d'anglais," granted by 
the French Ministry of Education. The school is 
Lycee D'Etat de J eunes Filles de Bourges in Bourges, 
France. 
She says in part: " ..... I finally arrived here in 
this charming little city called Bourges on September 
25 after assisting conferences in Paris .... Here I 
have a room with Y2 bath and kitchenette ..... It's 
almost a dream and what's more I'm a guest of the 
school. I pay no rent. I pay only for my meals which 
are excellent and very cheap. 
"I have not yet started my courses (Editor's Note: 
This was written in September) but they will consist 
of 12 hours per week and with small groups of 
students .... I am to talk about American life and 
culture . . .. Bourges is quite old and dates back to 
the Galla-Roman period. There are remains of an old 
Roman wall here." 
She goes on to speak of Fran Arnold, '68, who is 
mentioned elsewhere in the ALUMNUS. She speaks 
of Fran's popularity in Trieste, both with her 
students and colleagues. 
Onorina's study abroad is an example of the use 
one can make of a UD education after graduation. 
Victoreen Instruments in Cleveland. 
Richard L. Filbrun married Marilyn Louise Johnson, 
September 6. Dick is a program analyst for NCR. 
Sandra E. Hughes is teaching third grade at Valley Hills 
School in the West Carrollton (0.) School District. 
Judith E. Nerny is an accountant with Arthur Andersen 
& Company in Chicago. 
Mary Katharine Ogren is a grad student at Indiana U. 
Robert E. Hartley is with Shell Oil Company. Bob and 
his wife, Barbara, have two children - Jeff and Jenny. 
Philip L. Maughan writes, "I am to enter the service as a 
2nd Lt. in the USA in September ... Branch - Signal 
Corps." 
Robert J. Famoso married Donna Ruth Munnion, July 
19. Rob is serving six months of active duty in the USMC 
Reserves. 
Thomas W. Davin, Jr. , married Patricia Ann Bustetter, 
August 23. Tom is in training with the GM Parts Division in 
Detroit. 
Sheila Jane Cassidy married Daniel John Mullen , 
September 20. 
Edward T. Lee is with the Avco Electronics Division in 
Cincinnati, 0. 
Mark J. Nocito is a teaching assistant at Ohio U. 
Marjorie Ann Mohr is a caseworker with the Hamilton 
(0.) County Welfare Department. 
David A. Griesbaum is a management trainee with Sears 
Roebuck & Company in Warren, Mich. 
Nicholas A. Brown is studying oceanography at Duke 
University. 
Charles W. Minnis, Jr. 
Charles W. Minnis, Jr. , has 
been commissioned a second 
lieutenant in the USAF upon 
graduation from OTS at 
Lackland AFB , Texas. 
Charles is being assigned to 
Laredo AFB, Texas, for pilot 
training. 
John D. Waters married 
Adrian Madeline Ayres '68, 
September 6. John is an in-
dustria! engineer with 
Chrysler Corporation 111 
Detroit. 
Richard J. Thomas is a 
member of the US Navy with a FPO Seattle mailing 
address. 
Jayne A. Kampschmidt is a grad studen t in special 
education at the U. of Cincinnati. 
Diane M. Proffitt is an ar t teacher with the Kettering 
Board of Education. 
Nancy Louise Rogers is a medical technologist with th e 
U.S. Government and living in Wheaton, Md. 
Joyce Anne Morrison is a second grade teacher with the 
Colchester (Conn.) Board of Education. 
Ronald C. Gabria is a medical student at the U. of 
Pittsburgh. 
Lt. Lawrence J. Hurley has been stationed at Ft. Eustis, 
Va. 
Terry A. Baney is a history professor at Tri-State College 
in Angola, Ind. Terry was married to Suzanne VanFossen 
on July 12. 
Rosario M. Lemon is with the Cook County (Ill .) Public 
Welfare Department. 
Robert T. Leibold is a sales trainee with Vindale 
Corporation in Brookville, 0. 
Gary H. Peters is attending the U. of Rochester. 
William D. Bridge is a Lt. in the USA,; Michael J. 
Dolezar a Lt. in the USAF. 
Rita M. Fecke is doing substitute teach ing in School 
District #25 in Pocatello, Idaho. 
Daniel J . Drechsler is production analyst with Taylor 
Instruments in Rochester, N.Y. 
John R. Palmer is a grad student at the U. of Southern 
California. 
David C. Smith is a member of the USA. 
Sandra M. Matayosian is attending grad school in music 
at the U. of Illinois. 
Bernard C. Meyer is studying at the Medical Coll ege of 
Georgia. 
Robert J. Krebs, Jr. , is teaching sixth grade at St. 
Anthony's School in Dayton. 
Lt. Frank J. Montana III is stationed at the Basic School, 
Quantico, Va., until February. He'll be assigned to 
Vietnam. 
W. Melvyn Roquemore has a USAF Fell owship at the U. 
of Cincinnati. 
Sister Joan Marie Schwartz, CPPS, has been appointed 
sup erior of the Precious Blood nuns in Wapakoneta, 0 ., 
where they teach at St. Joseph Elementary and High 
Schools. Sister J oan Marie has taught in Missouri, Cleve-
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land, and Cincinnati. 
Vincent E. Sacksteder III is teaching at Roosevelt High 
in Dayton. 
Ellen L. Dickinson is a home ec teacher with th e Chelsea 
(Mass.) Schools. 
Ensign Lawrence S. Ducate, Jr. , married Madeline Jo 
Girardi, September 13. The couple is livin g in Pensacola, 
Florida. 
Second child, first daughter, Kayla Victoria, to Mitzi and 
Kenneth I. Booher, April1 6. 
Thomas J. Clark married Mary Carol Giver, September 1. 
Tom is teaching English and speech at Carroll High in 
Dayton. 
Robert P. Van Bergen is a medical stu den t at the U. of 
Cincinnati. 
Terry Ann Duffey married Nick Carlton , October 4. 
Terry is doing substitute teaching in the Wappingers (N.Y.) 
Schools. She had been with Project Headstart. 
Thomas S. J. Dubusky is an engineer with Wheeling-
Pittsburgh Steel Corporation and living in Wheeling, W. Va. 
Lt. James J. Quashnock is a lab officer with the USAF at 
David Grant USAF Medical Center at Travis AFB, Calif. 
James E. Tagye married Carol Ann Kennedy '68, August 
23. Jim is Vocational Evaluator with Goodwill Industries in 
Dayton ; Carol is supervisor-medical technologist at Ketter-
ing Memorial Hospital. 
Jerry A. Myers is an industrial designer with Fiberglass 
of Ohio in Lebanon. 
Suzanne M. Ackerman is with the Franklin County 
Welfare Department in Columbus, 0 . " I hope to begin grad 
studies part time at OS U in J anuary ." 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond A. Schaefer (Diane Heilman) are 
living in Sandusky, 0., where Ray is a junior accou ntant 
with a CPA firm. 
William F. Meehan is an industrial engineer with Grum-
man Aerospace in Bethpage, N.Y. 
William J. Bischof has been attending Washington U. for 
his MBA but is now a member of the U.S. Army. 
Ronald L. Lemoncelli is an instructor in the U. of 
Delaware's Delaware Technical and Commu nity College in 
Georgetown. 
Maureen B. Murphy is a stewardess with Delta Air Lines 
out of Miami International Airport. 
Richard J. Dwyer III is a Lieutenant in the USMC at 
Quantico, Va. 
Theodore L. Turney, Jr., is teaching at St. J oseph High 
in Wapakoneta, 0. 
Ronald F . Teeters married Nancy Ann Kocisko , May 17. 
Nancy is an order/cost su pervisor for Stouffers; Ron is a 
junior systems analyst for Arthur G. McKee and Company 
and attending Cleveland State University par t-time. 
Ann Elizabeth Acton married Philip Scott Leever, March 
22. 
Marilyn T. Mead is an interior decorator with Day's 
Carriage House in Dayton. 
Patrick J. Hurley married UD studen t, Cheryl Lynn 
Ambrose, August 23. 
Heather Gabrielle Rodrigues was married to Kenneth Ira 
Kress on March 8, 1969. 
Bruce J. Schmitt married June Eden, September 26. 
Bruce is a grad ass istant in engineeri ng at UD. 
Thomas F. Wood married Donna Marie Monahan, 
October 11. Tom is with Republic Steel in Cleveland. 
James R. Cole is a grad student in clinical psychology at 
UD. 
Joan Marie DeCapite is a research analyst with American 
Greetings Corporation in Cleveland. 
Frank J. Zeccola is attending Brooklyn Law School. 
Thomas P. Sullivan is a graduate counselor at Kent State 
Univ. 
William J. Klem is a design engineer with General 
Dynamics in Groton, Conn. 
Janet L. Scherger is supervisor of the directory depart-
ment with the New England Telephone and Telegraph 
Company in Boston, Mass. 
Manuel Wong is with RCA in Palm Beach, Fla. 
Constance Susan Meyer married Charles N. Steinke, 
October 18. 
William U. Michel married Julia Ann Beach, September 
6. Bill is stationed at Fort Bliss, Texas. 
Lt. Patricia A. Petree was sworn into the USA on August 
1, 1969. "Though I am in the Officers Basic Course at Ft. 
McClellan now, I hope to be able to be assigned to 
recruiting in Florida soon." 
Captain Stephen L. Tomlin is on duty at U-Tapao 
Airfield, Thailand. A supply officer, he is in a unit of the 
Pacific Air Forces. 
Raymond V. Monnin married Julie Klepinger, 
September 13. Ray is with Delco Products Div. , GMC. 
Kathleen M. Janostak is employed by the Miami Valley 
Regional Planning Commission in Dayton. 
Tomas C. Santa Maria is with NCR. 
Edward F. Mieczkowski is project coordinator for Ross 
Laboratories in Columbus. 
John A. Marrah, Sr. , is a doctoral student at the U. of 
Cincinnati. He and his wife, Priscilla, have two children -
Cynthia and John , Jr. 
Maryann M. Bresnan and Barbara L. Zahn have "won 
Maryann M. Bresnan Barbara L. Zahn 
their wings" and are stewardesses with Delta Air Lines. 
Maryann 's base station is Miami, Florida, and she flies to 
many of the sixty cities served by Delta in twenty-two 
states, the District of Columbia, and the Caribbean. Barbara 
does the same from her base station in Chicago, Ill. 
Kathleen Ann Engel is a fiscal accounting assistant with 
the CIA in Washington , D.C. 
Mary Patricia Halpin is working in Chicago for Sears, 
Roebuck & Company in the psychological testing depart-
ment. " My job involves working closely with the executive 
battery of tests given to app licants for our management 
training program and considerable travel to the retail stores 
in the Midwest." 
r~ 
IN MEMORIAM 
~ 
James F. Pflum '39 - Vice President, Pennsylvania 
Industrial Chemical Corporation, husband of Betty Doherty 
Pflum '41 and father of Mary Ann Pflum '68 - August 9. 
Francis J. Hagan '25 - August 13. 
Erika Salzburg Plaut '53 - August 16. 
Rev. Francis M. Mueller '12 - pastor of St. Aloysius 
Church in Cincinnati, 0., for 27 years - August 14. 
John A. Wessalosky '27 - August 20. 
Craig A. Copeland '69 - killed in auto accident in 
August. 
Robert R. Luthman, Jr. '68 - motorcycle accident 
September 4. Son of Robert R. Luthman, Sr. '50 and 
brother of Joseph J. Luthman '68. 
Vincent Farrell '15 - notified September 17. Date of 
death not known. Brother of Frank M. Farrell '13. 
Charles J. Thill, M.D., '38 - in September. 
Frank Halters '11 _ June 10. 
Robert J. Schweller '48 - October 5. Husband of Adele 
Unverferth Schweller '44 and brother of Joanne Schweller 
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Paul '56 and Harold E. Schweller '51. 
Samuel J. Gerson '34 - October 7. Brother of Charles E. 
Gerson, M.D. '34 and Perry L. Gerson '41. 
Joseph T. Mirabella, Sr., father of Joseph T. Mirabella, 
Jr. '66 - August 5. 
Mrs. Luri I. Hellwig, mother of Norris D. Hellwig '49 -
August 19. 
Henry H. Fiely, father of Edward A. Fiely '50 - August 
12. 
John J. Desch, father of James B. Desch '50 - August 5. 
Merrell 0. (Mike ) Marsden, father of Orner R. Marsden 
'51 - August 19. 
Mrs. Amelia S. Marker, wife of Norman E. Marker '24-
in June. 
Mrs. Mary K. Gries hop, wife of Ernest L. (Hap) Grieshop 
'3 5 and mother of Donald L. Grieshop '66 - August 28. 
Lawrence J. Dahm, father of Norman F. Dahm '50 -
July 22. 
Ralph W. Conners, Jr., twin son of Lt. Col. (ret.) Ralph 
W. Conners '36 - killed in Vietnam, May 22. 
Mrs. James F. Harrington, wife of James F. Harrington 
'10 - August 7. 
Jesse Shoemaker, father of Doris Shoemaker Sucher '55 
- December 8, 1968. 
Mrs. Gertrude Spires, wife of Harold S. Spires '30 and 
mother of Nancy Spires Tarlano '59, October 1. 
Walter M. Witte, father of Roger B. Witte '53 - October 
3. 
Sidney G. Kusworm, Sr., father of Sidney G. Kusworm, 
Jr. '35 - October 4. 
Raymond J. Koester, Sr., father of Raymond J. Koester, 
Jr., '54 - September 21. 
Mrs. Sophia Brockman, aunt of Richard J. Brockman '51 
- October 7. 
60 
Henry J. Osterfeld, Sr. , father of Mary Ann Osterfeld 
Kenny '50 and Henry J. Osterfeld, Jr. '50 - October 8. 
Lt. David J. Graney, son of UD's Dean of Engineering, 
Dr. Maurice R. Graney, and brother ofMaurice R. Graney, 
Jr. '60 - October 10. 
Mrs. Lenora Schad Janning, mother of Thomas B. 
Janning '55 - October 9. 
Patrick Kenneth Stein, two-day-old son of Mr. and Mrs. 
H. Kenneth Stein, Jr. (Barbara Lee Unger '65), May 16. 
Roy A. West, father of Donald E. West '66 - July 21. 
Father of James P. Wannemacher '54 - February 24, 
1968. 
C. J. Stueve, father of John J. Stueve 'SO - October 18. 
Charles Walter Plessinger, father of John A. Plessinger 
'66 - October 18. 
A pert of the intarior of the new, Univerllty of Devton Arena. tak• In ._October. 
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